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ABSTRACT
A REVISION OF THE CHRONOLOGY OF BAN CHIANG
AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PREHISTORY OF NORTHEAST THAILAND
JOYCE C. WHITE
ROBERT H. DYSON, JR.

Ban Chiang is a prehistoric site in northeast Thailand which was
excavated in 1974 and 1975 under the direction of Chester Gorman of The
University Museum, University of Pennsylvania and Pisit Charoenwongsa
of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand. The excavators were only able
to publish a preliminary report prior to the death of Gorman in 1981.
Since the publication of the preliminary report in 1976, it became
evident that revisions in the preliminary chronology were necessary,
particularly for the dating of the appearance of bronze and iron found
at the site.
The main goal of this dissertation is to develop a revised
chronology for the prehistoric deposit at Ban Chiang based on a
stratigraphic interpretation of burial ceramics and radiocarbon dates.
A relative chronology of three Periods and ten ceramic phases is
proposed.

A radiocarbon chronology extending from the fourth

millennium B.C. to the early first millennium A.D. is based on the

iv
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thirty three charcoal dates from the site.

The ceramic and absolute

chronologies are compared with other evidence excavated from the region
and a reasonably close fit is found.

Concerning the initial

controversy over the dating of metals, it is concluded that 2000 B.C.
is not an unreasonable estimate for the appearance of bronze in the
region, and that iron had appeared by 500 B.C. or earlier.
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PREFACE

To be involved in a research project as fascinating and
intellectually rich as the Ban Chiang Project is a rare privilege.

The

excavations at this site took place before and during my first year in
graduate school at the University of Pennsylvania. Since I was not
involved in any of tha excavati 3ns some explanation is in order for how
I came to write on the chronology of Ban Chiang as the topic for my
dissertation.
In January of 1976 three conexes weighing 18 tons arrived at The
University Museum bearing the artifacts recovered from two seasons of
excavation at Ban Chiang. With Bill Schauffler, Pisit Charoenwongsa,
Debbie Kramer and others, I helped organize on floor to ceiling shelves
in room B-26 the excavated materials consisting mostly of thousands of
sherd bags.

Pottery reconstruction began in that room with the help of

volunteers, but it became clear that a more systematic approach was
needed which would require consistent supervision and development.

In

the spring of 1977 Chet applied for a two year grant from the National
Science Foundation which would fund among other things, positions for
Bill Schauffler and myself to oversee the lab and the computerization
of the data.

The request was approved under Grant No. BNS77-14425 A01.
x
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NSF funding began in September 1977. Over the previous summer I moved
the lab to new quarters.

That fall the call went out for volunteers

and work-study students to work in the lab which was now under full
time supervision.

Hundreds of students and lay persons gave varying

amounts of time towards reconstructing pots and coding artifacts for
computerization in the SELGEM system set up by Bill Schauffler.
Laboratory procedures were systematized and expanded.

The filing

system and artifact storage were organized.
It was this day-to-day involvement in the reconstruction and
organization of the Ban Chiang burial assemblages that gave me the
detailed knowledge of the site of Ban Chiang that would allow me to
organize and write an exhibition on the archaeology of the site (White
1982), and subsequently to write this thesis.

While working in the Ban

Chiang lab, however, I of course did not foresee these directions.

In

fact I developed a dissertation research project focussing on plant
resources in the Ban Chiang region.

After an intensive summer course

in Thai, I went to live in Ban Chiang village in September 1979 and
pursued the plant research until May 1981. While living in Ban Chiang,
I heard from a close friend in the Anthropology Department that Chet
had been diagnosed as having cancer.

Chet continued to correspond and

indicated that he was planning to come stay in Thailand to write up the
Ban Chiang site report.

It was not until February 1981 when Chet

repeatedly failed to show up in Thailand on the days he stated in his
xi
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letters that it was clear that he must have been very sick.
While wondering what to do up in Ban Chiang, I received a telegram
to go to Bangkok to help with the "Smithsonian exhibit" sometime in
March. Rather suddenly I was thrown into a complex series of events and
situations involving an international cast of institutions and
individuals with diverse and complex interests in this northeast Thai
village.

By this time it was clear that Chet would live only a few

weeks or at most a couple of months more.

Helping the team from the

Smithsonian led by exhibit coordinator Marty Cappelletti begin to sort
out the exhibit while they visited Thailand led eventually to a request
to be guest curator for that effort.

I returned to the United States

in June 1981 shortly after Chet's death and "temporarily" put aside
writing ray dissertation on the plant research to work on the exhibit.
I was in several awkward positions with respect to developing a
presentation of the Ban Chiang material for a travelling exhibition.
First and foremost I had to develop an accurate chronology that was
appropriate for a lay audience.

From the years of work in the lab I

knew that the preliminary chronology (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976)
needed revision.

It was written prior to most of the pottery

reconstruction and burial analysis.

From being around Chet I knew he

had been changing his mind on the dating although he never really
published major changes.
the data.

I did not have time to completely assess all

I wanted to present something that would stand up in the

x ii
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long run, but would not be viewed as an attack on previous
interpretations.

The Smithsonian Institution Travelling Exhibition

Service also required a presentation at a level appropriate for, at
highest, a high school graduate.

To satisfy these and other concerns I

divided the sequence into three periods, Early, Middle, and Late based
on broad cultural changes which could be clearly articulated to a lay
person.

Broad date ranges were assigned to the three periods but

narrower ranges assigned to individual objects based on a general
review of the data.

Ceramic phases were considered too specialized a

concept for the exhibit and dating complexities and controversies too
technical a topic.

Instead the emphasis was to be on broad patterns of

cultural development, the general methods archaeologists used to learn
about the prehistoric culture, and the excitement of the research.
While the exhibit and catalogue on Ban Chiang presented an
opportunity to publish some information on the site, these did not
solve the problem of publishing a scientific report.

Eventually The

University Museum asked me to write up the chronology of Ban Chiang for
my dissertation in place of my original research on plants.

Although I

felt very positively about the research I had done in Thailand, I had
put in years of work on the archaeology as well and would have regreted
if that work had been in vain.

Thus I agreed to change my dissertation

topic to the one presented in this thesis.

Pisit Charoenwongsa and the

Director General of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand agreed to this
x iii
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in 1983.
Although only one name appears as the author of this document,
this dissertation is unusually reliant on the effort of numerous other
individuals.

Only a few of the probably hundreds of individuals who

have contributed to Ban Chiang research can be listed here.

Any whose

names do not appear here I most humbly appologize and gratefully
thank.
First and foremost, the late Chester Gorman and Pisit
Charoenwongsa, co-directors of the excavations, must be lauded for the
excellence of their excavation technique and records.

How many

excavations can stand the test of having someone other than the
excavator write up the site on the basis of the excavation records and
data?

If it were not for Gorman's and Charoenwongsa's consistent,

detailed, and highly organized approach to the site, my task could not
have been undertaken.

Of course the many members of the international

excavation teem also deserve high credit and these are listed in the
preliminary report (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976).
I owe far more to Chester Gorman than thanks for his careful
excavation.

He was a mentor in a very complete sense.

The basic

approach taken in this dissertation to unravelling the chronology of
Ban Chiang is fundamentally that of Chet's. I merely had the chance to
carry out that approach systematically whereas he, tragically, did
not.

He taught me many lessons beyond archaeological ones, and these
x iv
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have had a profound impact on my life and character.
Without the support of many individuals and institutions this
dissertation could never have been accomplished.

Permission from Pisit

Charoenwongsa and the Thai Fine Arts Department to analyze the burial
materials is gratefully acknowledged.

Robert Dyson as my dissertation

supervisor gave very detailed and insightful criticism of the text
which greatly improved the clarity of the presentation.

Moreover his

support and faith in me has been crucial to the completion of the
project.

The other members of my dissertation committee, Gregory

Possehl and Vincent Pigott, also offered important critique and moral
support.

Other professors in the Department of Anthropology have given

timely encouragement, feedback, and suggestions, in particular Ward
Goodenough, Bill Davenport and Bernard I.ailes. Kathleen Galligan drew
most of the illustrations and I am most grateful to her not only for
her professionalism and adaptability, but also for her friendship and
encouragement.

I am indebted to my Lao teacher, Sophin Kotanone, for

discussing with me fire-producing activities in Thailand and Laos which
lead to substantial portions of Chapter IV, and particularly to the
discovery of subsurface hearths.

John Hastings has been an invaluable

friend and colleague who has assisted me with all my computer needs and
adventures for which I am very grateful.

The many volunteers, artists

and work study students who have worked for the project over the years
must be thanked for all their patient reconstruction of pots, labeling,
xv
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computer coding, and other analytical tasks.

In particular mention

should be made of Andy Wiess who assisted in the analysis of the burial
sequences, Deborah Wong who organized much of the pottery, Lois Kratz
Adam who reconstructed many of the most difficult pets, and Cheryl
Applebaum who organized many aspects of the analysis.
named I extend anonymous thanks.

To those not

My friends and family also deserve

thanks for their support and encouragement over the years.

Crucial

financial support has been provided by Betty Starr Cummin, the
Association of American University Women and The University Museum.

xvi
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CHAPTER I

BAN CHIANG
AND THE
CHRONOLOGY OF PREHISTORIC NORTHEAST THAILAND

Prior to the mid 1960s virtually nothing was known of the
prehistoric time period in northeast Thailand (Solheim 1966a:13).

Over

the past 20 years, archaeological attention has been directed towards
this region resulting in major excavations of a handful of sites and
test excavations of several others.

As in any region undergoing

initial archaeological exploration, a primary goal of these efforts has
been the establishment of a chronology= The establishment of a
prehistoric chronology for northeast Thailand acquired some consequence
when preliminary interpretations suggested that the region underwent
developments in agriculture and metal production much earlier than
estimated prior to systematic research.
As might be expected in a region at the earliest stages of
archaeological investigation, the establishment of a regional
chronology has been fraught with interpretive problems, contradictory

-

1

-
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statements, and scholastic disagreement.

In part this is due to the

slow rate at which the few excavated sites have been published.

The

site of Ban Chiang with its deep stratigraphy and time depth is
particularly pertinent to chronological issues yet it has been
published only in preliminary discussions.

The tardiness of full

publication is in turn in large part due to theoretical and
methodological difficulties in interpreting the site's chronological
evidence.
This dissertation will address the problems in developing a
chronology for Ban Chiang. Due to the paucity of evidence on the
prehistoric time period for not only northeast Thailand, but for most
parts of mainland Southeast Asia as a whole, a useable chronology for
this site has broader significance than most individual sites.

The

significance extends not only to understanding the region's prehistoric
cultural development, but also to establishing if and how that
development can be related to neighboring regions such as China and
India. Before discussing Ban Chiang in detail, the background to the
research at the site will be reviewed.

The Beginning of Chronological Controversy: Non Nok Tha

The excavations at Ban Chiang in northeast Thailand came about in

-

2

-
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part to help resolve a controversy arising from a site called Non Nok
Tha excavated in the 1960s. In late 1963 a salvage archaeology project
was begun by the University of Hawaii and the Fine Arts Department of
Thailand. During the first season's survey in the area to be flooded by
the Nam Pong reservoir, Chester Gorman located the site of Non Nok Tha
(Map 1). The site was tested in 1965 and more extensively excavated in
1966 under the field direction of Hamilton Parker assisted by Donn
Bayard. Solheim (1966a:13) expected to find "neolithic sites and sites
with bronze and iron" in the northeast, sites similar perhaps to the
second millennium B.C. 'neolithic' cemetery at Ban Kao excavated by the
Thai/Danish Expedition in west central Thailand in the early 1960s
(Sorenson 1967).
At first Non Nok Tha seemed broadly comparable to Ban Kao based on
a general similarity in grave styles.

Solheim (1966b:40) noted,

however, that unlike Ban Kao, bronze was definitely present at Non Nok
Tha prior to the appearance of iron.

He claimed this was the first

well excavated site to document stratigraphically the precedence of
bronze metallurgy over iron in Southeast Asia. In the fall of 1966 the
first available radiocarbon dates seemed to indicate that the earliest
bronze dated to the mid 3rd millennium BC. "This would mean that bronze
was being worked in Northeastern Thailand nearly one thousand years
before it is now considered to have begun in Shang China and one
hundred or more years earlier than it started in the Harappa Culture of
the Indus Valley in India" (Solheim 1968:62). Until that time the

- 3 -
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earliest bronze in Southeast Asia was considered to date to the raid
first millennium B.C. (e.g. Clark 1969:238). In just a few years the
prehistory of this rather isolated region went from being unknown and
peripheral to controversial and of great interest to culture historians
of other regions.
For at least the next fifteen years efforts to follow through on
these initial findings dominated prehistoric research in Thailand and
chronological arguments still are prominent in the archaeological
literature of the region (e.g. see the exchange between Loofs-Wissowa,
Charoenwongsa, Bayard, and Solheim in the Journal of Southeast Asian
Studies vol.

XIV, no.

1, March 1983). In 1968 Donn Bayard conducted a

second excavation at Non Nok Tha which sought to test the sequence of
dates from the 1966 excavation (Bayard 1971:1). Bayard concluded (1972,
1979) that the second season's excavations supported a mid third
millennium B.C. date for the earliest bronze, but he concurred that the
evidence was not clear enough to be incontrovertible.

Smith (1979)

provided another view on the Non Nok Tha dates that also supported a
late third millennium date for the site's Middle Period phases 1-3.
Nevertheless, evidence from other sites and the development of a
regional sequence was clearly necessary before the Non Nok Tha findings
would be widely accepted.

Various sites known from scattered surveys,

test excavations, and informal findings were thought to have some
probable relationship to the Non Nok Tha sequence, among them the
village of Ban Chiang.

- 5 -
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A Brief History of Archaeological Research at Ban Chiang

A brief discussion of the sequence of events that led to the joint
excavations conducted by The University Museum, University of
Pennsylvania and the Fine Arts Department of Thailand (hereafter
referred to as the PENN/FAD excavations) at Ban Chiang can put into
perspective some of the interpretations of this site that have appeared
over the years.

The following discussion was compiled from numerous

sources which can be examined for further details: You-di 1975 (this is
an English translation of You-di 1972 with some added notes); Solheim
1971, 1972; Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976; Lyons and Rainey 1982;
Gorman 1982; Suthiragsa 1979). Archival documents from The University
Museum, University of Pennsylvania and Princess Chumbhot of Nagor
Svarga were used for background information.

While some details differ

among the various sources, an effort has been made to give the most
accurate account possible.
The prehistoric remains under the northeast Thai village of Ban
Chiang first came to official notice in 1960 when an inspector from the
Fine Arts Department Unit no.

7 visited the village.

Although some

sherds were presented to the official by the local school headmaster,
serious attention to the site awaited the later 1960s.

-

6

-
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In July 1966 Stephen Young, son of a former US ambassador to
Thailand, visited Ban Chiang to collect data for an undergraduate
thesis on rural politics and found unglazed painted pottery eroding out
of one of the village roads.

He brought specimens back to Bangkok and

showed them to Princess Chumbhot of Nagor Svarga whose collection of
antiquities is on display at the Suan Pakkad Palace. Young also brought
specimens to the National Museum in August 1966 for evaluation by Chin
You-di, a senior scholar of Thai archaeology.

The only remotely

similar pottery known from northeast Thailand at that time were three
painted vessels from the Non Nok Tha excavations of that same year
(You-di 1975:1-2). It appeared therefore that the pottery from Ban
Chiang was prehistoric and probably Metal Age, but essentially unique
in that no directly similar pottery had ever been found before.
In April 1967 the first technical excavation at Ban Chiang was
conducted by Vifhaya Intakosai of the Fine Arts Department. The single
square confirmed that the painted pottery was found in burials
associated with bronze.

Suthiragsa (1979:43) reports that glass beads

and iron bangles were also found in this small excavation.
In the meantime Elizabeth Lyons, then a fine arts consultant for
the United States State Department, was shown Stephen Young's specimens
nfS/1
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or elsewhere in Southeast Asia. The Fine Arts Department gave Lyons
several sherds primarily from the 1967 excavation.

She asked William

Kohler, a Philadelphia lawyer, to bring them to the Museum Applied
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Science Center for Archaeology at The University Museum, University of
Pennsylvania for thermoluminescence dating.

These sherds were tested

during 1968. In February 1969 William Kohler wrote Somphorn Yupho, then
head of the Division of Archaeology, that sherd PT 104 (a specimen
found by Young according to records at The University Museum) dated to
4363 B.C. + 520 years (You-di 1975:2). A fifth millennium B.C. date for
Ban Chiang was first published in You-di*s book on prehistoric people
in Thailand (1969:83, in Thai).
The reference to the Ban Chiang pottery and the TL result in Thai
publications and in western publications such as the March 1971 issue
of the National Geographic (Solheim 1971:338) brought the site to broad
attention.

Various levels of collectors, from US soldiers stationed in

the area looking for souvenirs to wealthy Bangkok antiquarians, began
to visit this previously obscure village (Gorman 1982).
The situation at the village reached a crisis stage in 1972. The
uncovering of many beautiful vessels in excellent condition during a
construction project in late 1971 apparently brought on a sudden
florescence in the market for Ban Chiang artifacts.

Early in 1972 Ban

Chiang pottery even appeared in Bangkok's Sunday morning market (Lyons
and Rainey 1982:7).
In January 1972 Fine Arts Department officials intending to
quietly inspect the site arrived to find the village equivalent of
"Bargain Day at Gimbels" (Lyons and Rainey 1982:7; Suthiragsa 1979:43).
Elizabeth Lyons also visited the site around this time and returned to
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Bangkok "determined to campaign for protection and excavation" (Lyons
and Rainey 1982:7). It had become clear to persons in Thailand
concerned with the preservation of the nation's cultural heritage that
important archaeological evidence was in danger of total destruction
unless something was done quickly.
In January and February 1972 excavations were begun under the
direction of Fine Arts Department officials Pote Keakun and Wipak
Sornthat at Wat Posrinai, and Nikom Suthiragsa on land belonging to Mr.
Pote Montripitak. The King and Queen of Thailand visited the site on
March 20, 1972 which lent great interest and legitimacy to the work.
That year saw much publication in the popular press about Ban Chiang
(see You-di 1975:6-7). On July 23, 1972 the National Executive Council
forbade digging or trading Ban Chiang artifacts which dampened only the
most overt aspects of the looting and marketing.

Several more squares

were excavated by the Fine Arts Department in Ban Chiang during 1973
under the direction of Nikom Suthiragsa (1979) and presumably others.
What were the results of these initial efforts?

Chin You-di

summarized the 1972 work in Thai (1972) and English (1975). Suthiragsa
reported on his excavations in the Thai fine arts journal Silapakorn
(Suthiragsa 1972) and in the publication resulting from the Colloquy on
Early Southeast Asia in London, September 1973 (Suthiragsa 1979).
Although these reports differ on some details, the early excavations
showed that Ban Chiang was an extremely rich site.

At least six styles

of pottery were recognized as well as several varieties of clay
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Map 2: Excavated locales at Ban Chiang are indicated by darkened
squares on the map and listed below by the year of excavation.
Size and placement of locales 1-27 are aproximations. Only that
portion of the village overlying prehistoric deposit is shown.
Some locales could not be located on any map, but their reference
names are listed below. Not all excavators of the 1973 squares
are known. Sources are You-di 1975 and Thai Fine Arts Department
maps.
Map
no.
1967
1

Locale
name___________ Excavator_____ Publications
SH(?)

Vithya
Intakhosai

Chin You-di 1975

Wat Phosrinai:

Pote Kuagul &
Viphak Sorathat

1972

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit

Ban Chiang A
Ban Chiang B
Ban Chiang C
W.P. 1A
W.P. IB
W.P. 2B
W.P. 1C

Montriphitak
sites:

Charoenwongsa 1973 (TL)
Nikom
Suthiragsa

9
10
11
12
??
13?

Pit M.P. 1A
Pit M.P. IB
Pit M.P. 2
Pit M.P. 2A
Pit M.P. 7B
Survey pit SP (SK?)

??

Pit SS 1

Suthiragsa 1979

1973
14
15
16

B. Ch. 1/73
B. Ch. 2/73
B. Ch. 3/73

Suthiragsa

Suthiragsa 1979

Kuagul
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
1974
28
29
30
31
32
33
1975
34
35
36
37

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

4/73
5/73
6/73
7/73
8/73
9/73
10/73
11/73
12/73
13/73
14/73

PENN/FAD
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

B5
B6
C3
C4
C5
C6

Kuagul

Kuagul
Kuagul
Kuagul
Kuagul
Kuagul

Chester Gorman
and Pisit
Charoenwongsa

Gorman and
Charoenwongsa,
1976; White 1982

PENN/FAD
BCES
BCES
BCES
BCES

D4
D5
D6
D7
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utensils and figurines, bronze and glass ornaments, stone and metal
tools and weapons.
3.5 meters.

Cultural material was found at least to depths of

It was clear that occupation of the site was not for

merely a single phase.

Rather the site had been used for a

considerable time prior to the appearance of the by then reknowed
red-on-buff painted pottery.
There appeared to be three periods of occupation which broadly
corresponded to distinct soil strata according to Chin You-di (1975).
Based on the 1972 excavations these periods were termed Late Neolithic,
Bronze Age and Iron Age. Pottery painted with red spiral designs was
found in the upper portion of the site as were iron tools and glass
beads.

In the so-called Bronze Age level red painted pottery often was

found which included incising in the design.

The basal levels of the

site had a distinctive black pottery with incised spiral designs as
well as cord-marked and appliqued pottery.

No metals were reported

from these lower levels in the 1972 squares.
Nikom's 1973 excavations brought this neat chronological picture
into question.

At locale B.Ch.1/73 skeletons were found at the deepest

level, "next to the sterile", with bronze bangles (Suthiragsa 1979:48).
Also at that depth black incised pottery was found although whether the
same graves contained the incised pottery and the bronze was never
clearly stated.

Nikom concluded that the earliest inhabitants of Ban

Chiang were familiar with bronze metallurgy.

Nikom also observed that

fragments of iron tools were found in the middle cultural level
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originally considered Bronze Age (Suthiragsa (1979:50).
While these early excavations (Map 2) added considerably to the
picture of this prehistoric culture, they also revealed an extremely
complex site and raised numerous enigmas.
and iron appear in the site's sequence?
pottery styles?

When precisely did bronze
In association with what

How many distinct time periods were at the site and

what were their absolute dates?

What were the relationships of other

aspects of the material culture such as glass beads and carved clay
rollers to the soil and cultural stratigraphy?

These problematic

associations may have been partly a result of the excavation style
which proceeded in 10 cm layers and recorded materials recovered
according to depth.

Soil stratification was observed during section

drawing (Suthiragsa 1979:44). Precise burial associations of vessel
types with other ceramic and non-ceramic artifacts, if recorded, were
not reported.

The sheer volume and density of the artifactual material

and the complexity of the cultural associations made clear the
necessity for more up-to-date excavation, recording, and analytical
techniques for interpreting the archaeology of the site (Lyons and
Rainey 1982:8).
The primary enigma was the absolute dating for the site which at
that time was based on thermoluminescence dates from Ban Chiang
pottery.

By 1972 two more Ban Chiang sherds from the 1967 excavation

had been tested and these seemed to confirm an extraordinarily early
date for Southeast Asia for pottery reportedly in association with
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bronze.
1972):

The three reported TL dates from MASCA were (Bronson and Han

Sample no.

Provenience

Date

Surface?
70-80 cm
130 cm

B.C. 4630 + 520
B.C. 3570 + 480
B.C. 3590 + 275

104
271
273

At that time other lines of evidence seemed to support these dates for
painted pottery.

Solheim (1972:29) observed that at Non Nok Tha one of

the three pots with painted curvilinear designs came from the same
Early Period layer as a copper socketed tool (presumably the tool
nicknamed W0ST for "World’s Oldest Socketed Tool"). At that time
Solheim considered the Early Period to end about 3000 B.C. The two
other Non Nok Tha painted pots were from the first level of the Middle
Period thought to date in the early third millennium.

Furthermore

Bronson and Han (1972) suggested that the Ban Chiang pottery resembled
the Yang Shao pottery of China and that the TL dates would not be
inconsistent with such a proposal.
It had become clear that Ban Chiang and related sites in northeast
Thailand were potentially of great significance to more than just the
local archaeologists.

Thus Elizabeth Lyons was approached to assist in

finding a western institution with which Thai archaeologists could
collaborate on an excavation (Lyons and Rainey 1982:8).
In the fall of 1972 Lyons returned to the US and discussed the
Thai proposal with Froelich Rainey, director of The University Museum.
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Rainey was aware of the work of Solheim and his students in Thailand
and also of theoretical suggestions that Southeast Asia was an early
center for plant and animal domestication (e.g. Sauer 1952). Although
his first reaction to the TL dates was disbelief, the virtual
invitation to excavate at this obviously rich and intriguing
prehistoric site (which Rainey visited in February 1973) was too
exciting to pass up.

Rainey's decision to go ahead with the Museum's

involvement was buttressed by the release in March 1973 of sixteen more
TL dates from the Wat Posrinai (W.P. 1C) locale.

These dates were done

by Y. Ichikawa and K. Nakagawa at the Nara University of Education,
Japan (first published in Charoenwongsa 1973:28, also in You-di
1975:26, see Appendix C:2). These TL dates were generally internally
consistent and well distributed spanning from 4420 B.C. to A.D. 760.
Furthermore, specimens dating to the third millennium B.C. (e.g.
specimen 3-1, 2860 B.C., Appendix C:2) were supposedly '‘Metal Age"
(Chin You-di 1975:26). Thus these new TL dates seemed to lend further
credence to an early chronology for the site and for metallurgy at the
site as well.
During 1973 an agreement for a joint excavation between the Thai
Fine Arts Department and The University Museum, entitled the Northeast
Thailand Archaeological Project (NETAP), was slowly worked out.

Lyons

recommended Chester Gorman for the American co-director as an excavator
with experience in Thailand, fluent in the language, and well-liked by
the Thai archaeological community.

As the Thai co-director the Fine
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Arts Department chose Pisit Charoenwongsa who had worked with Gorman in
Kanchanaburi (Charoenwongsa 1982). The final draft of the agreement was
signed on January 9, 1974 in Bangkok.
The joint PENN/FAD excavations took place at two locales on the
mound about 100 meters apart over the course of two excavation seasons
(Map 2). The first excavation, referred to as "BC", took place from
March through July 1974 in the yard of a private home.

The second

excavation season took place from January through September 1975 during
which the baulks were removed from the BC locale and another locale was
excavated called "BCES" (for Ban Chiang Eastern Soi). The BCES
excavations were contiguous with the 1973 locale (B.Ch 1/73) excavated
by Nikom Sithiragsa (1979) of the Thai Fine Arts Department which
produced bronze in the basal cultural level.

The two locales were

among the few unlooted areas toward the central, highest part of the
mound presumed most likely to reveal the most comprehensive
chronological depth at the site.

Initial Publications on the Chronology of BC and BCES

A preliminary report of the PENN/FAD excavations appeared in 1976
entitled "Ban Chiang: A Mosaic of Impressions from the First Two Years"
(Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976). This report was written prior to
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substantial laboratory analysis.

The dating in the article was based

only on the C14 specimens from the 1974 (BC) excavations as the dates
from the 1975 (BCES) season were not yet available.

One of the basal

BCES graves (B.76) had a bronze socketed spearpoint.

The spearpoint

seemed to confirm Nikom1s observation from a pit adjacent to the BCES
locale that bronze was found at the lowest cultural level and thus was
perhaps utilized from the earliest habitation.

Since basal dates from

BC were mid fourth millennium, the 1976 article strongly implied that
these basal BC dates also dated the basal bronze from BCES.
The authors used a similar rationale to date BCES iron to
1600-1200 B.C. BC dates of that range were associated with graves which
included pots with incised and painted designs (e.g. BC B.23). The
early BCES iron objects were found in burials also having pottery with
incised and painted designs (Burials 24 and 26). At that time all
incised and painted ceramics were grouped and assigned to phase IV.
This style of pottery was called "Om Kaeo" after a site near Ban Chiang
excavated in 1973 by 3 tGalTi from Silpakorn and Thammasat Universities.
(Hereafter the phases defined in the preliminary Ban Chiang report will
be prefaced by "OP" for "original phase").
The preliminary report stated that the proposed dating of the
phases and metals was tentative until confirmed by BCES dates, but a
detailed examination of the dates and stratigraphy was never published
before the death of Gorman in 1981. Despite some modifications and the
availability of the BCES C14 dates, the dating discussed in a paper
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delivered by Gorman in Aarhus, Denmark in 1978 and subsequently widely
circulated (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1978) was fundamentally a
reiteration of the preliminary chronology.
The initial TI. dates and the "early chronology" for metallurgy
proposed in the preliminary Non Nok Tha and Ban Chiang reports aroused
considerable controversy among concerned prehistorians.

Some scholars

proposed rival dating schemes based on new thermoluminescence dates on
unprovenienced ceramics (Mortlock and Price 1980-81, 1983; Loofs 1979,
Loofs-Wissowa 1983a,b). Other studies questioned some of the
thermoluminescence dates on technical grounds (Carriveau and Harbottle
1983; Fleming 1979).
The occasion of an exhibition on Ban Chiang led to a partial
revision of the excavation's preliminary chronology (White 1982). The
author was brought into the exhibit process in 1981 while she was
finishing ethno-ecological research at Ban Chiang and Chester Gorman
was in the terminal stage of a tragic illness.

The revisions in the

chronology reflected in the exhibit and accompanying catalogue were
based on the author's experience between 1976 and 1979 as lab
supervisor in charge of the reconstruction of grave goods and other
aspects of the Ban Chiang analysis at The University Museum, University
of Pennsylvania, The chronological revisions will be reviewed in detail
in a subsequent chapter, but in terms of the metal objects, the
spearpoint in BCES grave 76 was estimated to date to about 2000 B.C. at
the earliest, and the iron objects in Burials 26 and 19 associated with
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incised and painted pottery were estimated to date between 800-400 B.C.
Original habitation of the site was considered to date in the fourth
millennium B.C. Estimated date ranges of many ceramic types differed
from Gorman and Charoenwongsa's preliminary phase structure.

Other Archaeological Research in Northeast Thailand

A number of other prehistoric sites in northeast Thailand have
received test or larger excavations since the mid 1960s. Most of these
have had mainly supplemental or inconclusive bearing on the
chronological issues raised by Non Nok Tha and Ban Chiang and they will
be reviewed in a later chapter on the chronology of the region.

The

site of Ban Na Di, however, located about 20 km SW of Ban Chiang, has
received substantial enough excavation and publication to have a
substantive bearing on chronological issues in prehistoric northeast
Thailand.
Ban Na Di was located during a site survey conducted by the
University of Otago and the Thai Fine Arts Department in January 1980
in Amphoe Kumphawapi, Udon T’
nani (Kijngam et al.

1980). Higham and

Kijngam conducted excavations there between November 1980 and May 1981.
Bronze was present from the earliest occupation which produced a date
in the mid second millennium B.C. At first the Ban Na Di excavators
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compared their sequence with the 1976 Ban Chiang chronology.

In a

preliminary statement (Higham and Kijngam 1982) they equated layer 8
through mid-lower layer 7 with Ban Chiang OP III which they dated
between the mid second millennium and 600 B.C. Layers dating between
600 B.C. and A.D. 100 were said to be equivalent to the 0m Kaeo period
(presumably Ban Chiang OP IV). The classic red-on-buff ceramics were
considered to date to about A.D. 100.
At the time of Higham's Mortimer Wheeler lecture (Higham 1984) the
exhibition catalogue which included chronological revisions (White
1982) was available.

The new chronology was initially ignored by

Higham. Even though he quoted the catalogue on some points, Higham
continued to base his chronological comparison on the Ban Chiang
preliminary article.

In that lecture he concluded that the Ban Na Di

chronology is "well over a thousand years later than the equivalent
phases at Ban Chiang" (Higham 1984:234). In that lecture he also stated
his position that "bronze working was present in...

the Mekong valley

by circa 1500 B.C., and that the Ban Chiang bimetallic artefacts are
probably imports dated no earlier than 300-500 B.C." Only later in the
monograph on the site (Higham and Kijngam 1984) did the excavators
attempt to base their comparisons on the revised but generalized
chronology used in the Ban Chiang catalogue (White 1982). They then
found less discrepancy between the two sites.
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The Importance of the Ban Chiang Chronology

The initial projections for fourth millennium bronze metallurgy in
northeast Thailand put archaeologists in the position of having to
account for a Southeast Asian bronze period possibly predating that of
western Asia. Although such an early chronology no longer appears
valid, current chronological projections for bronze metallurgy in the
area are still about 1500 years earlier than projections 15-20 years
ago.

With the recognition of this and other indigenous aspects of its

prehistoric development, Southeast Asia is increasingly treated as an
area which had its own regional integrity and distinct trajectory in
prehistoric times.

With the major controversy dying down

archaeologists of the area increasingly are turning their attention to
local and regional socio-cultural dynamics.
Despite a growing concensus, or at least a narrowing of
differences, on the more prominent chronological issues of northeast
Thailand, the detailed aspects of chronology are still of primary
concern in the region.

While much of the interest in the region has

concerned the chronology of metallurgy, accurate assessment of this as
well as of social and economic changes rests ultimately on well
understood ceramic chronologies.

There exists very little detailed and

accurate information and considerable misinformation on ceramic
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chronology for northeast Thailand. The major problem is the dearth of
site reports particularly one for the site of Ban Chiang.
Perhaps no recently excavated site has resulted in

greater

misconception among both professional and lay audiencesthan

has Ban

Chiang. The absence of a detailed presentation of the stratigraphic
evidence for the Ban Chiang ceramics has left the site open to widely
discrepant interpretations.

As recently as 1983 thermoluminescence

dates from unprovenienced pottery were used to argue for a late first
millennium B.C. date for the black pottery from basal Ban Chiang
(Loofs-Wissowa 1983). The National Museum of Thailand is still using a
second millennium B.C. date for iron based on dates associated with
incised and painted pottery as reported in the preliminary chronology
(Chonkol 1984:10). Higham and Kijngam's (1984) efforts to compare Ban
Na Di ceramics with those of Ban Chiang have been greatly hampered by
the lack of a detailed ceramic sequence resulting in many
inaccuracies.

Even with the publication of the catalogue on Ban Chiang

(White 1982) doubt, arguments, and misstatements on the site are
unlikely to cease without a complete presentation of the evidence.
Even if Ban Chiang had been less controversial with respect to the
dating of its metallurgy, the site's chronology would be deserving of
special attention.

Few sites have a prehistoric time depth of 3-4

millennia documenting pre-metal, cast bronze, and forged iron periods.
No other site in Thailand or elsewhere in Southeast Asia duplicates
this sequence at the present time.

In northeast Thailand Non Nok Tha
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has no evi'desce of a prehistoric period of iron usage and its ceramics
have almost no typological overlap with those of Ban Chiang. Judging
from what is known about other Thai sites which have some amount of
formal excavation, the diversity and elegance of the Ban Chiang
ceramics also has not been duplicated.

The burial phases at Ban Na Di.

the most extensively excavated site in the Sakon Nakon Basin after Ban
Chiang, correspond to only two or three of the 10 mortuary ceramic
phases to be described for Ban Chiang in this report.

There are

substantial differences in ceramic types and other artifacts at the two
sites.

Due to its comprehensive chronological depth and rich ceramic

sequence Ban Chiang is likely to remain a "type" site for the region
for some time to come.
The reason that Ban Chiang*s final chronology has been so long in
preparation is largely due to the site's difficult-to-interpret
sequence.

The elusiveness of soil stratigraphy in many Thai burial

sites is well known as is the difficulty in relating charcoal dates to
burial phases.

Ban Chiang is a prime example of these problems as

Higham (1984) has pointed out.

Developing a chronology for such a site

is thus unusually reliant on laboratory analysis.

A key problem to be

addressed will be the definition of a relative ceramic chronology
without benefit of a well-defined soil stratigraphy.
This report contends that misunderstanding of the Ban Chiang
chronology was based predominantly on an incorrect initial development
of the relative chronology of burial ceramics.

Although the detailed
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analysis was appropriately not discussed in the exhibit catalogue the
chronology used in the Ban Chiang catalogue (White 1982) was based on a
substantial revision of the relative ceramic chronology and a
reinterpretation of the charcoal dates in the light of the new ceramic
sequence.

On the basis of the partial information that was available

to them, Higham and Kijngam (1984:708) criticize the procedure even
though they concur on the whole with the results.
The major purpose of this dissertation then is to present a method
for defining a relative and absolute chronology for Ban Chiang
burials.

Despite the problematic history and methodological

difficulties in this endeavor, the site is clearly too important not to
present the evidence as it exists.
burials are threefold.

The reasons for the focus on

First, their dating is considered strategic in

dating the cultural sequence as a whole, because much of the knowledge
of the prehistoric society is based on data from the burials.

Secondly

as deliberate deposits they represent indisputable associations of
artifact types.

Thirdly, another approach to interpreting the site's

chronology, the seriation of non-burial associated sherds, will be
undertaken by Pisit Charoenwongsa in Thailand.
The author's argument for building a chronology of Ban Chiang
based on the burials will proceed as follows.

First the excavation of

the site, soil stratigraphy, and broad periodization of the deposit
will be described (Chapter II). Chapter III will address how a relative
burial sequence can be developed by defining phases on the basis of a
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provisional ceramic typology.

In Chapter IV, the problem of dating a

site such as Ban Chiang with little soil stratigraphy and few hearths
will be addressed.

Chapter V will propose a revised interpretation of

the C14 dates available from Ban Chiang on the basis of principles
outlined in Chapter IV. The validity of the revised chronology will be
tested against other data excavated in the region in Chapter VI, In the
final chapter the implications of the Ban Chiang burial chronology for
specific issues in northeast Thai chronology including the dating of
metals will be discussed.
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CHARIER II

THE EXCAVATIONS AND GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY AT BAN CHIANG

When the PENN/FAD team arrived at Ban Chiang the foremost issue
for northeast Thailand's prehistory was chronology.

Thus the primary

goal of the PENN/FAD excavators was to establish a chronological
framework for the site.
by two factors.

The choices for where to dig were restricted

First, the mound was covered by a modern village of

densely spaced dwellings.

Second, much of the area between houses had

been looted by villagers supplying the antiquities market.

The

excavators chose two unlooted areas toward the highest part of the
mound: a backyard (BC), and a road (BCES). These areas afforded deep
but narrow excavations which were appropriate not only for
chronological objectives.

This excavation strategy was the only one

viable given the dearth of unlooted deposit and accessible surface
area.
The BC locale in a villager's yard was excavated in 6 squares: C3,
C4, and C5 each measured 3.5 by 4 meters; C6 measured 2.75 by 4 meters;
B5 and B6 each measured 2.75 by 1.60 meters.

Baulks between the C
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squares and the two B squareswere one meter wide; the B6/C6 and B/C5
baulks were 1.5 meters.

Only baulks C3/C4, C4/C5, and B5/C5 were

removed and thus the total area removed at BC was 75.05 square meters.
Some squares (B5, B6 and baulk B5/C5) were excavated to over 3 meters
depth, although cultural remains were not generally found beyond a
depth of about 2.75 meters.

The deepest burial at BC was B.44 in

square C3 at 2.78 m.
The BCES locale along a village road, 75-100 meters distant from
BC, was excavated in four squares.

D4, D5, and D6 each measured 4 by

3.5 meters and D7 measured 2 by 2.25 meters.

One meter baulks were at

least partially excavated between the squares until a side wall
collapse brought a halt to excavation.
square meters.

Total area removed was 55.75

Patches of sterile soil began to appear at about 3.2 m

in D7. The deepest cultural remains (grave cuts in D4) were found at a
depth of over 4 meters (e.g. Burials 72 and 74 of square D4). All
squares and baulk D5/D6 were excavated into culturally sterile soil,
some areas (square D7, parts of D4) were excavated to depths of 4.4
meters.

Baulks D6/D7 and D4/D5 were not completely excavated due to

£he collapse of the eastern sidewall.
A total of 130.80 square meters was excavated for both BC and BCES
locales.

(This total represents a

recalculation of area; earlier

statements of a total area ofover 200 square meters (Gorman and
Charoenwongsa 1976:17; White 1982:16) and 180 square meters (Higham and
Kijngam 1984:0) are incorrect.)

The percentage of the total deposit
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this represents is uncertain because estimates of the size of the mound
vary.

Gorman's (1982:29) estimate of 1 kilometer by 1/2 kilometer and

McDonald's (1980:98) of 20 hectares are certainly too large for the
area overlying the prehistoric deposit.

Higham and Kijngam's (1984:8)

estimate of 3.5 to 5 hectares may be too small.

On the basis of Fine

Arts Department maps, the area of Ban Chiang village overlying
archaeological deposits appears to be at least 8 hectares, and may be
as high as 15 hectares.

It is, however, clear from the excavations

that the mound was differentially utilized over time and thus the total
surface area of the mound was not necessarily inhabited at any one
time.

If 8 hectares is the best estimate of the surface area overlying

prehistoric deposits, then the PENN/FAD project excavated about 0.16%
of the mound surface area.
During the BC excavations methods of excavation and record keeping
were developed that were most effectively implemented during the BCES
excavation season.

As a result the data from the BC (1974) season is

less consistent in quality than the data from the BCES (1975) season
which is notably accurate and rich in detail.
In general excavation strategy sought to remove natural soil
strata as separate units.

However, after the initial weeks of the BC

excavation it became clear that excavation should proceed by smaller
levels within the larger soil strata.

Generally layers of 10 cm were

removed; in cases of relatively unproductive strata such as removal of
the basal sterile soil, excavation proc^.ded by larger units such as
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20-25 cm.

Each layer was furthermore subdivided into four quadrants

which formed subsidiary excavation units.

As the surface of a new

layer was reached with all four quadrants removed, a plan was drawn
identifying each feature, both burial and non-burial.

These were

excavated prior to the removal of the general soil matrix of the next
layer.

Trowels were the principle tool used with finer implements

employed for delicate excavation tasks such as skeletons.

Small hoes

and digging sticks were used for removal of sterile soil layers at the
bottom of the squares.

All soils were screened through 1 centimeter

mesh.
In addition to the layer plans, a key component of the recording
system was the bag log.

Each bag number refers to a particular

excavation task such as the removal of a quadrant or feature, cleaning
a burial, etc.

Material was assigned a sequential bag number as it

came out of the ground with each excavation season beginning from
number one.

If a feature produced sherds, small finds, and charcoal

each would be assigned the same bag number, but listed in separate
registers and stored separately.
(bangles, implements, etc.)

In some cases such as small finds

an additional number would be assigned.

Thus "BCES SF 263/1985" would refer to small find number 263 from bag
1985 of the BCES season.

If one wished to know what sherds were

associated with this object, one could examine the sherd bag of the
same bag number (e.g. BCES 1985).
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Soil Stratigraphy

As the excavation strategy aimed to remove natural soil layers as
separate units, the excavators expended considerable effort to observe
soil distinctions despite the ill-defined soil stratigraphy.

As was

also observed at Non Nok Tha (Bayard 1971:5), differential dryness
affected observations on the soil color and texture.

Thus early on in

the BC excavation a grass roof was erected over the site to slow down
drying out of the soils.
excavation.

A roof was also erected over the BCES

Soils were observed in both wet and dry states with

supplementary spraying undertaken if necessary.

Even so, there was a

major problem in recognizing soil boundaries during excavation of both
features and horizontal strata especially at the BC locale.

Sometimes

horizontal distinctions were observed during section drawing that were
not recorded during horizontal excavation and vice versa, and cuts for
many graves could not be identified in plan even though the pattern of
disturbance made clear that the graves were cut down from higher
levels.
Problems defining the stratigraphy of the BC excavation were more
acute than those of the BCES excavation for several reasons.

In the

first excavation, lack of prior experience by the excavators
interpreting these soils resulted in belated and inconsistent
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recognition of soil distinctions.

There was no uniform interpretation

or use of terminology with reference to soils among the various
individuals maintaining the field records.

In addition it is clear

from the photographs of the sections that the soil strata themselves
were less distinct in BC in comparison with those of BCES. This
circumstance certainly exacerbated the recording problems.
The following discussion will emphasize a coherent synthesis over
a delineation of all inconsistencies and omissions.

While it is

possible to deduce such a synthesis from the records, it should be
noted that the picture for BC in particular is somewhat subjective and
oversimplified.

Also, because soil changes were not uniformly observed

across the BC locale, the stratigraphic distinctions discussed are not
as reliable for subdividing the cultural deposits for that locale.

The

BC and BCES locales will be discussed separately although some
comparisons will be suggested as appropriate.

The BC Soil Sequence

The surface of the BC locale, located in the yard of a private
home, was termed a hard compacted grey/brown with localized variations
reflecting recent activities such as house building, gardening, trash
deposition, etc.

Within ten centimeters appeared the surface of a
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layer that Gorman refered to as GBYM, (for grey, brown, yellow
mottled), "a finely textured greyish soil with small charcoal flecks,
yellowish and grey (ash?) mottling" (C4 notes 17.4.24). In some parts
gardening activities seem to have intruded into this layer and produced
a more homogeneous, less mottled, appearance.
Changes in texture and hue began about 15 centimeters or more from
the top of the GBYM layer with an increase in redness and grittyness
although the notes remark that the character of the interface varies
across the site.

This layer is referred to by a number of names in the

notes and section drawings including red knobbly, red spongy, red
layer, reddish brown layer, red gritty, red rubble, clayey red, harder
angular red material, crunf ly red, very loose knobbly red, red lumpy,
hard red with many sherds and insect disturbances.

For the sake of

convenience we will term this soil layer the Hard Red Stratum. The
first burials appeared in this layer.

The excavators observed that

cultural materials such as sherds, bone, etc.

in the general soil

matrix of the Hard Red Stratum were oriented at random angles, and
lacked horizontal orientation and clustering as one would expect if the
deposit had been made on a living surface.

Gorman referred to this

soil matrix as a "fill". Repeated disturbance from posthole digging or
gardening activities such as hoeing, or from worm and insect activities
might explain the mixing or redeposition of the deposit and thus
account for the lack of orientation of level sherdage.
The character of the soil between this relatively well described
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upper Hard Red stratum and the culturally sterile basal yellow soil
which began to appear about 2.5 meters below datum was not consistently
defined in the records.

While the square notes refer to textural and

color changes, comparable strata or surfaces were not recognized in all
squares.

Changes to softer, finer soils were sometimes noted, and

designated by terms such as "sandy fine loam" or "fine silt".

In many

areas a color change was noted, sometimes towards a "brown silty," but
also to grey, reddish/brown, or yellowish soils.

The records note less

insect disturbance and less sherdage in the general soil matrix in the
lower layers.
Unfortunately these changes were not recorded with any consistency
across the excavation plans, notes and sections.

Distinct soil

transitions were detected in most cases only in retrospect during
section drawing, but not during excavation.

For example, the square B6

north section (Figure 1), the most clearly drawn and labled section
from BC, shows a loose red, a compact red/grey and a mottled layer
between the upper red knobbly and sterile layers.

The B6 square notes,

on the other hand, refer only to a "silty, sandy loam" between the red
knobbly and the lower pale yellow sterile.

With differences in the

changes detected and the terminology used during the excavation and
section drawing it is virtually impossible to correlate in a precise
manner the soil sequence as described in the excavation notes with the
sequence recorded on the sections.
It is possible to cautiously, broadly, albeit imprecisely, suggest
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a general soil sequence from a careful examination of all soil
information in the records.

Gaps in the data can be estimated from

neighboring sections or squares.

Soil distinctions which 3eem

anomalous from the overall soil data can be deemphasized.

For the sake

of convenience a standardized terminology will be used for the BC
strata derived primarily from the B6 and C6 sections, the only well
labeled sections from that locale.

(Some sections are available for

each square, but the rest were incompletely documented).

The 8 strata

recognized from the top will be called hereafter: Surface, GBYM, Hard
Red, Soft Red, Lower Compact, Lower Mottled, and Sterile (Fig. 1, right
hand column).

The relationship of a feature to a soil stratum can be

estimated by projecting the depth of the feature on to the soil section
from the nearest section drawings.

Although the unevenness of the

strata makes this approach somewhat inaccurate, this

a p p r o a c h -will,

however, be used in the discussion of the BC burial stratigraphy where
the burial sequences will be shown against schematized soil sections
(Figure 4). The rationale for this approach is to present all available
evidence for the cultural sequence at both locales even though it may
be necessary at times to differentiate stronger and weaker sources of
information.
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The BCES Soil Sequence

The soil stratigraphy of the BCES excavation season was more
clearly defined both in actuality and in the excavation records than
that of the BC season.

Three basic soil strata were recognized to

overlie a fourth culturally sterile basal stratum.

The terminology in

the notes varied somewhat, but the strata will be termed as follows: a
thin grey to grey-brown Upper Grey Stratum, a thick Middle Reddish
Stratum, and a Lower Grey Stratum. Some further subdivision was noted
in some of the squares.

The interface between the strata was sometimes

sharp, but in some places it was characterized by a transitional zone
of soil seemingly mixed from the upper and lower strata.

The following

discussion will present the BCES soils with minimal reference to the BC
sequence.
1.

Possible correlations will be addressed subsequently.
Upper Grey Stratum. The upper stratum directly beneath the road

surface is described as a hard clayey grey soil sometimes mottled with
brown patches and with rust, red, and black flecks similar to the GBYM
of the BC excavation according to Gorman (square D5 notes from
21.3.75). It averages 10-50 cm in depth.

Within this stratum was found

a horizonal sherd scatter spanning the length of the squares containing
earthenware sherds with an intermixing of glazed sherds and pipe
fragments from historic time periods.

Referred to as Old Living
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Surface 1 (OLS 1), it was underlain by a second smaller scatter with
historic sherds in squares D5 and D6 called OLS 2.
2. Middle Red Stratum. Below the Upper Grey Stratum came a thick
soil layer generally over 2 meters deep characterized by reddish or
red-brown soils.

The upper portion for this stratum (to be termed

Upper Middle Red Stratum) is in some parts characterized by a texture
referred to as knobbly or spongy.

This knobbly texture is

distinguished from a softer loamy texture in the Lower Middle Red
Stratum. The distinction between the Upper and Lower Middle Red Strata
was noted in D4 and D5 during excavation and in D6 and D7 during the
section drawing.

The prehistoric burials first appear in the Upper

Middle Red Stratum.
3. Lower Grey Stratum. The lower most stratum containing cultural
materials was characterized by grey soils according to the field
description.

This stratum was recognized during excavation by the

appearance of an ashy grey surface which seemed to form a distinct
platform or low compacted mound in northern D5. The surface of the grey
stratum sloped downwards on either side of this grey ashy compacted
area with transitional red/grey mixed soils characterizing much of the
interface between the two strata.

A number of sand filled post holes

were cut from this surface, and the sparsity of associated bone and
sherds may support an interpretation of a house platform according to
speculations by Gorman (D5 notes 13.6.75). This lower grey may be
broadly comparable to the lower compact soils of the BC locale.
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However, subsequent comparison of the cultural contents (as much as can
be compared given the problems noted) shows that the two layers are not
strictly equivalent.
The lower levels bearing grey soils were usually "mottled". In
many cases this mottling is quite clearly the result of a feature (such
as a grave cut having been cut from within the Lower Grey Stratum into
the Yellow Sterile Stratum) resulting in mixing of the two soils.

In

the notes for square D5 Gorman speculated that the differing degrees of
admixture suggested by the relative proportion of grey and yellow may
indicate the relative height above sterile from which the feature was
cut.

While the basic grey stratum is generally less than a meter

thick, zones of admixture with the red soils above and yellow sterile
below in some places add a meter or more of depth to this lowest
cultural stratum.
4.

Yellow Sterile Stratum. The texture of the Yellow Sterile

Stratum is occasionally referred to as sandy or silty.

The original

surface of the Yellow Sterile Stratum first appears between feature
cuts beginning at about 3.2-3.5 meters below datum level.

In these

places the Yellow Sterile and the Lower Grey are contiguous and have no
intermediate mottled zone.
The west section of square D5 illustrated in Figure 2 presents a
representative picture of the BCES soil stratigraphy.

The section is

drawn and labeled according to the field drawing with the standardized
terminology used in this report to the right side.

Note that the OLS
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sherd scatter did not extend into this sidewall and thus is not
indicated in the Upper Grey. Since the distinction between the Middle
Red and Lower Grey Strata was sharp in this square, there is no
transitional mixed zone between the two layers as was found in other
parts of the BCES site.
Soil samples 1-5 and 7-22 from this section were submitted to the
Department of Geology at the University of Pennsylvania for laboratory
analyses under the direction of Arthur H. Johnson. Analyses included
wet and dry color using Munsell Soil Color Charts, soil pH in water
using an ionalyzer specific ion meter, soil texture determination by
sedimentation analysis with pipette sampling, and mineralogy of the
major constituents identified by x-ray diffraction.

Results are

presented in Table 1. Notable is the fact that samples 8,9, and 14 all
within the mottled portion of the Lower Grey Stratum are relatively
pale and sandy, presumably from admixture with the Yellow Sterile soil
tested in sample 10. Sample 13 is from a feature of markedly light hue
in the photographs, although the relatively light color did not appear
in the laboratory Munsell analysis.

As a sandy loam, sample 13 may

support the field observation that many post holes cut in the Lower
Grey Stratum were sand filled.
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Table 1: Analyses of BCES Soil Samples from the D5 West Section.

Minerology*

Context

loam

QG

Upper Grey

6.75

loam

QG

Upper Grey

10YR5/2

6.85

loam

QG

Upper Grey

10YR3/2

10YR5/3

6.35

loam

QG

Upper Middle Red

5

7.5YR3/2

10YR5/3

6.40

loam

QG

Lower Middle Red

7

10YR3/3

10YR6/3

7.75

loam

QG

Lower Grey

8

10YR4/3

10YR6/3

7.90

sandy loam

QG

mottled Lower Grey

9

10YR4/3

10YR6/3

7.90

sandy loam

QG

mottled Lower Grey

10 10YR4.5/5 10YR7/4

7.95

sandy loam

QG

Yellow Sterile

11 10YR2/2

10YR5/2

6.30

loam

QG

recent disturbance
in Upper Grey

12 10YR3/3

10YR6/2.5 7.80

loam

QG

posthole? cut from
Lower Grey

13 10YR3/2

10YR6/2

7.90

sandy loam

QG

posthole with sand
cut from Lower Grey

14 10YR4/3

10YR6/3

8.00

sandy loam

QG

low hole in mottled
Lower Grey

15 10YR4/2

10YR6/3

7.85

QG

B.33 grave cut
from Lower Grey

Color

PH
(in ^0) Texture

Wet

Dry

1

10YR3/1

10YR5/2

6.80

2

10YR3/2

10YR5/3

3

10YR3/2

4

#
•

loam

* 0= quartz: G= 10 A0 clay
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It is tempting to suggest that the soil strata in BC and BCES are
basically equivalent, i.e.

BCES Upper Grey = BC GBYM; BCES Upper

Middle Red = BC Hard Red; BCES Lower Middle Red = BC Soft Red; BCES
Lower Grey = BC Lower Compact. While such correspondances may
ultimately prove to be the case, the two sites will be treated
separately in this discussion and their terminology kept distinct to
avoid premature conclusions.

We will look further at this question

after the burial sequences are examined in relation to the soil
stratigraphy at each locale.

Summary of Soil Stratigraphy

Given that the prehistoric deposits at Ban Chiang may span
3000-4000 years, the soil stratigraphy is rather undetailed.

Within

strata at Ban Chiang soil build-up seems fairly homogeneous with little
evidence of living surfaces.

The only exception is the surface of the

Lower Grey in BCES square D5. The problems discussed in the detection
and interpretation of soil stratigraphy are hardly unique to Ban
Chiang. Similar difficulties in identifying or interpreting soil
stratigraphy are frequently cited at other Thai sites with the notable
exception of Ban Na Di (Higham 1981). The difficulties probably relate
to erosion, leaching, and insect activity common in tropical soils,
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perishable architecture set on posts, and to the nature of the
depositional history of these sites whose processes of soil build-up
remain somewhat obscure.

The processes that caused the changes in the

colors, textures, and the rate of deposition remain to be determined
before a true depositional history can be written for the site.

Cultural Remains

Although the exact causes of the soil build-up have not been
determined, cultural remains indicate many of the activities that took
place at the site.

These clearly include both funerary and

non-funerary (probably including habitation unlike Non Nok Tha)
activities throughout the prehistoric sequence.

Non-funerary remains

include pits, ditches, clusterings of bone fragments, sherds, burnt
clay, charcoal, etc., and especially postholes.
of most of these features is not clear.

The precise function

Charcoal clusterings are

sometimes identified in the excavation records as "hearth?". An
association of a large cluster of burnt lumps of clay with crucibles
nearby was considered a likely casting area.

Presumably many of the

"postholes" supported pile dwellings, although some could have
supported funerary or other structures.
have been roots of trees such as banana.

-

44
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features, the general soil matrix contained broken and abraded
sherdage.

The sherdage was relatively dense in the upper portion of

the deposit and increasingly sparse towards natural soil.
The rarity of identifiable habitation surfaces and the relatively
homogeneous soil build-up probably relates to depositional and
post-depositional processes.

The postholes testify that the ancient

inhabitants likely lived in pile dwellings as do the modern inhabitants
of the area.

Many living activities therefore would have taken place

off the ground.

Today's villagers toss refuse, garbage, broken

pottery, etc., off their raised house platforms onto the ground where
it is trampled, foraged and otherwise dispersed by humans, domestic and
other animals, and other environmental agents such as downpours.

The

paucity of identifiable hearths and the diffuse distribution of much of
the charcoal found at the site may also be due to the location of
cooking activities.

If cooking took place primarily on the raised

floors of dwellings as can still be observed in many field houses
today, the ashes/charcoal would be deposited on the ground from
occasional sweepings, or from the collapse of the house after
abandonment.

Once hearth material has been deposited it may be further

shifted through insect and other animal activities.
In the absence of discrete living floors in the soil stratigraphy,
it is difficult to relate habitation features to each other except on
the basis of relative depth.

This is not a wholely reliable procedure

given the likely unevenness of the prehistoric mound surface and the
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difficulty in determining the tops of downcut features.
features seem to "float” in the deposit.

Most of the

One exception might be the

surface of the Lower Grey Stratum in BCES but the many postholes
seemingly dug from this surface seem too densely spaced to represent a
single building phase.

The difficulties in determining contemporaneity

of habitation features precludes their usefulness as a major basis for
chronological subdivision of the site.

In some cases habitation

remains can serve as supplementary evidence, however.

Human Burials

Although habitation remains have an important role in the full
understanding of Ban Chiang, remains from human burials are a far more
prominent source of evidence for the prehistoric culture.

One hundred

twenty five human burials were identified during the PENN/FAD
excavations, 48 from BC and 77 from BCES. During each excavation,
individual skeletons were assigned sequential burial numbers as they
were uncovered with each season starting with the number 1. During
laboratory analysis it became clear, however, that not all funerary
deposits or individuals were correctly identified in the field.
Occasionally Pietrusewsky (1980) identified superfluous human bones
among the skeletal remains of what was considered a single individual
in the field.

Many of these cases may simply be redeposited bones from
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disturbed graves.

One or two burials with jumbled remains of more than

one individual may be secondary interments but since these are so rare,
it is also possible they were merely highly disturbed.

Occasionally

the excavators assigned a burial number to remains that were so
fragmentary, they seem more likely displaced from another burial than a
deliberate deposit.

Other fragmentary remains which received feature

numbers but not burial numbers were small portions of disturbed
burials.
Most of the 125 "burials", however, represent discrete, individual
inhumations.

Several skeletons were buried in such close association,

either on top of or next to each other, that the excavators suspected
multiple burials, although each skeleton received a separated burial
number.

It will be argued that several of these cases represent bodies

buried sequentially rather than simultaneously in deliberate close
association.
Most skeletons have associated grave goods, notably ceramic
vessels, but also personal jewelry such as bracelets and anklets, and
sometimes implements.

In addition there are many deposits of fairly

complete vessels not in direct association with skeletons which may
have been commemorative deposits as Bayard (1971) has asserted for
similar features at Non Nok Tha. The burials and their grave goods are
a prime source of information not only on the prehistoric culture and
society, but they will provide key evidence in the deciphering of the
relative chronology.
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Soil Stratigraphy and Burial Style

As discussed above, the rather generalized soil stratigraphy
offers only a limited basis for subdividing the burials into temporally
delimited groupings.

At the BCES excavation one can generally

determine in which of three major strata individual burials lay: those
from the Upper and Lower Middle Red Strata and those from the Lower
Grey Stratum. The soil stratigraphy at BC may not be strictly
comparable to BCES, and in any case the soil distinctions at the BC
site were not clearly enough defined to do more than estimate the soil
stratum in which a burial lay.

At both sites, there are difficulties

determining the level from which many burials were cut, because, as the
excavators remark in the notes (e.g. L.G. discussion of C4, n.d.), even
when feature cuts were identified, the tops of those cuts may well have
been missed.

Therefore, since the stratum in which a burial was found

was not necessarily the one from which it derived, even the meager soil
stratigraphy that exists is not a wholely reliable basis for
periodization at the site.

In cannot be overemphasized that evidence

from soil stratigraphy must be used with caution.
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Grave Styles

Nevertheless, one aspect of the burial sequence which seems to
broadly correlate with depth and/or soil stratification is variation in
grave style.

Disregarding highly fragmentary or disturbed burials,

most burials fell into one of four distinctive grave styles found
during the PENN/FAD excavations: 1. supine face up bodies, often with
intact grave goods, were the most common burials; 2. flexed burials; 3.
infant jar burials; and 4. supine burials overlain by sherd sheets from
shattered pottery (referred to as "scatter burials").
It was intuitively clear that the grave styles had some
relationship to the temporal sequence.

Flexed burials and infant jar

burials were only found in the Lower Grey Stratum in BCES and the Lower
Compact of BC. Scatter burials were found in the Lower Middle Red
Stratum in BCES, and the Red Strata in BC. Although supine burials with
intact grave goods were present throughout the sequence they were more
characteristic of the upper and lower ends, and rare in the middle.
The majority of intact burials can be placed into one of these four
categories.

The less common variants do not interfere with the

argument presented here and hence will not be addressed.
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Burial Periods

These changes in grave treatment were the basis for the division
of the sequence into Early, Middle, and Late Periods for the exhibition
on Ban Chiang (White 1982). The following discussion of the Burial
Periods derives primarily from evidence from the BCES locale because
more examples of grave style variations were found at that locale and
these had a relatively clear relationship with the BCES soil
stratigraphy.

The evidence from BC is less clear but in general

supports or at least does not clearly contradict the picture at BCES.

Early Period Burials
The definition of the Early Period was based initially on burials
derived from the Lower Grey Stratum in BCES and a few from the Middle
Red/Lower Grey interface at that site.

Supine skeletons with one or

more small to medium sized pots placed towards the head or foot of the
grave characterize the majority of these lower burials (Fig. 3a). There
are also four flexed burials (BCES Burials 34, 55, 65, 76) and five
infant jar burials (BCES Burials 48, 63, 64, 66, 77). At BC comparable
burials are found in the Lower Mottled, Lower Compact, and a few in the
Soft Red. There is one BC flexed burial (B.47) and at least two infant
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jar burials (B.40 and B.46) all deriving from the Lower Compact. No one
style of pottery was found with flexed or with jar burials hence these
burial styles do not appear to comprise a single ceramic phase.

The

ceramics associated with the various grave styles will be discussed
below.

Middle Period Burials
The scatter burial characterizes the Middle Period (Fig. 3b). Most
of these burials are clearly recognizable from the state of the
associated ceramics.

Individual pots are generally not apparent from

the sheet-like scatters of sherds but upon reconstruction it is clear
that individual pots were broken to form the scatter.

Another

characteristic of virtually every burial scatter is the prominence of
whitish sherdage which is not characteristic of any other period.
The lowest BCES burials in association with broken large whitish
vessels occur at the base of the Lower Middle Red Stratum. A few
burials comparable to upper Early Period burials (e.g. BCES B.29) are
found at the same depth as the earliest candidates for scatter
burials.

The lower scatter burials may have one or two large pots,

including at least one of a whitish hue, shattered over or just beyond
the skeleton (e.g. B.25 and B.21). Comparable burials from BC were
found at the base of or within the Soft Red Stratum. These fairly
simple scatter burials herald the typical, elaborate scatter burials
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from slightly higher in the Lower Red Stratum.
The more typical scatter burials from higher in the Lower Middle
Red Stratum in BCES may have nine or more pots broken over the body.
White sharply carinated pottery is particularly notable in these
scatters.

Comparable burials in BC are found in the Soft Red and the

base of the Hard Red Strata. The horizontal spread and orientation of
the sherds over some of the associated skeletons suggest that in these
cases the bodies were placed on a flat surface and small mounds built
over the individual.

However, some of the scatter burials were

inhumation graves judging in these cases from the vertical orientation
of the sherds which appear to have been leaning against the side of the
grave cut (e.g. BCES B.12).
Also appearing in the field records with reference to some of
these scatter burials is the suggestion of group interments.

More than

one individual often seems associated with a single scatter and their
skeletons often seem in close alignment.

Since most of these "groups"

show evidence of disturbance it is more likely that the individuals
w-jre senuentially buried in the same area or plot.

Usually portions of

at i.'ast one of the associated skeletons were missing or displaced.
During the reconstruction of sherds from the scatters it was clear that
major portions of many individual pots seem to be missing.

These

circumstances suggest that the grave ritual involved placing bodies in
particular association with previously deceased persons, perhaps
reopening small mound burials for subsequent bodies.

This may have
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been the case for BCES Burials 19 and 24, aligned and seemingly
associated with the same horizontal scatter of sherds.

The cranium for

B.24 was found separated from the skeleton at the feet of B.19
suggesting that B.19 was the later burial.

One cannot tell if the

sherd scatter was also a two part event as well with additional pots
shattered with the deposition of the second individual.
In another example, in BC square C3 layer 7, was a complex of
disturbed skeletons including B.17, B.4, and B.5 with ceramic scatters
producing portions of large white finely painted and incised pots and
other pots including medium-sized globular cordmarked pots.

Burials 4

and 5 were suggested to be a "double burial" by the excavators (C3
notes May 11, 1974), but B.5 is considerably disturbed on the side next
to the relatively intact B.4 which casts doubt on the simultaneity of
their deposit.

In this case the association between an individual and

a specific pottery cluster is not at all clear.

In some cases

individual skeletons were associated with discrete sherd scatters
without another body in association.

However, at least four distinct

areas were unearthed each covering several square meters comprised of
confused sherd spreads and multiple skeletons.
There are a few possible cases of double or sequential interment
in the Early Period but no clear examples from the Late Period. Group
or sequential interment thus appears most characteristic of the Middle
Period, and discrete burials more characteristic of the Early and Late
Periods.
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Late Period Burials

Burials in the upper part of the BCES Lower Red stratum, and lower
part of the Upper Red Stratum show a return to the placement of intact
pottery (though often fractured from ground pressure after interment)
into discrete graves (Fig. 3c). The vessels are generally placed
directly over the body in contrast to the Early Period. Red coloration
is prominent in the ceramics either as the well-known freehand
curvilinear red painted designs on a buff background or as the surface
color itself.

Comparable burials in BC are found in the Hard Red

Stratum. These burials comprise the Late Period.

Relationship of Burial and Habitation Deposits

The relationship between the burials and the habitation deposits
is not entirely clear.

There is no obvious evidence of a systematic

relationship between graves and postholes suggesting that bodies were
buried beneath houses.
shown otherwise.
burials.

However, a larger areal excavation mght have

On the other hand postholes disturb a number of

This is clearest in the lower BCES levels were feature cuts

were more readily identified.

Graves in the Upper Middle Red showing
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signs of disturbance may also have been cut by postholes, although the
edges of acwncut features often were not identified in the upper
strata.
When the analysis of the habitation level sherds is conducted, it
may show how the burial and habitation use of the site interrelate.
However, for this dissertation, I shall postulate that the surface area
of the mound was used.for both habitation and burial, but not the same
locale at the same time.

Instead it seems likely that if inhabitants

of the mound also buried their dead on the mound, the locales were
separated, and over time the habitation and burial locales shifted to
result in the intercutting of habitation and burial features.
On the other hand, it seems unlikely that the mound was lived on
continuously for the four millennia of its prehistoric use.
Inhabitants of villages in the Ban Chiang area today usually report
village ages of less than 300 years.

Many recently established

villages have moved as a unit from a locale a few kilometers away
within the last generation.

Reasons for abandoning a former village

site can be low soil fertility, epidemics, fires, or other indications
of ill luck.

Similar movement of villages seems a reasonable

assumption for prehistoric times, even if not demonstrable
archaeologically at this time.
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Summary

In this chapter we have reviewed the PENN/FAD excavations at Ban
Chiang. Although the site was used for both habitation and mortuary
activities, remains from human burials are the more prominent source of
information for both the prehistoric culture and chronology.

The soil

stratigraphy was discussed and found meager and of limited
reliability.

Variation in grave style did have a general but not

absolute correlation with relative depth, and in the case of BCES with
soil strata.

Examination of the placement of grave styles in relation

to soil strata at BC and BCES indicate that individual strata at the
two sites may not be equivalent.

Given their greater clarity, the BCES

soil strata will be emphasized in this dissertation.

The general

correlation of grave style with depth and/or strata formed the basis
for defining three Periods:
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Table 2:

Periods at Ban Chiang

Period

BCES Stratum

Burial Style

Upper Grey
Late Period

Supine with intact red
painted pottery over the
body.

Upper Middle
Red

Middle Period

Scatter burials: one or
more individuals overlain
by a sherd sheet.

Lower Middle
Red

Early Period

Supine with intact pottery
towards foot or head of
grave; flexed burials;
infant jar burials.

Lower Grey

Yellow Sterile

While the few soil distinctions are a partial guide in subdividing
the cultural deposit as seen in the discussion of the Early, Middle,
and Late Periods, it will be necessary to turn to other aspects of the
site to refine the cultural chronology —
sequences and burial ceramics.
phases will be defined.
be combined.

in particular the burial

In the next chapter burial ceramic

The nomenclature for phases and Periods will

New phase numbers (roman numerals) will be assigned to

accommodate the additional phases and order revisions.

These numerals

will be preceded by EP, MP, or LP to indicate Early, Middle, or Late
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Period. These initials will help differentiate the new phase structure
from the 1976 phases which in turn will be prefaced by OP (for original
phase).
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CHAPTER III

DEFINING FUNERARY CERAMIC PHASES

The previous chapter discussed how the Ban Chiang sequence had
been divided into Early, Middle, and Late Periods (primarily on the
basis of grave style and the BCES soil stratigraphy) for the exhibition
(White 1982). However, it is clear from the variation in ceramic styles
and from the time depth at the site (see Chapter V) that division of
the chronology into only three periods has limited utility to the
archaeologist.

Chronological subdivision within each Period would be

clearly desirable.

If phases cannot be defined on the basis of the

stratum from where a burial was cut as was possible at Ban Na Di
(Higham and Kijngam 1984) and Non Nok Tha (Bayard 1971), how else might
phases be delimited?
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Method for Phase Definition

The original six phases described in the preliminary report on Ban
Chiang (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976) were defined on the basis of
field impressions of chronologically significant ceramic types.

Gorman

and Charoenwongsa described two basal phases which they felt could not
be clearly separated as containing "Black to grey burnished and incised
pottery; decorated and undecorated 'beaker* forms, and a variety of
cordmarked and burnished vessels."

Phase III was defined by

"Cord-marked vessels with elaborate curvilinear-incised design."

Phase

IV had "Incised and painted pottery: geometric and curvilinear
designs."

The classic red-on-buff freehand painted pottery comprised

Phase V, and red slipped and burnished pottery characterized Phase VI.
The identification of chronologically sensitive ceramic types
still appears to be the key to phase definition.

However, several

pieces of evidence not available in 1976 now make this task a
considerably more reliable undertaking.

First, since the preliminary

article was written all grave-associated ceramics have been examined
and most have been reconstructed.
inventory of vessel types.

This has added considerably to the

Moreover, the relative sequences of burials

have been reconstructed and analyzed.

The information from the ceramic

typology and the burial sequences combined with data on soil
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stratigraphy and grave styles (as discussed previously) has shown the
necessity of a complete revision of the initial tentative ceramic
sequence including the revision of phase order and the addition of
several phases.
The procedure used to develop the proposed phase structure will be
discussed in several steps.

First the stratigraphic evidence for

individual sequences of burials (i.e. series of superimposed or
intercutting burials) will be described.

Experience during the

excavation and analysis indicated that the simple comparison of the
relative depths of burials between sequences to form phase groupings is
deceptive.

It has become clear that during the early use of the site

soil build-up was very slow and probably uneven, so that at times
burials from different periods could in effect have been cut from the
same absolute level.

In addition, the surface of the mound was most

likely uneven, probably resulting in cases of older burials being cut
from relatively higher absolute levels than younger ones.

Graves from

the same period or level could also be cut to varying depths.

Some

burials may have been mound burials, originally placed on the surface
with dirt, pottery or other materials placed over the bodies.

In sum,

relative depth must be examined as secondary to stratigraphic evidence
from burial superposition and ancillary to other types of evidence such
as ceramic styles in the analysis of phase chronology.
The burial sequences provide certain documentation of the order of
individual burials independent of soil stratigraphy.

-
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can serve as a basic documentation and reference guide for the relative
chronology of the burials.

These sequences in and of themselves do not

solve the problem of identifying coeval burials between sequences nor
of relating unsequenced burials to the sequences.

Identifying such

sequences is nevertheless a necessary first step keeping in mind that
in order to define cultural phases useful to the archaeologist, other
analytical steps are necessary.
In the second step in the definition of ceramic phases, the
ceramics from burials are examined and characteristic ceramic types are
described for each period.

Some of these types are contemporary.

Hence the third step delineates evidence for contemporaneity of types,
i.e.

types associated in at least one burial, and groups of associated

types are proposed.

The fourth step involves defining the relative

placement for the groups of associated burial ceramic types.

The

stratigraphic evidence from the burial sequences is examined for
evidence of the sequential placement of these groups of pottery types.
A phase is defined on the basis of a ceramic group which is
consistently found over one and under another such group according to
evidence drawn from the burial sequences.

To review, the four steps

involved in phase definition are:

1. Delineate sequences of superimposed burials.
2. Define major pottery types.
3. Determine groups of contemporary pottery types by burial
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association.

These groups represent potential phases.

4. Determine a sequence for pottery groups (=phases) based
on evidence from step 1.
Grouping burials with similar ceramics and determining each
group's relative sequential placement seems to be the only viable
approach to phase definition at this time.

However there are potential

problems with the underlying assumption that while associated ceramic
styles are contemporary, unassociated styles are not contemporary.
Burials might be placed in separate phases by the analyst on the basis
of different pot types but may actually be contemporary.

Such might be

the case if two social groups were burying their dead with distinct
styles.

On the other hand two separate phases might be combined on the

evidence from "transitional" burials which might contain pots of both
outgoing and incoming styles.

Moreover the evidence for sequential

placement can be ambiguous or extremely slim, for example, resting on a
single or a poorly defined stratigraphic case.
Other lines of evidence are discussed when available to assess the
chronological integrity of the groups of pot types.

The depth ranges

of individual types are observed, and in some cases where there is no
firm stratigraphic evidence for the placement of a vessel type, the
sequence placement is based on relative depth or stylistic reasoning.
If two pot types have never been found in the same grave but there is
evidence that graves with each type both cut and are cut by each other,
those pottery types have been considered contemporary.

Grave placement
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is an additional consideration in that if placement indicates knowledge
of previous grave cuts presumably through some sort of marker, those
graves can be considered relatively close in time, though not
necessarily of the same phase.

If one grave cuts into another grave or

is placed over another grave in a dissociated manner, especially if
clearly cut from a higher level, those graves may be considered
relatively distant in tine.

The interval would be at least long enough

for the location of the older grave to have dissipated or been
forgotten.

Changes in grave orientation offer another, though somewhat

inconsistent, source of evidence.
In sum although emphasis will be placed on the ceramic evidence in
the definition of phases, this evidence will be examined within the
broader archaeological context.

Given the problems of the data and the

limited evidence upon which much of this argument is based, the
approach will be considered successful if a coherent chronological
picture emerges.

The usefulness and validity of the proposed phases

can be tested by further excavation in the region which may reveal that
some phases should be further subdivided, and that others may be
joined, or new ones added.
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Burial Sequences

The first step in the exposition of burial ceramic phases is to
specify the relative sequences of the burials based on superposition
and intercutting of graves.

Each separate sequence of superimposed and

intercut burials has been determined for BC and BCES; these are
schematically presented in Figures 4a and 4b. For the sake of
convenient referencing, each vertical sequence has been assigned a
letter.

BCES has nine sequences (A-I), and BC has ten (J-S). Each

burial in such a sequence is indicated at its depth below datum by a
"U" shaped line.

The depth of these lines represents the minimum depth

of the body, grave goods, and grave cut (if present) as derived from
elevations on the plans.

However, as already noted, in most cases the

absolute level from which the original grave was cut cannot be
determined.

Pottery features (four digit numbers) without associated

human remains are sometimes included in the sequence diagrams if they
are important in the definition of the ceramic sequence which will be
discussed below after each sequence is described.
A solid line indicates

the known depth of aburial, but there is

reason to suspect a greater

extent to the burial in some

the skeleton was found well

below the surface of the sterile layerbut

no grave cut was observed, presumably the burial was cut

-
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least the top of the sterile.

(2) If a neighboring but higher burial

was disturbed in such a way to suggest that a lower burial had caused
the disturbance by being cut down from above the higher burial.

(3) If

the elevation for a burial feature (such as the base of a grave cut)
was not directly measured but had to be estimated from other elevations
in the square.

(4) If an elevation was taken for goods which have only

a tentative association with the burial.

In these cases a dotted line

is used to indicate the possible greater vertical extent of the
burial.

Other burials surely had greater depth than indicated, such as

those of 10 cm known depth.

However, no estimated extension is

indicated if there is no evidence (such as potentially associated
overlying grave goods) to indicate the height of the original grave
cut.
In some cases such as some of the infant jar burials or scatter
burials, the body and/or the associated pottery may have been placed at
ground level or in shallow depressions rather than in a full
interment.
grave.

The pottery in these cases may have protruded from the

It is possible in fact that pottery overlying these burials as

well as some full interments may have indicated their location.
situations have been noted in ethnographic circumstances.

Such

Condominas

(1977:290) observed "some lalang-grass shelters that have gone to rack
and ruin, shards of jars, and dilapidated baskets indicate the presence
of old graves" in the cemetery of the Mnong Gar of Vietnam. This
ethnographic example reminds us that pottery overlying a burial was not
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necessarily submerged below ground level.

Therefore the height of the

burial drawn on the sequence charts indicates the height of the burial
in the archaeological deposit and not necessarily the depth of the
grave cut.

These possibilities warn the reader that comparing the

depths alone of the burials on Figures 4a and 4b by assuming that they
represent inhumation graves may be misleading.
Soil stratum boundaries are also schematically indicated on the
figures.

A slashed line is used to imply that the transitions between

soil layers were not clear flat surfaces extending across the square
but rather were characterized by a transition zone or uneven surface.
The differences between the reliability of the BCES and BC sections
should be reiterated.

The BCES soil boundaries were determined from

the sections, plans and notes which were relatively specific and
consistent in recording soil changes across the site and usually with
respect to individual burials.

The soil boundaries in the BC figure in

contrast represent a best estimate from the section drawings from the
square producing each sequence and the square notes.

The soil

distinctions in the sections (drawn in 1975) did not always concur with
those mentioned in the square notes (written in 1974). Because the soil
transitions were not securely recorded, their placement relative to the
burials in BC is only an approximation whereas in BCES burials are more
securely placed in relation to the soil strata.
Finally grave styles are indicated (or best estimate if disturbed)
which are the basis for the three Periods (Early, Middle and Late)

-
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upper body of B.14. B.17 consists of a skull cap only and may represent
a burial that was largely displaced by the sherd scatter, or the skull
cap may have been displaced from another location into the sherd
scatter.

B.15 consisting of legs extending from the sidewall may have

been a part of the scatter, but was not clearly disturbed by B.16.
Therefore, the only sequence clearly evident in the D7 scatter is the
cutting of Burial 14 by Burial 16.
BCES sequence B includes several burials spanning D7, D6/D7, and
D6. LP Burial 2 from the Upper Middle Red Stratum and LP Burial 6 in
the Lower Middle Red Stratum (but conceivably cut from the Upper Middle
Red) overlie the grave cut of B.35 in the Lower Grey Stratum. Burial 2
from within the Upper Middle Red also overlies Burial 30, a right leg
near the interface of the Lower Middle Red and Lower Grey. Underneath
B.30 is a series of Early Period burials in the Lower Grey and Sterile
Strata. Flexed Burial 34 overlay B.49 and B.50 which, according to the
excavators, had disturbed R.49. Both B.50 and B.54 overlie the grave
cut of B.62, and B.54 may have been the cause of B. 62's missing lower
legs.

B.29 from the Lower Middle Red/Lower Grey interface overlies

B.46 which overlies B.60 and B.55. The deep grave for flexed burial
B.55 cut off the feet of B.54. There may have been a sequential
relationship between Burial 50 and either B.55 and/or B.54, but the
evidence is not clear enough to the author to make a final judgement.
Burial 29 also overlies B.31 which seals flexed Burial 76 and the
infant burial jar B.77.
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discussed in the previous chapter.

Burials with ambiguous styles or

ones without ceramics are left blank.
Each sequence will be described in some detail because many of the
stratigraphic relationships are complex and some cases may even be open
to alternative interpretations.

The complexities and interpretive

judgements will be discussed in order that the reader be aware of the
strengths and limitations of the evidence.

The reader should ignore

for this section the indications of ceramic type as these will be
addressed in detail in the next section.

BCES Burial Sequences

BCES sequence A consists of 2 Middle Period burials (14 and 16) in
the Lower Middle Red Stratum of square D7 from a collection of burials
referred to as the "D7 scatter”. The excavators suggested that these
burials (B.10, B.14, B.15, B.16, B.17) which were surrounded and
overlain by white sherds and incised and painted sherds represented a
single event.

After the laboratory reconstruction and analysis of the

pottery it seems more likely that the scatter represents several events
as follows.

Burial 10 is apparently a discrete event in no

stratigraphic relationship to the other burials.

Burial 16 is probably

cut into the sherd scatter likely causing the disturbance of the left
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BCES sequence C consists of Bate Period B.5 cut from the Upper
into the Lower Middle Red overlying Early Period B.37 at the Lower
Grey/Sterile interface.
BCES sequence D is found in square D5. Middle Period B.21, which
consists only of a part of the an upper body with a sherd scatter
beyond the head, overlies Early Period B.33 which in turn overlies
Burials 51, 45, and 52. B.51 cut the left side of B.45 which overlies
B.57, and probably overlies B.52 as well.

Although the relationship is

not absolutely clear, it is also likely that B.52 has cut into the
grave cut of B.57.
BCES sequence E lay in square D5 and D4/D5. From the Lower Middle
Red, Late Period B.7 overlies MP B.73 which overlies MP B.25 at the
Lower Middle Red/Lower Grey interface.

Burial 25 in turn overlies EP

B.44, a child burial found directly over B.47. B.44 and presumably B.47
were cut from the top of the Sterile Stratum.
BCES sequence F begins at the top with portions of several
skeletons in the southeast corner of square D5 at and just below the
Lower Middle Red/Lower Grey interface.

It is not clear whether or not

the burials within the Lower Grey were cut from the Red Stratum. B.28
overlies B.36, which overlies B.42. B.32 also overlies B.42. B.28 also
overlies EP B.58 (cut into the Sterile Stratum). The latter also is
overlain by EP B.43 which is presumably cut from the Lower Grey
Stratum.
In BCES sequence G in square D4, the deep grave cut of B.39
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MP B.20 and overlies disturbed EP B.61. Burial 39 has also probably cut
off the left leg of B.53. A collection of a few bones, some bangles- a
skull fragment and two Late Period painted pots referred to as "Burial
11/23" occurs with the B.20 sherd scatter.

The pots probably were cut

down into the scatter, but their association with the human bone
fragments and bangles may be coincidental.
BCES sequence H is a complex series of burials in square D4. At
the top is Burial 1 which overlies Middle Period B.12 which in turn
overlies Middle Period B.22. Burial 22 was excavated as part of a sherd
scatter with B.26, but on examination of the patterns of disturbance,
it appears that B.26 cut into B.22. The scatter burial complex overlies
Early Period B.56 and B.59 which were cut from within the Lower Grey
Stratum. Burial 59 seals the grave cuts of B.70 and B.69 both of which
seal the grave cut of B.72. B.69 also cuts the flexed burial of B.65.
Burial 65 lies under Middle Period scatter Burial 40 in the Lower
Middle Red Stratum which in turn lies under scatter burial complex
19/24. Since the skull of B.24 was found in the sherd scatter at the
feet of B.19 but removed from the skeleton of B.24, it appears that
B.19 disturbed B.24. Both of these burials lie below and were perhaps
slightly disturbed by Late Period B.13 (probably cut from near the
Upper/Lower Middle Red interface). In the Lower Grey Stratum under
scatter Burials 40 and 24 are three Early Period infant burial jars,
B.63, B.64 and B.66. B.66 lies directly under B.64.
BCES sequence I consists merely of pot feature number 11 of layer
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29 in square D4 (assigned to bag number 2593) which lies at the base of
the Lower Grey Stratum and which partially overlies EP Burial 74 cut
well into Sterile.

BC Burial Sequences

The sequences at the BC locale in general tend to have fewer
burials per sequence and hence less complex stratigraphic
relationships.

It should be reiterated that the relationships between

burials and soil strata are estimated from the sections.
BC sequence J

consists of MP B.15 at the levelof the Soft Red

Stratum in square B6 superimposed over EP

Burial 25at the

level of the

Lower Mottled Stratum.
BC sequence K from square C6 is comprised of LP B.14, probably cut
from the Hard Red into the Soft Red Stratum, superimposed over MP
scatter Burial 27 in the Soft Red according to the sections (although
the notes say thatthe layer of B.27 is still the knobbly red which
turning to brown).

B.27 in turn overlies Burial 39at the

is

level of the

Lower Compact.
In BC sequence L in square C6, LP Burial 1 in the Hard Red
overlies Burial 28, an Early Period style supine burial, in the Soft
Red. Both LP Burial 3 and Burial 28 overly EP B.42 in the Lower
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Compact. Burial 28 also overlies the EP burial complex 43/45 in the
Lower Compact. Burial complex 43/45 consists of two skeletons found one
atop the other as though placed in the same grave.

A densely incised

pot of a type often containing bones of infants (although not in this
case) was directly over the top burial, B.43.
BC sequence M in square B5 begins with B.20 near the interface of
the Soft Red and the Lower Compact overlying EP B.26. B.20 also
overlies a pottery feature (1241) at the interface of the Lower Mottled
and Sterile.
In BC sequence N also in square B5, Burials 18 and 16 lie close to
each other near the interface of the Soft Red and the Lower Compact.
Since the right side of B.16 appears disturbed, it is possible that the
grave cut of MP B.18 was the cause.

B.16 overlies Early Period vessels

(1127, a variety sometimes used to bury infants) at the level of the
Lower Compact.
BC sequence 0 of baulk B5/B6 is comprised of B.48 in the Lower
Mottled which is cut by flexed Burial 47 and is overlain by pot (1607)
at the Soft Red/Lower Compact interface.
BC sequence P in square C5 is difficult to sort out with
certainty.

Middle Period scatter Burial 11 overlies EP B.23 which

probably cut B.31. Burial 12, also of the EP supine style although
rather high in the section, also overlies B.31. Burial 24 at the level
of the Lower Compact was highly disturbed, possibly by nearby B.31.
There may be further stratigraphic relationships among B.23, B.12 and a
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large pot feature 1 of layer 11 (assigned to bag number 1007), but
these are not significant at this point and the affiliation of the
large pot will be discussed subsequently.
In BC sequence Q in square C4 Burial 9 apparently lies in the Soft
Red and overlies Early Period Burials 40 and 32 which project from the
sidewall.

These latter two probably lie at the level of the Lower

Compact Stratum, but neither the notes or square section indicate a
depth for the interface for the Soft Red and Lower Compact. Burial 40
is a jar burial which likely cut the disturbed B.32 lying directly
adjacent.
In square C3 BC sequence R has four burials all of the Early
Period supine style.

Burial 29 overlies Burial 38, which in turn is

also overlain by Burials 8 and 19. In this square the sections and
notes have little correlation.

Extrapolating from the notes, Burials 8

and 19 seem to lie in the Soft Red, B.29 lies at the interface of the
Soft Red and the Lower Compact and B.38 lies in the Lower Compact.
At the top of BC sequence S from square C3, Burials 17, 4, and 5
were found on a surface with a confusion of other disturbed burials and
clusterings of ceramics including some large white hued vessels.
Although the excavators suggested that Burials 4 and 5 may have been a
double burial, it seems mere likely that B.4 which is more intact cut
into the highly disturbed B.5 and possibly also the disturbed B.17.
Judging from the notes all three seem to derive from within the Soft
Red. They also may lie just above or cut into a horizontal soil
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distinction mentioned in the notes and the sections.

However, this

soil distinction does not seem to correlate with any of the major
strata, nor is it clearly present in other squares.

Early Period

Burial 44 in the Lower Mottled was probably overlain by B.17.
The reader can see from Figures 4a and 4b that grave styles
broadly but not strictly correspond with depth and soil strata.

A

comparison of the relationship between the grave styles and soil strata
at the two excavation locales supports the proposition made in the
previous chapter that BC and BCES soil strata are not necessarily
equivalent.
strata.

BCES burial styles show a clearer relationship with soil

There is some overlap in the Soft Red, particularly in BC,

between higher Early Period supine graves and lower burials assigned to
the Middle Period based on association with sherd scatters.

There are

no cases, however, of an Early Period style burial overlying a Middle
Period style burial.

It will be assumed for this report that the two

styles in general represent separate time periods and burials will be
arbitrarily assigned to the Period depending on the style of grave.
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Defining Diagnostic Burial Ceramics

Background Comments

Turning to the second step in the development of a relative burial
chronology, it was evident from the excavation and analysis that the
key to crossdating burials between sequences (detailed in the preceding
section) would rest with the recognition of temporally diagnostic
pottery types.

Two major difficulties confront this effort: a) the

lack of an established typology for the region or even a similar
prehistoric ceramic assemblage to use as a starting point; and b) the
great variability in ceramic morphology and a resulting high percentage
of atypical vessels in the Ban Chiang assemblage.

This high degree of

variability and high proportion of unique vessels in the assemblage,
particularly during the Early Period, may result from several possible
causes: a) low standardization due to the handicraft nature of the
pottery technology; b) a high degree of creativity by the ancient
potters; c) pottery exchange among different potting villages; d) small
samples of vessels per time period.

Many atypical vessels may turn out
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to be chronologically useful types when future excavations produce
larger samples from each time period.
The goal of the current discussion of Ban Chiang ceramics is,
broadly speaking, limited to isolating a set of those ceramic types,
forms, or attributes sufficient to define a relative sequence for
burials excavated at BC and BCES. Such types and attributes should have
sufficient frequency and distinctiveness yet restricted stratigraphic
depth that they can be used to crossdate most of the burials in the
sequences (A-S) into more or less contemporary groupings.

Presentation

of a full ceramic typology and analysis at this point in the argument
would enmesh the discussion into an accounting of the great ceramic
variation uncovered at Ban Chiang. Much of this variation would not
directly illuminate chronological understanding.

Since the primary

goal of this discussion of the Ban Chiang ceramics is to isolate
ceramic variants diagnostic of individual chronological phases, vessels
which do not clearly contribute to this goal will, for the time being,
be ignored.
How does one proceed to isolate chronologically useful ceramic
variants?

Heretofore preliminary discussions of Ban Chiang ceramics

(e.g. Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976) have focused on the presence or
absence of individual decorative featuressuch as applique or
painting.

In some parts of the sequence decorative treatment does

appear to be an adequate chronological indicator.

For example the

red-on-buff freehand intricately painted style of the Late Period seems
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intuitively of immediate chronological use, although the use of paint
in some manner appears in all Periods.
For other parts of the sequence particularly the Early Period,
single stylistic indicators are less useful.

Certain individual

decorative attributes have proved to have greater chronological depth
than first thought, in particular applique, and painted and incised
designs.

Another problem with basing the ceramic chronology

exclusively on design attributes is that many burials and, as we shall
see, some phases have vessels which lack distinctive decorative
attributes.

Thus the initial approach based mostly on decoration

resulted in the inability to define phases and to place those burials
which lacked decorated pottery into the sequence.
As already noted, since the preliminary report, most of the burial
pottery has been substantially reconstructed.
vessel forms is now more evident.

Distinctive variation in

Many of the difficulties in the

preliminary relative chronology can be resolved when decorative
features are more tightly defined and considered in conjunction with
vessel shape.

Provisional Classification of Ban Chiang Mortuary Ceramics

For our current purposes a formal typology is not the present
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goal.

The reasons for postponing a formal typology are numerous:

considerable variation not easily related to chronology, lack of
statistical data, and particularly insufficient information on fabric.
Vincent's (1984b) comprehensive study of the Ban Na Di fabrics, based
on hundreds of thin sections, shows the scale necessary to do an
adequate job on these highly complex prehistoric ceramic assemblages.
While the MASCA pilot study on Ban Chiang vessels (McGovern et al.
1985; Glanzman and Fleming 1985) certainlyproduced useful results, the
small sample size precludes more than very

limited

Instead of a formal classification, a

limited

generalizations.
purpose

"provisional

typology" will be outlined aiming solely to define ceramic
chronological indicators.

By "provisional typology" we mean a

temporary scheme to classify ceramics selected for purposes of
developing a relative chronology.

The selection of ceramic attributes

is based on extensive experience with the collection.

The aim is not a

comprehensive set of chronological indicators, rather a minimum set by
which to subdivide the sequence into a series of phases and assign most
burials to a phase.

This approach might be criticized as being based

on circular reasoning.

In the absence of independent criteria for

subdividing the sequence such as detailed soil stratigraphy, this is at
present unavoidable.

In the larger scheme of things, however, the

validity of these attributes as indicators of the relative ceramic
sequence might be considered hypothetical.

That is, the proposed

attributes theoretically can be tested against ceramic sequences from
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other excavations of the same cultural tradition to see if they conform
to the sequence proposed in this dissertation.

This will be broadly

attempted in Chapter VI, but as we shall see there is insufficient
evidence at present to fully test the ceramic sequence to be proposed
here.
After much consideration it has been decided to term an individual
ceramic category a "provisional type", or "pt" for short, in contrast
to a "Type" with a capital "T". The distinction in mind is that a
"Type" might be considered a product of a comprehensive classification
that included technological analysis.

A "pt" refers to a set of

artifacts which share a cluster of traits that can be used to
distinguish that artifact set from another set for some specified
purpose.

Since the provisional typology is specific for the purpose of

chronology, the criteria for defining a "pt" in the scheme used here
may vary.
Based on extensive experience with the collection, it is judged
that the minimum criteria necessary to differentiate an individual jDt
can vary throughout the sequence.

In many cases vessel morphology and

size are key traits in the definition of a jrt. In some cases such as
the Late Period vessels, surface treatments are sufficiently
distinctive and common to serve as the chronological criteria, and
differentiation of vessel morphology would unnecessarily encumber this
discussion.

Because vessel shape is not relevant to the definition of

every j)t, the term "Form" as used in the Ban Na Di report (Higham and
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Kijngam 1984) was rejected.

A systematic presentation of morphological

variation can be treated in subsequent formal typologies.
At this stage we will examine key burial ceramics and define
provisional types crucial for determining a burial phase sequence
beginning with Early Period levels (the Lower Grey Stratum of BCES and
comparable basal portions of BC). In order to streamline the
discussion, emphasis will be placed on pottery from graves and features
from the 19 sequences discussed above.

Unsequenced features may be

referred to if necessary to illustrate particular points.

Indicated

size will be defined as small (less than 10 cm maximum dimension),
medium (10-25 cm maximum dimension), or large (over 25 cm maximum
dimension).

In general vessels can be classed as bowls (unrestricted

or open forms), jars (footed restricted forms) or round bottomed pots
(restricted forms without feet).

Ideally these types would be

sufficiently well defined and limited in variation such that other
archaeologists would be able to recognize comparable vessels at other
sites in the region.

Examples of vessels from provisional types will

be illustrated in Figures 5 to 14. In order to fully appreciate the
argument presented, the serious reader will wish to carefully examine
these Figures while reading the discussion.

For convenience of

reference the pts are numbered serially and arranged in approximate
chronological order.
Along with the description of each provisional type the burials
and features from the 19 sequences which contain the provisional types
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will be listed.

The following system was developed to refer to

individual pots.

Each vessel ID begins with the site initials,

followed by the burial number if the vessel came from a burial, or the
main bag number if the vessel was from a feature, and finally a pot
letter specific to the burial or feature.

The MASCA pilot study of Ban

Chiang ceramic technology (McGovern et al.

1985; Glanzman and Fleming

1985) provided technological information on some examples of ten of the
provisional types.

Although some parameters were similar throughout

the sequences (e.g. a low firing temperature and use of paddle and
anvil), other aspects of the technology varied among the specimens
studied.

This information will be referenced as appropriate.

Following the descriptions of provisional types, preliminary
groups of associated pts will be outline based on co-occurrence in
funerary features or formal similarity.

Stratigraphic evidence from

the burial sequences can then be examined for sequential integrity and
placement of the preliminary groups.

For the sake of readers familiar

with the 1976 (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976) preliminary report the
original phase (OP) numbers will be referenced as applicable.

At the

conclusion of this unavoidably laborious presentation of the evidence,
new burial ceramic phases will be defined.

Early Period Provisional Types

The basal graves of BC and BCES, those graves lying in the Lower
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Grey, Lower Compact, Lower Mottled or Sterile soil strata, contain a
wide variety of pottery including many unique vessels.

In Figures 5

through 9 are illustrated examples of ten provisional types found in
the Early Period burials.

These pts are as follows:

pt-1) Medium-sized grey to black jars with perforations in or
under the rim and through the foot, a central flange, flange-like rims,
cordmarked lower body, burnished upper body and a curvilinear incised
design with rockerstamping infilling.

There are only two examples from

the excavations: in sequence M, BC 1241 A (Fig. 5a); and in sequence S,
BG B.44 C (Fig. 5c). This vessel type was originally assigned to OP I
and II.
pt-2) Small grey to black cups incised with everted rims.

There

are only two examples from the excavations: in sequence M, BC 1241 B
(Fig. 5b); and in sequence B, BCES B.60 A (Fig. 5d).
pt-3) Large black to buff globular vessels with a densely incised,
rockerstamped, and/or combpricked design field on the upper body
(example illustrated in Fig.
recovered had an upturned
a recurved rim.

6a). The few examples for which rims were

or inturned lip which shall be referred to as

Two examples in the MASCA pilot study (MASCA specimens

BC-1 and BC-2, McGovern et al.
technique,

pt-3 is found

L), BC 1127 (sequence N),

1985) were built with a coil-and-slab

in BCES2593 (sequence I), BC B.43 (sequence
BC 1607 (sequence 0), BC B.40 (sequence Q),

and other unsequenced features.

The dense incising noted for pt-3 was

the hallmark of OP III and was found on a few other vessels or

-
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fragments such as the medium-sized pot in Fig. 6b classed on
morphological grounds with pt-4.
pt—4) Medium-sized buff to black ringfooted jars with recurved
rims usually with an incised design on the shoulder.

Example

illustrated in Fig. 6d. Applique often separates the design on the
shoulder from the cordmarked lower body.

The example in the MASCA

pilot study (BC-3) was built with a coil-and-slab technique like pt-3
examples.

The inclusions were likewise similar to pt-3. Although pt-4

appears morphologically related to pt-1, the two groups differ in
several details such as rim shape, incising technique, etc.

Examples

of pt-4 are found in BC B.42 (sequence L), BC B.32 (sequence Q), BC
B.38 (sequence R). One vessel excavated in BCES B.57, sequence D,
illustrated in Fig. 6b, had the densely incised design characteristic
of pt-3.
pt-5) Medium-sized buff, grey or red (painted) straight-sided
’’beaker” forms with short flaring feet and often low flanges.

Examples

are illustrated in Fig. 7a-b. An example (BC-46) was xeroradiographed
in the MASCA pilot study and found to be made by the lump-and-slab
technique,

pt-5 was originally assigned to OP I and II. Five graves

have this type: BCES B.44 and B.47 (sequence E), BCES B.76 and B.49
from sequence B, and BCES B.52 from sequence D.
pt-6) Large red, grey, or buff (sometimes mottled) elongate
vessels with applique encircling the upper body, generally containing
bones of human infants and not associated with adult skeletons.

No
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examples were recovered with rims or bases.

Sequenced examples include

BCES B.77 (Fig. 7c, sequence B), BCES B.63 and B.66 (sequence H).
pt-7) Medium-sized buff, (sometimes mottled with red and black)
round-bottomed, tall-neck vessels, cordmarked, usually with rim which
appears to have been made by folding an extension back onto the rim
exterior and smoothed (to be called a folded rim).

Example illustrated

in Fig. 8a. Found in BCES B.50 (sequence B), and BCES B.51 (sequence
D). Other burials containing variants or possible fragments of this pt
were BCES B.61 (sequence G), BCES B.34 (sequence B) and BC B.26
(sequence M).
pt-8) Medium-sized mottled deep bowls (Fig. 8b) cordmarked with
folded rims are found in BCES B.31, BCES B.46 and BCES B.34 of sequence
B. The MASCA pilot study xeroradiographed an example (BC-44) and it was
made by the coil-and-slab technique.
pt-9) Medium-sized variegated footed jars usually with an open or
slightly restricted vessel shape, and gently everted, plain-lipped rims
(e.g. Fig. 8c). Found in BCES B.43 (sequence F), BCES B.54 and B.34 of
sequence B, and BCES B.65 of sequence H.
pt-10) Medium-sized, often buff-colored, neckless, round-bottomed,
globular vessels, cordmarked, with sharply everted, plain-lipped rims,
May have red painted trim on the lip, and sometimes incised and painted
designs on the shoulder (Fig. 9a-d). The example xeroradiographed by
the MASCA pilot study was made with the lump-and-slab technique.

The

incised and painted vessels formerly have been called "Om Kaeo" pottery
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(OP IV), but shape variants other than pt-10 employ this decorative
technique (e.g. See pt-11 and pt-15 below),

pt-10 is found in BCES

B.33 (sequence D), BCES B.56 and B.59 (sequence H), BCES B.29 and B.30
of sequence B, B.53 of sequence G, and B.25 of sequence E. In BC this
pottery is found associated with B.12 and B.23 (sequence P), B.28 of
sequence L, B.8 and B.9 of sequence R, and B.4 of sequence S.
Although not the only variants of pottery vessels from the Early
Period levels, these 10 provisional types stand out from the corpus as
relatively distinctive and recognizable across the lower levels of the
site.

Note that pt-1, -3, and -5 were mentioned in the discussion of

the preliminary stratigraphic sequence (Gorman and Charoenwongsa
1976:26).
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Provisional Types of the Middle Period

A salient characteristic of the ceramic scatters of the Middle
Period is the ubiquitous presence of whitish sherds.
buff and reddish-yellow hued sherds.

Also present were

It should be noted, however, that

vessels that can be morphologically classed with pt-10 are sometimes
found above the Lower Grey in BCES, sometimes in association with
Middle Period sherd scatters.

The following five provisional types of

vessels are among those reconstructed from burial-associated scatters
of sherdage.
pt-11) Large whitish globular or faintly carinated vessels, with
sharply everted rims, fine vertical cordmarking, and finely painted and
incised geometric designs on the upper shoulder (Fig. 10b). Found
beyond the head of BCES B.21 (sequence D), beyond the feet of BC B.15
(sequence J), over the body of BC B.18 (sequence N), and in sherd
scatters in association with BC Burials 17 and 4 (sequence S).
pt-12) Large, whitish, sharply carinated vessels, upper Lday
usually concave and smoothed, lower body cord impressed, a stubby rim,
and usually simple red painted trim under or on the rim (Fig. 11a). The
examples xeroradiographed by the MASCA pilot study (BC-4, BC-7) were
made with the lump-and-slab technique.

The clay was considered closer

to a kaolinite in contrast to the smectite that characterized most of
the pilot study sample (McGovern et al.

1985:111). pt-12 was found in

BCES scatters in association with Burials 14 and 16 of sequence A,
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Burial 73 of sequence E, Burial 20 of sequence G, and Burials 22, 26,
19, 24, and 40 of sequence H. In BC this carinated pot is found in B.ll
of sequence P, and a variant in sequence K, B.27.
pt-13) Large, whitish pots with a concave shoulder curving into a
bulbous lower body, red-painted, thick, down flaring rim (Fig. 12b).
(These vessels were nicknamed "Carobel" pots).

The only sequenced

example was found in BCES B.12, sequence H.
pt-14) Large, generally reddish-buff globular vessels, cordmarked
with sharply everted rims (Fig. 10a). Found in association with BC B.18
(sequence N), BC B.17 (sequence S), and BCES B.21 (sequence D).
pt-15) Large, reddish-buff carinated vessels with sharply everted
rims, incised and painted designs on the upper shoulder (Fig. lib). The
example of this jrt in the MASCA pilot study (BC-8) was made by the
lump-and-slab method.

Rice was notably prominent in the inclusions.

pt-15 is found in BCES Burials 14 (Sequence A), 73 (sequence E), 20
(sequence G), 22, 26, 19, 24, and 40 of sequence H. This type formerly
was assigned to OP IV.
There are other pottery types found in the Middle Period sherd
scatters, but most scatters have at least one of these five provisional
types.
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Provisional Types for the Late Period

During the Late Period vessels of varying shapes and sizes can be
efficiently grouped on the basis of surface treatment.

Three

provisional types will be defined on the basis of these surface
treatments and vessel morphology will not be elaborated.

Three Late

Period examples in the MASCA pilot study were made with a coil-and-slab
technique.

The coils differed, however, from the coils in pt-3. pt-4,

and pt-8 of the Early Period. Plant material was virtually absent as an
inclusion in the Late Period vessels in contrast both to the Middle
Period when it was notably high, and to the Early Period when it was
also present.

Another distinction between the Late Period specimens

and Middle and Early Period specimens was the presence of green
hornblende.
pt-16) Buff-to-orange pottery with intricate curvilinear fiaehand
red-painted designs, formerly OP V (Fig. 13a, b)„
MASCA pilot study (BC-10) showed no slip.

The example in the

Found in BCES Burials 6

(sequence B), 5 (sequence C), and 11/23 (sequence G).
pt-17) Red pottery sometimes burnished on the exterior, formerly
OP VI (Fig. 14a). The MASCA example (BC-11) showed a slipped surface.
Found in BCES Burials 2 (sequence B) and 13 (sequence H), and BC
Burials 14 (sequence K) and 1 and 3 (sequence L).
pt-18) Red pottery with curvilinear red painted designs, formerly
OP VI (Fig. 14b). The examples studied by MASCA (BC-9) showed no
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evidence of slip.

Higher iron content may have accounted for the red

hue of much of the surface area,

pt-18 was found in BCES B.2 (sequence

B) and BCES B.7 (sequence E).
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13a. £t_-l6

B C E S B. 11/23 B

S c a le 1:4

13b. £t_-16 B C E S B . 5 B

F ig .

13. L a t e P e r i o d p r o v i s i o n a l ty p e 16 ( G ro u p J).
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14ag.£t_-17 B C E S B 2 D
Scale 1:4

14 b . p t - 1 8

BCES B. 2 A

i
!SfeillS
F i g , 14. L a t e P e r i o d p r o v i s i o n a l t y p e s 17 a n d 18 ( G ro u p K).
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Groupings of Provisional Types

In order to determine which types may form contemporary groups one
must observe within each Period which pottery types are found together
in the same burial and which never co-occur.

In addition it is

important to observe formal similarities across types that indicate
stylistic connections (such as decorative treatment or rim shape).
Types for which there is associative or stylistic evidence for
contemporaneity will be considered a preliminary group and assigned a
letter.

The stratigraphic evidence will then be examined to see if

these groups may be considered chronologically distinct phases.

Early Period Groups of Associated Provisional Types

Group k) pt-1 and pt-2 are found together in feature 1 layer 18
square B5 (BC 1241 A, B, Fig. 5a, b, from sequence M). Since neither
type co-occurs with the other eight Early Period provisional types,
these two pts will be set aside as preliminary group A.
Group .B) pt-3 and gt-4 never unequivocally co-occur in the same
burial, however, they are clearly morphologically related.

There is
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similarity in the placement and shape of the applique, which often does
not quite encircle the pot but usually has an upturned or downturned
end.

They have a similar rim shape (recurved rims) when the rim is

present.

Many other vessel shapes whose only decorative treatment is

cordmarking also have this rim shape and some of these are associated
with provisional type 3 or 4 (e.g. Fig. 6c). Moreover, the examples of
pt-3 and pt-4 studied by MASCA had the same building technique
(coil-and-slab) and were similar in temper.

It is probable that pt-3

and pt-4 are contemporaneous but are not archaeologically associated
for functional reasons.

Often pt-3 was used as an infant burial jar.

pt-4 was generally associated with older individuals including children
and adults.

Even though they were not indisputably found in the same

burial, they were found at similar depths and sometimes in closely
adjacent burials (e.g. BC B.40 and B.32 from sequence Q). Whatever the
reason for the lack of direct association, pt-3 and pt-4 will
constitute a second group (B). There are no cases where any pt-3 or
pt-4 vessel is associated with the other types listed for the Early
Period. Other vessels with recurved rims which do not morphologically
conform to pt-3 and pt-4 are likely to be contemporary with this
group.

Their inclusion will allow the placement of more burials and

features into the ceramic sequence.
Group C) pt-5 seems to constitute a separate group by itself
(group C). The few burials in which these beakers are found either have
no other associated vessels, or have non-diagnostic bowls or cordmarked
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pots.

Group I)) pt-6 is not associated with any other type probably
because of its functionally specific role as a burial jar for infants.
These vessels will be called group D, but they are likely to be
contemporary with another Early Period group.
Group E) Provisional types 7, 8, and 9 tend not to be associated
in the same grave.
group.

However, there are reasons to examine them as a

First, the rim shape (folded rims) of pt-7 and pt-8 are

similar.

Second, there is one burial in which these two forms might be

associated—

BCES B.34, but only a portion of a tall neck pot (pt-7)

with the entire rim missing is present.

Also in BCES B.34 is found an

example of pt-9. Thus the possible association of provisional types 7,
8, and 9 in B.34 and the similarity in rim shape in pt-7 and pt-8 are
the evidence for grouping these three types into the fifth preliminary
group (E).
Group 17) pt-10 with all its variations is generally not found
associated with any other of the listed Early Period types.

In graves

in the Lower Grey where pt-10 occurs, it is usually the only form
present.

Hence it will be considered a sixth group (F). There are a

few instances where a vessel that might be morphologically classed as
pt-10 was associated with burials assigned to the Middle Period. BCES
B.25 (sequence E) lying on the Lower Middle Red/Lower Grey interface
has three pt-10 pots near its feet but includes an unusual whitish
carinated pot found shattered over the torso.

There is also a possible
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association of pt-10 with pt-11 pottery near BC B.4 (sequence S), but
the area is so disturbed it is difficult to determine a secure
association.

As discussed above, burials with associated sherd

scatters will be arbitrarily assigned to the Middle Period, and thus
the occasional association of pt-10 pots with this grave style will be
considered a hold-over.

(It should be noted that many variations of

globular cordmarked pots with everted rims are found throughout the
sequence but there is a recognizable Early Period variety (pt-10) with
comparable size, proportions, rim shape, and rim angle that looks
typologically distinctive from other round bottomed cordmarked
vessels).

Middle Period Groups of Associated Provisional Types

Group G) In Middle Period burial-associated sherd scatters, pt-11
whitish pottery is often found with pt-14 buff vessels, but never with
any of the other listed Middle Period types.

These will form group G.

Group H and I) The sharply carinated whitish forms (pt-12) are
usually associated with at least one vessel of pt-15, and sometimes
other vessel shapes as well,

pt-13 (carobel vessels) were found with a

variant of the sharply carinated whitish pots with a heavy red painted
rim identical to that found on the carobel pots.

These two
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associations are stylistically distinct enough to be considered
separate preliminary groups: group H will consist of pt-12 and pt-15:
group I will consist of the carobel association, pt-13 and the thick
rimmed variant of pt-12.

Late Period Groups of Provisional Types

Group J) The red-on-buff style of pottery (pt-16) is found on a
number of vessel shapes.

Neither of the other two Late Period

decorative styles (pt-17 and pt-18) is found in association with
red-on-buff pottery, and hence pt-16 will be considered group J.
Group K) pt-17 and pt-18 are associated in BCES Burial 2 (sequence
B) and unsequenced BCES Burial B.8. These two types will represent
group K.
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Table 3: Summary of Groups of Associated Provisional Types

Early Period
Group A: pt-1, pt-2
Group B: pt-3, pt-4
Group C: jpt-5
Group D: pt-6
Group E: £t-7, _pt-8, jat-9
Group F: pt-10
Middle Period
Group G:
Group H:
Group I:

pt-11, pt-14, pt-10 (holdover)
pt-12, pt-15
pt-13

Late Period
Group J:
Group K:

pt-16
pt-17. pt-18

How effective are these ceramic groups for classifying burials?
In Appendix A we have indicated the Period, sequence, and pottery group
of all features assigned burial numbers by the Ban Chiang excavators
ignorxng foi* tlis prsssnt i.ntsrprsti.vs problsnis, wliicb. do not sffset
this effort.

(Phase Assignments also listed in this Appendix will be

discussed later).

For all features assigned a burial number during the

excavation (77 for BCES and 48 for BC), 62% can be assigned to a
ceramic group.

However, since many of the burials without pottery are

actually highly fragmentary and do not represent complete burials, this
percentage probably represents an underestimation.

If we consider only

those burials which had associated pottery vessels (91 burials) 85% can
be classed into one of the 11 groups.

This would mean that only 15% of

the burials which had reconstructable pottery did not include any of
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the provisional types.

These latter two percentages exclude 20% of all

the burials excavated which had no reconstructable pottery.
Similar percentages hold when considering only the burials from
sequences (95 out of 125 burials).

Approximately two thirds can be

placed into one of the eleven ceramic groups, 22% have no associated
ceramics, and 11% have vessels which are not included in the
provisional typology.

Considering only sequenced burials with

associated ceramics, 85% can be classed into one of the ceramic
groups.

It is concluded, therefore that the system of ceramic groups

proposed above is a viable way to form preliminary groupings of a
substantial proportion of burials.

Sequencing Groups of Provisional Ceramic Types

In the following discussion evidence for the sequential placement
of groups of associated provisional pottery types is presented.

This

evidence is shown graphically in Figures 15a-f. Much of the specific
stratigraphic evidence derives from BCES. This is due to the greater
depth, number, and density of burials with a resultant greater number
of examples of grave superposition.
ambiguous.

The sequencing at BC is sometimes

In these cases evidence from BCES will be given greater

weight in the interpetation.
After the groups of associated provisional types for each period
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have been placed in sequence, new phase numbers (Roman numerals) will
be assigned which will accommodate changes in the number and order of
phases from the preliminary report.

These numerals will be preceded by

EP, MP, or LP in accordance with the Periods of grave treatment as
outlined above.

This will help differentiate the new phase sequence

from the initial 1976 phase structure (indicated by OP for original
phase).

Sequencing Early Period Groups of Provisional Types

Groups A and B

Group A pottery is represented in only a few features.

The

clearest examples come from BC: B.44 (sequence S), and BC 1241
(sequence M). There is one possible BCES example: B.60 (sequence B).
The BC features are located near the Lower Mottled/Sterile interface
and have the greatest absolute depth of any ceramic feature from that
locale.

Although they are not directly stratified under burials with

any of the other Early Period types, BC B.44 is at least 80 cm below
the level of a group B burial from the same square (BC B.38, sequence R
which included a pt-4 ringfooted jar). Although the footed vessels of
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group A seem related to the provisional type 4 in group B, in, for
example, the presence of rockerstamping, differences in rim shape, foot
angle, and other formal and design treatments suggest separate phases.
Furthermore, the greater absolute depth at the BC locale for group A
features argues for its temporal precedence over group B.
Temporal precedence of group A in relation to group B receives
some support from BCES. There are no pt-1 vessels from BCES, but the
small incised pot from disturbed B.60 (Fig. 5d) bears some resemblance
to BC 1241 B (Fig. 5b) (both pt-2 vessels).

BCES B.60 was apparently

cut into the Sterile Stratum and there is no indication that it
disturbed any underlying burial or feature.

B.60 in turn underlies,

and was possibly cut by, a feature containing an unusual large vessel
(BCES 2260 D) with affinities to group B types 3 and 4 in its ring
base, rim shape, and central applique separating a cordmarked lower
body from a smoothed upper body.

Thus in neither BC nor BCES is there

evidence for a ceramic phase preceding the group A vessels as shown by
relative depth (BC) or stratification (BCES). This evidence also
indicates that group B succeeded group A.

Groups B and C
The preliminary report (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976) considered
the densely incised pottery of group B and the beakers of group C as
representative of phases III and II respectively.

-
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presented here from ceramic styles, stratigraphy, and relative depth,
however, suggests that the two phases were reversed, i.e.
densely incised pottery preceded the beakers.

that the

The evidence for the

sequential placement of these two ceramic types is, however, tenuous a fact which allowed the original interpretation.
Group C beaker-bearing graves (BCES 44, 47, 49, 52, and 76) all
appear to have been cut from the top of the Sterile Stratum at BCES and
are clearly among the first graves cut at that locale.
(sequence B) has no underlying features.

BCES B.76

BCES Burial 49 (sequence B)

consists of a jumble of bones containing portions of three
individuals.

Two group C beakers were found under the jumble of bones,

unlike the usually carefully composed graves of the Early Period.
Extending a good 40 centimeters under B.49 was a feature looking like
an "empty” grave cut which conceivably was the source for the beakers
and extra bones possibly displaced upward by B.49. As discussed below,
if B.52 (sequence D) is superimposed over any burial it would be B.57
from group B. Whatever the case B.57 (group B) is only a few
centimeters deeper than neighboring B.52 (group C). Burials 44 and 47
(sequence E) both contain group C beakers.

B.44 is a child who was

interred directly into the grave cut of adult B.47 but without
disturbing the body.
Even though the beakers (group C) appear to be among the earliest
vessel forms at BCES, it does not necessarily follow that they derive
from the earliest use of the site.

The sequence proposed here makes
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more "stylistic sense", has some stratigraphic support, and
substantially changes the interpretation of the dating of bronze at the
site.

Let us first look at the stylistic evidence.

As already noted,

the incised pottery of group B bears some similarity to the incised
pottery of group A but follows it stratigraphically.

The undecorated

beakers (pt-5, group C) seem more closely related to the plainer types
in group E such as pt-9 than the incised vessels of groups A and B. It
would thus make more "stylistic sense" for groups A and B to be
considered relatively close and not separated in time by the very plain
beaker style pottery (as was the suggestion in the preliminary
report).

On the other hand, the author has seen in unprovenienced

collections densely incised pots with forms similar in shape to the
beakers (e.g. White 1982:85). Thus the beakers of group C and the
densely incised vessels of group B may not be as unrelated as they
superficially appear judging only from the sample from the PENN/FAD
excavations.

We may simply be lacking a sample of stylistically or

temporally transitional vessels.
The available stratigraphic evidence for the relative placement of
groups B and C is meager.

Only BCES has group C beaker-bearing graves

while most of the burials and features with group B styles came from
BC. This fact in itself may indicate some separation in time if, for
example, the cemetery during group B utilization of the site included
BC more than BCES, and during group C utilization, BCES was the part cf
the cemetery but not BC.
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There is one possible stratigraphic relationship between groups C
and B. In BCES sequence D, group C beaker-bearing B.52 may just overlie
or possibly slightly disturb B.57 which contained a group B
medium-sized densely incised vessel (Fig. 6b). However, this evidence
is equivocal.

The closeness and similarity of alignment of these two

graves suggests knowledge of the placement of the earlier burial by the
diggers of the later burial.

The close alignment of the two graves

supports the possible stylistic evidence that groups B and C, although
distinct, are not necessarily so distant in time as to indicate, for
example, a major population displacement.
Comparison of the relative depths at BCES of groups B and C shows
that both groups are from the basal levels and that their spans
substantially overlap.

As noted above BCES B.57 with a densely incised

group B vessel is close in depth if not unequivocally cut by group C
beaker-bearing B.52. One group B densely incised pot from BCES (2593)
in sequence I seems high relative to group C beaker-bearing graves.

It

was situated seemingly at the base of the Lower Grey Stratum "sitting”
at the top of the Sterile Stratum. The placement of some of the group C
large incised pots at BC also tends to be somewhat high relative to
other burials assigned to this group (e.g. BC 1607, sequence 0 near the
Lower Compact/Soft Red interface is notably higher than B.47 with a pot
with a recurved rim comparable to rims in group B).
The high placement of some of the densely incised pots (pt-3,
group B) may relate to their burial function.

In several pt-3 vessels
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were found bones of infants (BC B.40, BC B.46; the records also mention
infant bones in association with the pt-3 vessel over BC B.34). It is
possible that these large pots were not put into deep graves as other
burial ceramics were at this time.

Instead they may have been

partially submerged, or not buried at all.

When found near an adult

skeleton, the large pt-3 pots are usually found over the upper body of
a female (e.g. BC B.34, BCES B.74, BC B.32). In the case of BC B.43 the
vessel is directly over an adult male, but directly under his skeleton
was a female, B.45. Not all pt-3 vessels were found near adult bodies,
however (e.g. BC 1127).
Although proof is not possible one can at least propose the
hypothesis that these large elegantly designed pots were associated
with a burial practice involving infants, and in some cases their
mothers who perhaps died in childbirth.

These vessels were not

necessarily buried in the associated rite.

How then might one explain

pt-3 vessels not associated with infant bones?

In some of these cases

only portions of the pots were recovered from sections and the infant
bones may have been missed (e.g. BC 1127). It is also possible that the
large jars without associated bones such as BC 1607 represent
commemorative pots as Bayard (1971:45) has suggested for some of the
ceramic features at Non Nok Tha unassociated with a skeleton.
/

To summarize the sequential placement of Early Period groups to
this point, the author argues that ceramic groups A, B, and C represent
temporally separate and sequential ceramic phases in that order from
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the BC and BCES excavations at Ban Chiang. The data are not clear cut,
nor the argument unassailable, but from the detailed examination of the
ceramic types and their occurrence in the burial stratigraphy, it is
felt that the weight of the evidence supports this sequence.
This sequence of ceramic forms represents a reordering of that
proposed in the preliminary report; the preliminary report proposed
essentially a ceramic group order of A, C, B, whereas this study
proposes an order of A, B, C. The original sequence was based on the
assumption that the basal deposits of the two sites would be nearly
equivalent in time.

If so, group C beakers from basal BCES would be

close in time to the group A vessels from basal BC. It was this
assumption that led to the early date for bronze proposed for the site
on the basis of a bronze spearpoint found with a group C beaker in BCES
B.76. The dating for bronze will be discussed in the final chapter.
The chronological relationships of group D*s infant burial jars
will be discussed after group E due to some ambiguity as to their
sequential placement.

Group E

In BCES sequences B and D is found the evidence that group E
pottery types are stratigraphically above groups A,B and C. There are
no cases of group E pots underlying any pottery types of groups A, B,
or C, but there are several examples of group E pots overlying them.
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Thus for example, B.76 (sequence B) with a group C beaker is overlain
by B.31 with group E pt-8 vessels.

B.49 (sequence B) with group C

beakers is cut or overlain by two group E burials: B.50 and B.34. In
sequence D, group E B.51 cut B.45 (probably also group E) which in turn
overlay group B B.57 and probably group C B.52.
Only one sequenced burial in BC has vessels related to the group E
types.

BC B.26 (sequence M) has two vessels with folded rims.

It is

found at the level of the Lower Compact Stratum and is not directly
stratified over any other feature.
Examination of the stratified burials within group E suggests that
these burials may represent a considerable time depth.

Some of the

BCES group E graves are cut well into the Sterile Stratum to depths
comparable to some graves with beakers (e.g. B.51, B.54, B.50). There
is no evidence that these group E graves were cut from much above the
top of the sterile layer.

Others such as flexed burial B.34 in

sequence B were probably cut from the upper part of the Lower Grey
Stratum. B.34 is placed above B.50 in a manner which suggests that the
diggers of B.34 did not know of the location of B.50. The difference in
depth and lack of alignment between these two group E burials indicates
considerable time separation between them.
It may be that with a larger sample, group E could be subdivided
chronologically.

Thus for example pt-8 deep bowls with folded rims

were not found in the deepest graves of this group, but were generally
found in the highest group E graves (i.e. B.31, B.46 and B.34). For now
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there is no clear criteria for dividing group E into distinct phases
since, as previously observed, pt-7, pt-8. and pt-9 are all associated
in one grave (BCES B.34). However, suffixes will be added to the phase
designation for group E burials to distinguish the graves with pt-8
bowls (which tend to be higher) from those without in the discussion
below assigning phase numbers.

Group D
Returning to group D vessels, their lack of association with any
other Early Period provisional type probably is due to their function
as infant burial containers.

Adults of a contemporary time period

presumably were buried with other vessel forms.

Although no example of

this provisional type is stratified over any other provisional type,
presumably group D infant burial jars are younger than group B infant
burial jars which included elaborately incised designs.

The two also

differ in form with the group D jars more elongate and the group B
infant burial jars more globular in shape.
There is some stratigraphic evidence in sequence B that group D is
older than at least pt-8 pottery of Group E: B.77 (group D) is
superimposed by B.31 with pt-8 bowls which as noted were found in the
higher group E burials.

Group E does have a couple of other unique

infant burial pots assignable on the basis of formal similarities: B.48
(unsequenced) has a large tall neck vessel and B.64 (sequence H) has a
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folded rim.

B.64 infant burial jar is directly on top of a crushed

group D pot (B.66). Thus by process of elimination the group D infant
burial jars might be grouped with group C (beakers) which otherwise
would have no contemporary infant burials.

On the other hand group D

Burials 63 and 66 are well within the Lower Grey Stratum and hence high
in the soil stratigraphy relative to the group C beaker burials which
cut into the Sterile Stratum. They could have been placed on the ground
surface and not interred as has been suggested for some of the other
infant burial jars.

Or, they might have a later association, perhaps

during the earlier part of group E.

Group F

At BCES burials with group F pottery (pt-10) are generally at a
higher level than, and stratified over, group E burials.

Examples

within the Lower Grey Stratum are B.33 overlying group E Burials 51 and
45 in sequence D, and B.59 overlying B.69 (no associated pottery) which
cut group E B.65 in sequence H.
The relationship of later BCES group F burials to the Middle
Period is somewhat equivocal.

A few burials with pt-10 pottery occur

in basal layers of the Lower Middle Red Stratum. Some of these burials
seem indistinguishable from group F burials in the Lower Grey. For
example Burial 29 (sequence B) lying at and just above the interface of
the Lower Middle Red and the the Lower Grey has a single pt-10 pot at
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the root of the skeleton.

Another burial lying in the same

relationship to the Lower Middle Red/Lower Grey interface with
associated pt-10 pots also includes a shattered white carinated pot,
one of the hallmarks of tne Middle Period (B.25 sequence E). B.25 is
one of the burials providing evidence that group F pt-10 vessels
continued into the Middle Period.
The picture for the stratigraphic placement of group F at BC is
less clear than at BCES. BC Group F burials are probably at the level
of the Soft Red Stratum. They are found stratified over group B burials
and under Middle Period group H scatter burials with sharply carinated
white pottery (e.g. group H B.ll overlies group F B.23 in sequence P).
However they are at comparable depths and often in close proximity to
group G scatter burials.
The stratigraphic evidence at both BC and BCES suggests that there
may be some temporal overlap between the latter part of group F and the
beginning of the Middle Period scatter burials.

However, because the

scatter burial grave style and associated white ceramics have been
designated the defining criteria for the Middle Period, all burials
with only pt-10 pottery will be arbitrarily assigned to group F.
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Sequence of Middle Period Groups of Provisional Types

Group G

Only one BCES burial is associated with a group G pt-11 large
globular whitish vessel with delicately incised and painted design.
This burial (B.21, sequence D) lies just above the interface of the
Lower Grey/Lower Middle Red Strata, BCES B.21 is stratified over group
F B.33 but is not stratified under any other burial.

There are more

examples of group G burials from BC including B.15, B.18, B.4, and
B.17. These seem to lie in the Soft Red Stratum. None of the examples
from BC or BCES lie under any other Middle Period scatter burial.

At

both sites, however, they are clearly at lower absolute depths than
burials from groups H and I and will therefore be considered the
earliest Middle Period group.

Groups H and I

The several BCES examples of group H burials with their
characteristic sharply carinated pottery lie well within the Lower
Middle Red Stratum (e.g.sequence H, Burials 22, 24, 26, 19, 40). At BC,
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B.ll in sequence P lies at the interface of the Soft and Hard Red
Strata. As noted above this puts them above the relative depth of group
G burials at both locales.

There is only one example of a group I

burial in a sequence (BCES B.12, sequence H). B.12 is stratified over
group H BCES B.22 at a height sufficient to maintain it as a temporally
separate group.
In summary the Middle Period groups G, H, and I seem to be
temporally distinct and sequential groups.

Sequence of Late Period Groups of Provisional Types

Group J
The only example of the stratification of classic red-on-buff
pottery (group J) over a Middle Period burial is BCES B„ 1.1/23 which cut
in to B.20 in sequence G. However, all the group J burials lie just
below the interface of the Lower and Upper Middle Red Strata and may
have ultimately derived from the Upper Red although gravecuts were not
visible.

They therefore generally derive from relatively higher

positions in the soil stratigraphy than the Middle Period burials.
There were no group J burials from BC sequences.
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Group K
There is no unequivocal evidence that group J precedes group K
burials.

Two of the group K burials (BCES Burials 7 and 13) are at

levels comparable to group J burials.

One, however, is substantially

higher, found well within the Upper Red (BCES B.2, sequence B). On this
evidence we will place group K after group J, although again there may
very well have been temporal overlap.

Summary and Phase Assignment

In this Chapter we have defined 18 provisional ceramic types which
we have then clustered into 11 groups of associated types.

The

stratigraphic evidence from burial sequences has been examined to
determine the relative placement of the 11 ceramic groups.

The reader

may examine Figures 15a-f for the stratigraphic evidence underlying the
proposed ceramic sequence.
Having reviewed the evidence for the sequential placement of
groupings of provisional ceramic types, we are now in a position to
assign phase numbers to these groups.

Table 4 lists each new phase

designation for each group, the provisional types, and the original
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phase designation according to the 1976 chronology.

Table 4: Burial Ceramic Phases at Ban Chiang

New
Phase

Ceramic
Group

Provisional
Types

Original
Phase

Early Period Phases:
EP I

A

1, 2

I

EP II

B

3, 4

III

EP III

C, D?

5, 6?

II

EP IVa

E, D?

6?, 7, 9

(undefined)

EP IVb

E

8, 7, 9

(undefined)

EP V

F

10

IV

G

10, 11, 14

IV

H

12, 15

IV

I

13, 12 (var.)

LP IX

J

16

V

LP X

K

17, 18

VI

Middle Period Phases:
MP VI

MP VIII

(undefined)

Late Period Phases:
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CHAPTER IV

BACKGROUND TO THE EVALUATION
OF THE
RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY AT BAN CHIANG

The dating of the Ban Chiang sequence has been a major controversy
among not only Southeast Asian archaeologists, but among prehistorians
specializing in other parts of the Old World as well.

Considering the

history of problems in developing a chronology for the site (see
Chapter I), and the tragic death of the co-director, Chester Gorman,
one might conclude that a full chronology for the PENN/FAD excavations
at Ban Chiang was unsalvageable and that a resolution of chronological
issues must await future excavations at related sites.

Clearly many

dating issues will fade only through the eventual development of
regional chronologies based on carefully articulated chronologies of
several sites.

In the meantime so few sites have been excavated (and

even fewer of these have fully published chronologies) that each
individual site chronology is critical because at the present time
large portions of the regional chronology may be based on a single
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site.

In northeast Thailand, Ban Chiang is thus far unchallenged as the
"type site" for the northern Khorat Plateau due to the broad spread of
both its C14 dates and its multiple burial phases.
pre-metal, bronze-bearing and iron-bearing periods.

The sequence spans
It is unfortunate

that so many conflicting versions of the Ban Chiang chronology exist in
the literature, but perhaps the confusion reflects normal growing pains
in the development of a region's archaeology.

In view of the

importance of the site to scholars within and outside of the region, a
comprehensive presentation of the absolute dating evidence as it exists
deserves a serious effort despite its problems, even if
reinterpretations may be necessary in the light of future evidence.
If interpretation of the chronological evidence for Ban Chiang
were a straightforward task, a detailed presentation would have
appeared long ago.

Instead, the tardiness of a full presentation of

the Ban Chiang chronological evidence reflects interpretive
difficulties in the archaeology of the site.

As discussed in the

previous chapters, the relative chronology of Ban Chiang is based on a
limited amount of soil stratigraphy and a detailed examination of
burial ceramics and their sequential relationships.

Integrating such a

sequence with a series of absolute dates presents particular
interpretive problems and these difficulties help to account for the
many conflicting chronological interpretations to which the site has
been subjected.

Ideally, preferred methods for dating the burial
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sequence might be thermoluminescence, bone apatite, or collagen, but at
the time of the Ban Chiang excavations all of these methods had
produced questionable results in the region: TL with Ban Chiang
pottery, and bone dates with Non Nok Tha specimens (Loofs 1974; Bayard
1979:22-23).
Although one cannot really second guess the decision-making
processes of the Ban Chiang excavators, charcoal probably seemed most
likely to produce reliable dates.

The problem, particularly in a site

lacking detailed soil stratigraphy, is to relate the charcoal specimen
to what one wants to date, i.e.

in the case of Ban Chiang, mainly

pottery types found in burials.

Whatever the rationale was, 33

charcoal specimens were tested at the Radiocarbon Laboratory of the
University of Pennsylvania. The results of these tests form the basis
for the absolute dating of the Ban Chiang sequence at this time.
The carbon 14 results from the PENN/FAD excavations at Ban Chiang
and the problems of their interpretation have not previously been
discussed in a comprehensive manner.

Prior to their publication in

Radiocarbon (Hurst and Lawn 1984) some of the radiocarbon results
(corrected by a previously used MASCA calibration) were circulated
informally (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1978). In this latter manuscript,
27 dates were listed in chronological order with implied associations
to the original six ceramic phases, but without specific comments on
the provenience of each specimen.

Subsequently the 33 Ban Chiang

radiocarbon dates calibrated using the Klein 1 sigma correction were
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circulated to regional scholars in a manuscript by Bronson and White
(1984). All of these discussions have dealt with the dates in an
abbreviated manner.
The present discussion will address issues of provenience and an
interpretive approach to the Ban Chiang radiocarbon samples in much
greater detail than was possible in Bronson and White (1984) or in
Hurst and Lawn (1984). Further analysis of the site since the
preparation of those manuscripts has resulted in revision of the
comments on some of the individual dates.

The present chapter will

give an overview of the approach to the interpretation of the dates.
The data available, and comments on the provenience of each individual
dated sample, are detailed in Appendix B. The chapter following the
current chapter will present an interpretation of the dates in terms of
the Ban Chiang cultural sequence.

Statement of the General Approach to the Dating of Ban Chiang

One of the criticisms of previous chronologies of northeastern
Thai sites has concerned the proveniences of the charcoal samples upon
which dating frameworks have been based.

Higham (1984:231) has argued

that "all radio-carbon samples must come from in situ contexts such as
hearths, charcoal from within bronze casting furnaces, or wood cut from
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prehistoric coffins.

Charcoal removed from the matrix of grave fill,

or scattered charcoal collected from a given layer is valueless.

The

stratigraphic relationship of the sample to the event being dated must
therefore be demonstrated and if necessary, expressed as a terminus
ante or post quem."
These standards may at first appear impeccable, even obvious, and
certainly the dating of sites in the region needs, and will continue to
need, rigorous detailed evaluation.

However, implementing these

standards will not be straightforward or even necessarily feasible
because: a.

charcoal deposits which meet Higham's definition of in

situ often do not exist in relevant sites in sufficient quantity and
distribution to serve as an adequate dating framework,

b.

there can

be significant problems in accurately relating stratigraphically these
so-called in situ charcoal deposits to cultural sequences.
The fact is that many of the important sites thus far excavated in
Thailand have not been blessed with many indisputable hearths (an
apparent exception being Ban Na Di excavated by Higham and Kijngam
(1984). Even when possible hearths can be identified, their true
stratigraphic position relative to the cultural phenomena the
archaeologist is trying to date, such as a burial sequence, can be very
difficult to determine with any certainty in the absence of a detailed
soil stratigraphy.

Ethnographic evidence suggests that possible

hearths found in archaeological deposits of prehistoric sites in
northeast Thailand may not necessarily have been built at ground level
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as Higham and his students seemingly have assumed.

Ethnographic

evidence also indicates that charcoal recovered from burial contexts or
from horizontal scatters in occupation levels is not necessarily
stratigraphically displaced as Higham has assumed.
Thus, limiting dating of Southeast Asian sequences to hearths and
kilns may be impractical and even potentially deceptive for regional
prehistorians at this early stage in the development of regional
chronology.

As we shall see in this chapter, basing the Ban Chiang

chronology solely on "hearth" dates would not only result in a
deficient dating framework, but potentially an erroneous one as well.
Moreover one may doubt that prehistorians from more extensively
excavated parts of the world would care to restrict their
interpretations to Higham's sources, even though such sources might in
many cases be preferable or carry more weight.
This treatise will take the position that at this early stage in
the development of regional chronologies for Southeast Asia all
chronological evidence needs to be addressed, and that none should be
arbitrarily excluded.

The goal of elevating archaeological standards

in the region, while unquestionably welcome, should not result in
inadvertent exclusion of potentially significant evidence.

This is not

to say that all evidence is of equal quality and should be given equal
weight.

Dating frameworks and individual dates will need continual

re-examination in light of varying interpretations or as new evidence
becomes available.

Given the problems in interpretation of
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hearth-derived dates to be discussed below, in this thesis the emphasis
in the interpretation of the absolute chronology will be placed on the
recognition of patterned associations between dates and cultural
manifestations, both within and between sites.
Before presenting the data on individual radiocarbon samples, some
understanding of the nature of the charcoal sample as a whole will
clarify the options for dating the site and put the dated specimens
into better overall perspective.

The discussion will be organized

around three topics: What contexts at Ban Chiang yielded charcoal?
Using an ethnographic model, what might have been the likely sources
and depositional processes for charcoal in the deposit?

What are the

resultant implications from the first two topics for dating Ban Chiang
and possibly other sites with similar depositional processes?

Contexts for Charcoal Excavated from Ban Chiang

The C14 Registers for BC and BCES give a broad picture of the
contexts from which charcoal was excavated.
33 samples taken for the 1974 season.

The BC C14 Register lists

Of these 28 were considered

associated with burials at the time of excavation, 3 were from a
general excavation layer, one came from inside a large pot, and one
allegedly was from a hearth area,

4n additional BC specimen not listed
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in this Register came from inside a pot.
The BCES C14 Register lists over 650 charcoal samples.

According

to the Register, 54% of the samples came from the general soil matrix,
either as localized specimens or as charcoal collected during the
excavation of a layer.

Twenty-four percent of the BCES specimens were

considered associated with burials.

Twenty percent were excavated in

association with features such as postholes, sherd or bone scatters,
pits, etc.

Eight specimens were listed as derived from possible

hearths, but only one of these came from prehistoric levels (although
see below for further discussion of other possible hearth-related
features in the prehistoric deposit).
Various preliminary observations are evident from the listings in
the two C14 Registers. Most apparent is the recovery of many more
charcoal specimens during the BCES season than during the BC season.
The reasons for this are not entirely clear, but it may reflect one or
more of the following: a.

Greater effort during the BCES season to

collect smaller or dispersed samples particularly from the general soil
matrix.

This would be consistent with the generally higher caliber of

data collection during the second excavation season,

b.

Differences

in conditions for preservation between the two locales which is
suggested by generally better preservation in BCES. c.

Differences in

prehistoric utilization of the two locales resulting in greater
deposition of charcoal at BCES. Impressionistically, there does appear
to be a lower density of postholes and sherdage in BC which might
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indicate a lower intensity or different type of prehistoric habitation
activity in comparison with BCES.
Although not systematically recorded in the C14 Registers, one
general point about the charcoal specimens recovered is that samples
tended to be small.

This greatly limited the number of specimens which

actually could be dated.

For example, even though all 34 BC samples

were submitted to the Pennsylvania Radiocarbon Laboratory, 17 of these
were judged too small to be run by the methods available at that time
(1975) at that Lab. It is likely that an even higher proportion of BCES
samples would have been considered too small to run individually.
Twenty of the 33 dated Ban Chiang specimens had to be run in the small
one liter counter (Hurst and Lawn 1984). In some cases more than one
specimen was combined to accrue sufficient mass for an individual
sample run.
More detailed comments by the excavators would have allowed a more
accurate and precise description of the variation in non-feature
associated charcoal than is currently possible.

The 355 charcoal

samples collected from the general soil matrix in BCES can at best be
placed into one of two broad categories: 1) over half consisted of
several charcoal fragments collected within a single excavation layer.
Each sample was usually collected not from an entire layer, but from
within a single quadrant within a square (i.e. an area of less than 4
square meters).

Charcoal not associated with a specific feature such

as a burial, or hearth will be referred to as a general provenience or
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layer sample.

2) The remaining samples were apparently collected as

isolated individual charcoal fragments and will be referred to as an
isolated sample.
Turning to feature-associated charcoal, C14 specimens excavated in
association with a burial are the most common context in BC and the
second most common in BCES after non-feature associated charcoal.
However, the nature of the association of charcoal with burials at
either site is not always clear from the records.

On occasion the

records do indicate that the charcoal was found in a grave vessel,
grave fill, or in close proximity to the skeleton.

Even though the BC

excavation was not of the same caliber as BCES, it seems unlikely that
the excavators would have systematically ignored charcoal not
associated with burjals had it been comparable in size and amount to
that associated with burials.

The pattern of repeated association of

charcoal with BC burials, therefore, is at least suggestive that some
of the charcoal samples excavated with Ban Chiang burials may have been
deposited contemporaneously.

This possibility will be further

addressed below.
A final general point about the Ban Chiang charcoal samples is the
noteworthy paucity of hearths entered in the C14 Registers for both
seasons.

However, an examination of other records reveals a few other

possible hearth-related deposits which were not listed as such in the
C14 Registers, perhaps because the excavators were unsure of the
attribution.

The difficulties the excavators had in making firm
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identifications of hearths may have contributed to the irregularities
in the collection and recording of potentially
concentrations.

situ charcoal

Even so, the rarity of clearly identifiable hearths at

the site must indicate something about the nature of prehistoric
fire-making activities.
In view of Higham’s recent emphasis on in situ charcoal deposits,
we will now turn to a more detailed examination of potentially in situ
charcoal deposits at Ban Chiang. The following topics will be
addressed: What potentially in situ charcoal deposits were found at Ban
Chiang? Can their stratigraphic position relative to the cultural
sequence be identified?

Can these deposits hypothetically serve as a

sufficient basis to develop a dating framework for the site?

Potentially In Situ Charcoal Deposits

The phrase "In situ charcoal deposits" will here refer to charcoal
which has been deposited at the location where the associated
fire-producing activity took place.

This location could include

remains of both deliberate activities such as hearths, kilns, etc., or
of accidental events such as burnt houses.

Thorough examination of

layer plans and notes has revealed several additional possibly in situ
prehistoric charcoal deposits beyond the two hearths mentioned in the
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Ci4 Registers. A few limited charcoal concentrations were noted on the
plans and either given a feature number and/or suggested as possible
hearths.

Some but not all of these concentrations are listed in the

C14 Register simply as features.

Those concentrations noted on the

plans but not specifically mentioned in the C14 Registers may have been
collected in general layer samples.

Charcoal concentrations are

discussed further below.
Other possibly in situ charcoal deposits include those found in
postholes, but the records are not specific enough to differentiate
possibly in situ deposits from redeposited specimens (Atkinson 1985).
Another example of possibly in situ charcoal would be the fragments
found at the base of the Lower Middle Red Stratum in BCES. The surface
of the Lower Grey Stratum is described in the D5 notes for 13. 6.75 as
"ashy, full of charcoal, and cut by many postholes" which suggests
remains from the burning of one or more pile-built structures.

This

charcoal from the surface of the Lower Grey Stratum was apparently
collected as layer samples.
As Higham has recently emphasized that hearths and kilns are
preferable sources for charcoal specimens in northeast Thai sites, we
shall now examine in more detail charcoal deposits from the PENN/FAD
excavations at Ban Chiang that might be hearth or kiln related.

Given

the ambiguity in hearth identifications at the site, any significant
charcoal concentration needs to be examined as a possible hearth
deposit.

The following are descriptions of the ten non-burial features
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found in the records which the excavators considered possible hearths
or noted as including sizable charcoal concentrations.

Non-Burial Charcoal Concentrations or Possible Hearth Deposits
from BC

There are three possible hearth-related deposits in BC:

i)

A circular area about 20 eras in diameter is described as "a

charcoal filled hole of some sort" in the square C3 notes for June 1,
1974, shown as feature 4, NEQ of layer 8, depth about 170 cm.

The soil

stratum for this feature is uncertain, but it seems to lie about at the
interface of the Lower Compact and the Soft Red. The feature is about
14 centimeters deep.

The BC C14 Register does not list charcoal

collected from this feature, hence the charcoal was never dated, and
what happened to the charcoal specimen is unknown.

The charcoal

feature has no indisputable relationship to other habitation features,
but within 1.5 meters from the charcoal feature in the same excavation
level of square C3 are two ceramic features, one with EP II and the
ether with EP V pottery.

The feature lies at and below levels with

burials producing EP V pottery, and at and above levels with EP II
burials.

Forty centimeters above the charcoal feature lies MP VI

Burial 17. Since downcutting cannot be ruled out it therefore seems
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likely that the charcoal was deposited as late as EP V, and as early as
EP II.
ii) Square C4, layer 14 SEQ had a possible hearth.

The feature

consisted of an area about 1.5 meters square with distinctive soil
color and texture changes, charcoal fragments and broken pottery.

For

a full description see P-2243 in Appendix B. Judging from the depth of
the excavation level the feature was probably in the Lower Compact
Stratum. Layer 14 of square C4 produced both habitation and burial
features with EP II pottery.
iii) A "hearth-very hard fill" is indicated in the C6 plans for a
circular area 50 cm in diameter in the south east quadrant of layer 18
which, judging from the depth, is probably in the level of the Lower
Compact Stratum. There is no discussion of the feature in the C6 notes
and no mention in the BC C14 Register or the layer plans of any
charcoal associated with this feature.

The layer plan shows numerous

post holes appearing at the same depth as the possible hearth, but some
postholes seem to cut the so-called hearth area.

In the somewhat

confusing plan for this layer a pt-6 infant burial jar (EP phases
III-IVa) seems to lie above the level of the postholes and hearth
area.

On the opposite side of the square from the hearth were EP II

burials some of which have been cut by postholes.

It is not clear

whether all the postholes appearing in this level came from single or
multiple habitation phases, but if they do represent a single
habitation phase, then both the hearth and EP II burials would precede
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that occupation.

With respect to the burial sequence, one can only

conclude that the presumed hearth seems to have been deposited prior to
pt-6 burial pottery.

Non-Burial Charcoal Concentrations from BCES

Seven features for which a concentration of charcoal was recorded
were found in BCES prehistoric levels (these are ordered from the
highest to the lowest):
iv)

Feature 1 of layer 16 in BCES square D5 is referred to in the

notes as a possible casting area.

This is the only feature described

as a possible casting area from the PENN/FAD excavations.

The feature

consists of an area about 1 x 2 meters with a dense spread of large
lumps of baked clay, crucible fragments, animal bone, charcoal and
sherdage, some of which is burnt.

According to the square D5 notes

dated 28-5-75, the feature appeared to have collapsed onto a surface.
The feature is at a depth below datum between 203 and 230 cnu

The base

of the feature is in the Lower Middle Red Stratum about 20-30
centimeters above the surface of the Lower Grey and in about the same
excavation layers as MP VII scatter Burial 73 (= B.18) which is about 1
meter to the east.

The sequential relationship between the casting

feature and B.73 is indeterminate.

The casting feature underlies LP IX
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B.9 by 50 cm.

The sherds associated with the casting feature (bag

1204) show a mixture of a few red-on-buff with mostly carinated
sherds.

All facts considered, the casting feature most likely dates

from sometime during the Middle Period, perhaps MP VII. The charcoal
from this feature (bag 1204) was never submitted for dating.

There are two charcoal concentrations which are possible hearths
or other in situ deposits at, or just above, the interface of the Lower
Middle Red and Lower Grey Strata in BCES D4:
v) A charcoal cluster about 30 cm in diameter with no feature
number was indicated as a "hearth” on the plan for D4 layer 21 in the
Lower Middle Red, 15-20 centimeters above the surface of the Lower
Grey. It presumably was collected in a general layer sample since there
was no specific reference to it in the C14 Register. The plan for D4
layer 21 shows primarily occupation activity in the form of numerous
holes cut from this level, most indicated as postholes, and one ceramic
spread of MP VII sherds.

There is no evidence of overlying features

cut down to the charcoal concentration, hence it is likely contemporary
with the other evidence for habitation from this level.

MP VII burials

are generally 30-50 cm over the hearth level, and EP V burials lay in
levels below, within the Lower Grey. Hence the charcoal cluster likely
was deposited from the early Middle Period.
vi) Feature 4 of D4, layer 22, NWQ is referred to as "charcoal
concentration & ash = hearth?".

This circular feature about 20 cm in
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diameter consisted of charcoal and laterite which lay at the base of
the Lower Middle Red just on top of the Lower Grey Stratum. It directly
overlay an underlying hole which extended about 50 cm below the top of
the laterite lump.

Plans from preceding layers show an overlying hole

cut from about 25 cm above the Lower Grey over and down to the depth of
the charcoal feature.

However, even if the charcoal derived from the

overlying hole, it would still derive from the Lower Middle Red and
thus was probably deposited during the early Middle Period. The
specimen is mentioned as a feature specimen in the C14 Register but was
never submitted for dating.
Other charcoal concentrations derive from features appearing just
above the Lower Grey Stratum in D7:
vii)

Feature 6 of D7 layer 21 was a deep, complex feature about 30

cm in diameter extending from the base of the Lower Middle Red to
Sterile (a total of 70 cms at this location) containing clay, burnt
clay, laterite, and charcoal.

The lower part of this feature was

termed "double hole with charcoal" on plan 26.6.75. The location of
ground level at the time this feature was deposited is unclear.

The

feature could have been cut down from the base of the Lower Middle Red.
However, the clay lumps may also have protruded from a deposit within
the Lower Grey. Postholes originate on either side of the Lower Middle
Red/Lower Grey interface indicating habitation levels which could be
related to the charcoal feature.

The charcoal from this feature was
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not dated.
viii) Also from D7 layer 21, feature 2 consisted of a pit about 60
by 30 cm in breadth and 30 cm deep with a substantial amount of
charcoal towards one side.

The pit seems to derive from about 10 cm

above the surface of the Lower Grey and is about 10-20 cm under layers
with MP VII burials (the "D7 scatter").

Therefore the feature likely

derives from the early part of the Middle Period. Specimen was not
dated.
Two BCES charcoal concentrations were found in the Lower Grey and
Sterile:
ix) A possible hearth was identified in BCES square D4, SEQ, layer
25, feature 20, depth 298 cm which is 20-30
Lower Grey Stratum. There is some
this feature was excavated.
in the square notes.

cmbelow the surface of the

confusion inthe records as to how

The feature received no specific mention

The plan for layer 25 shows feature 20 as a 30 x

40 cm rectangle within which the word "charcoal" was written.

The

layer 26 plan shows the same area

and depth (apparently left on a

pedestal from the previous layer)

indicated as a "hearth" but without a

feature number.

The C14 Register has no record of charcoal collected

from this feature.

However bag number 2248 contained a large charcoal

sample (over 800 grams) "from 10 cm spit" of D4 SEQ layer 26. It seems
likely that this sample included the so-called hearth charcoal.
Although the charcoal concentration is situated within the Lower Grey,
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the overlying plans from the base

of the Lower Middle Red (layers21

and 22) show two holes, one directly

over and cut to

the depthofthe

cluster, and one intersecting the charcoal concentration.
is at and above depths with EP IV and V burials.
Appendix B for further discussion
x) The "hearth?” of layer 30

The charcoal

See P-2455 in

of this specimen.
in square D5 is an

irregular

clustering of charcoal that according to its depth (4 meters) was in
the Sterile Stratum. Overlying the scatter was EP II B.57. For further
discussion see P-2453 in Appendix B.

The descriptions for these ten potentially hearth-related features
illustrate the considerable difficulty in the identification of hearths
at Ban Chiang. In only one case, the possible metal working area in D5
(iv), was a defined activity within a limited area identified.

In only

two cases (ii, iii) were distinctive soil textures or colors noted, by
implication changes from proximity to heat.

However, for one of these

features with soil changes (iii) no associated charcoal was recorded.
Four cases (i, vi, vii, viii) consisted of charcoal concentrations in
association with pits of uncertain function.
pit was observed by the excavators.

In the remaining cases no

Three features (v, ix, x) were

recorded as merely clusterings of charcoal.

Three of the deposits

(iii, vi, ix) had overlying holes cut down to the deposit.

On the

basis of these descriptions it is clearly a matter of conjecture
whether any of these charcoal features except for the casting area
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represent in situ hearths.

Each example seems unique.

No consistent

morphology of a charcoal feature is evident to which the archaeologist
can ascribe the term "hearth".
Corresponding to the ambiguity in the interpretation of charcoal
concentrations was inconsistency in the collection and recording of
clustered charcoal specimens.

Four of the above ten features received

no reference in the C14 Registers, but probably at least one of these
(ix) was included in a layer collection.

Ultimately three of the above

ten deposits were dated (ii, ix, and x, assuming "hearth" ix comprised
P-2455). Although in hindsight it is hard to be sure just what the
excavation problems were, one can speculate that the inconsistent
collection and recording of some charcoal samples reflects lack of
understanding of potential sources and depositional processes for
charcoal.

It seems axiomatic that depositionally ambiguous features

are more likely to be excavated and recorded in an irregular manner
than relatively discrete and depositionally comprehended features such
as burials or postholes.
The stratigraphic source of some of these features are also
ambiguous.

For charcoal within pits, has the top of the cut

necessarily been identified, given the problems discerning cuts noted
in the discussion of soil stratigraphy?

Might cuts have been missed

for some of the charcoal clusters which do not seem to be associated
with pits?

Do the overlying holes of several of the charcoal

concentrations relate to the depositional process?

Moreover, what is a
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hearth (x) doing well within the "Sterile” Stratum? If we cannot
determine the stratigraphic sources of both the burials and the
"hearths", it is difficult to use the hearths to date the burial
sequence.

Thus multiple interpretations of the relationship of several

of the potential hearths to the burial sequence can be offered.

These

issues confound normal problems of relating hearth deposits to burial
sequences.
If for the sake of argument we accept these ten charcoal
concentrations as in situ hearth deposits and accept their prima facie
stratigraphic positions, it is clear that restricting dating of the
site to these few charcoal deposits would result in a very limited
chronological framework.

None of the above deposits relate to the Late

Period. Five of the seven BCES examples seem to derive from the base
and early part of the Lower Middle Red Stratum. In terms of the burial
sequence, at least four and maybe all five may predate MP VII. The five
would postdate most but not necessarily all burials assigned to EP V.
Of the two other so-called "hearths" in BCES, both are
stratigraphically problematical.

One is in the Sterile Stratum. The

other (ix) "floats" in the Lower Grey with no indisputable
stratigraphic relationship to any single burial phase; on the basis of
relative depth it could be in levels as late as EP V or as old as EP
III. In BC, all potential hearths seem to relate to sometime in the
Early Period. Quite possibly they could all derive from EP II although
only deposit ii has a specific association with EP II sherds.

In sum
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if the chronology of Ban Chiang burial phases was based solely on these
potentially Jjq situ "hearth?" deposits, it is conceivable that only the
early part of the Middle Period, and EP II might be datable.
Given the extremely limited options for dating the Ban Chiang
deposits on the basis of the possibly in situ charcoal concentrations
discussed above, other types of charcoal deposit should be considered
for possible use.

In the next section we will explore an alternative

interpretation of charcoal deposits which contrasts with the position
of Higham (1984). An ethnographic model for potential sources and
depositional processes of various kinds of charcoal deposit will be
explored in the hopes that it may help develop a more broadly based
dating strategy for Ban Chiang and perhaps other northeast Thai
prehistoric sites than hitherto articulated.

An understanding of

depositional processes of charcoal in Southeast Asian villages might
clarify potential sources, and hence stratigraphic relationships, of
various kinds of charcoal deposit, including the charcoal
concentrations discussed above.

With consideration of processes of

charcoal deposition we may find a variety of types of charcoal deposit
usable in dating sites like Ban Chiang. Once these broad interpretive
principles are established, in the next chapter we shall apply these
principles to the interpretation of the dates available from Ban Chiang
in relation to the burial sequence outlined in Chapter III.
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Possible Sources for Charcoal in the Ban Chiang Deposit

In the following discussion we will try to show how some
understanding of likely sources and depositional processes for various
types of charcoal specimens in Ban Chiang and similar sites can help in
the selection and interpretation of radiocarbon samples.

Examination

of what happens to charcoal in current village settings may suggest
likely possibilities for prehistoric charcoal depositional processes.
Postholes found throughout the prehistoric deposit show that pile-built
dwellings were used in the past as they are in the present which
suggests continuity in some aspects of lifestyle such as house
construction.

The similarity in structures supports the potential

relevance of ethnographic analogy to the problems of hearths and
charcoal deposition.

The following discussion is based on ethnographic

sources, personal observation during my stay in Ban Chiang between
October 1979- May 1981, and conversations in August 1985 with Sophin
Kotanone, a 48 year old man who grew up in Nong Knai, Thailand, lived
most of his adult life in Laos, and now lives in Philadelphia.

Fire Making Activities in Modern Day Northeast Thailand

The prevalence of general soil matrix charcoal samples and the
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rarity of clearly recognizable hearths in the Ban Chiang prehistoric
deposit suggests that fire producing activities may frequently have
been undertaken in a manner of low archaeological visibility.
Correspondingly, most hearth making activities today are unlikely to
leave significant traces in the archaeological record at the location
of the fire.

Charcoal from most fires is likely to be dispersed by

traffic of humans and animals (which are often kept under the
pile-built houses), or by heavy rains.

According to my observation and

Sophin's opinion, very little ground surface under and around houses
would be protected from this intensive ground level traffic.
For example, cooking (surely the most common fire-making activity
in a village) usually takes place not on the ground surface but within
raised dwellings.

Most contemporary villagers in the Ban Chiang region

use small portable poured cement stoves to contain charcoal and upon
which pots or woks can be set.

One can also find a more traditional

stationary hearth (i.e. a low, wooden, earth-filled box) placed on the
raised platforms in some dwellings.
support cooking vessels.

Three baked clay balls serve to

Stationary hearths within pile-built

dwellings are used by other groups in Southeast Asia (e.g. Condominas
1977:12). Charcoal from these "house-hearths” would reach ground level
when the hearths are cleaned out and debris tossed onto the ground, or
when the building collapses.

The ashes and charcoal tossed out on the

ground would be subjected to dispersal by ground level traffic and only
unusual sheltered circumstances would result in the preservation of a
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cluster of charcoal.

There are various occasions that villagers build fires at ground
level.

One can sometimes observe cooking fires on the ground under or

near houses for occasional cooking chores which would be inconvenient
using the small portable stoves (e.g. roasting yams or bamboo
containers of sticky rice, etc.).

Another occasion for a ground level

fire in a village would be for warmth during the cold season evenings
or early mornings.

A third type of ground level fire are those built

under houses during the rainy season to smoke out mosquitos from the
animal pens and also from the house above.

A single location under the

house may be used throughout one season but a different location is
likely to be chosen in the next season.
In general, these ground level fires tend to be ephemeral in
nature with locations selected for an occasion but not necessarily
reused for a subsequent occasion.

They have no permanent demarkation

such as stones (probably in part due to the paucity of stones in the
area).

Their remains would most likely be trampled and dispersed

leaving no archaeological indication other than contributing to the
generalized distribution of charcoal on the ground.

In special

circumstances charcoal clusters from such hearths might survive such as
if a house collapsed on a hearth before it dispersed, or an unusual
placement of the hearth protected it from traffic patterns, but these
would be exceptional.
In the opinion of Sophin, there are two types of hearth which are
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most likely to leave substantial accumulations of charcoal.
Charcoal-making hearths today tend to be very large- 1-2 meters in
vertical height.

Since they are probably quite recent they will not be

further discussed.
The other type of hearth likely to leave a deposit of clustered
charcoal is called a "tao hang".

"Tao hang" can be translated as

"trough hearth", but since some varieties do not look like our concept
of a trough, we will use the term "subsurface hearth" instead.

This

term covers a variety of shapes and sizes of hearths some of which
could result in the deposition of charcoal well below ground level.
One type consists of an underground chamber with a lateral access hole
for fuel and a central vertical hole or flue between the chamber and
ground level on top of which sits the cooking pot.
chamber may be 25—50 cm.

The depth of the

The fuel hole can be cut at an angle and a

large log fed in continuously as needed.

Sometimes tao hang are dug

into embankments or even termite mounds.

Sometimes they can be

constructed with clay walls.

Other varieties may look more like a

"trough"- semi-lunate in cross section with fuel access from two
sides.

Sophin says "tao hang" are often used for cooking pig slop or

other large cooking chores such as food for festivals.

The hearths can

be used until they collapse, perhaps as long as several months or a
year, and then another is dug.
Supposing that subsurface hearths of some sort were used in
prehistoric times, what would be the implications for archaeological
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deposition of associated charcoal?

As with other hearths, the charcoal

from tao hang may occasionally be cleaned out and thereby contribute to
charcoal dispersed at ground level.

Obviously any charcoal caught in

the collapse of the hearth would be left in place - possibly at depths
of up to 50 cm below ground level.
The archaeological detection of a collapsed subsurface hearth may
be difficult, especially if the archaeologist was not anticipating such
a hearth.

The remains might appear as charcoal in a depression and at

first be interpreted as a ground level hearth.

In order to investigate

the possibility that a charcoal concentration came from a subsurface
hearth, the archaeologist might look for overlying or adjacent holes
cut to the level of the charcoal such as were observed for charcoal
concentrations iii, vi, and ix.

Conceivably, however, the collapse may

destroy any traces of the access holes in many cases.

Collapsed

lateral access holes in particular are unlikely to be detected in an
excavation based on horizontal removal of soil.

Because fire chambers

of these hearths are protected and can be used for a sustained time
period the surrounding soil may be more likely to show textural and
color changes due to heat exposure than soils underlying ground level
fires.

Hearths employing clay reinforcement might be the most easily

detected as charcoal mixed with baked clay.
may be an example.

Charcoal concentration vii

Thus any substantial accumulation of charcoal in

association with heat modified soil may be a possible candidate for a
subsurface hearth.
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Industrial activities using fire found in some northeast Thai
villages include pottery firing, salt-making, lime-making, and iron
smithing.

The first two usually take place outside of village

confines.

Pots are fired on the edges of the village in the open air

on bamboo platforms with straw fuel.

The remains of any single firing

may easily be dispersed, although perhaps repeated firings over the
same general location would result in a broad buildup of small charcoal
fragments and ash.
(Higham et al.

Khok Phanom Di may have remains of pottery firing

1987). Fires used in the salt-making process are small

often trough-like but we have only observed them outside of villages
close to salt yielding soils.

Fires for reducing snail shell into lime

for betal chewing might be done once a year by a household and might be
archaeologically recognizable from the association of shell with the
charcoal.

Iron smithing takes place generally within the village.

Smithies are often associated with more substantial associated
structures such as roofs which are used over several years.

A shallow

variation of the trough hearth used to heat the iron tools over
charcoal is made of packed earth or clay.

We have seen charcoal from

this type of hearth cleaned out when not in use, but one could imagine
that the shallow trough (10-20 cm) might offer some protection from
dispersal.
Finally mention should be made of two other potential sources of
charcoal in village deposits.

During the initial settlement of a

location the land may be cleared of vegetation using fire.

Also
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buildings may burn down which would also contribute to horizontal
spread of charcoal and could be the source in some cases of charcoal in
postholes.
Awareness of these and other types of fire and charcoal producing
activities may help archaeologists in this region to better interpret
charcoal deposits in prehistoric sites.

Use of Charcoal in Funerary Rites

Charcoal excavated in association with burials is the second most
common category in BCES and the most common in BC. One might at first
assume that charcoal associated with burials is redeposited from the
soil matrix, but there is distributional and ethnographic evidence to
suggest otherwise.

It has already been observed that 28 out of 34 BC

charcoal specimens were considered burial-associated by the
excavators.

This remarkable degree of association of charcoal with

burials at BC suggests three possibilities; 1) that charcoal
unassociated with skeletons was systematically ignored by the
excavators; 2) that grave diggers had an uncanny ability to locate
grave sites so that they would intrude into most of the preceding
hearth deposits at the locale; or 3) charcoal was deposited in the
grave as part of the funerary ritual.

The first scenario is possible
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but not probable.

The second is untenable.

The third possibility has

yet to be seriously entertained by regional archaeologists and it is
the position of this treatise that the clear association of charcoal
with burials in Ban Chiang should not be arbitrarily dismissed as
accidental.
To explore the possibility that the charcoal specimens associated
with graves are not necessarily redeposited, and that at least some of
the specimens might have been contemporary with the grave, we now turn
briefly to the ethnographic examples for evidence of funerary use of
charcoal.
Examples of the funerary use of charcoal are not absent from the
ethnographic record of Southeast Asia. Of course the modern day funeral
rites practiced among the Thai-Lao in northeast Thailand cannot be used
as direct ethnographic analogies since the rites are Buddhist derived
and the body is cremated except for persons who die unnaturally
(Tambiah 1970). However, perusal of ethnographic literature on ethnic
groups on mainland and insular Southeast Asia which do not adhere to
any of the world religions and hence may have more indigenously based
funerary practices reveals references to the use of charcoal in death
rituals.
Metcalf (1982:84,88) notes two aspects of funeral rites of the
Berawan of Borneo which might result in the deposition of charcoal with
the body.

First of all he notes that (1982:84): "The bottoms of

coffins are often filled with concoctions of earth and ashes designed
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to soak up the products of decomposition and prevent their escape".
Secondly he records (1982:88) that the funeral procession out of the
house included an individual bearing "a large iron pot containing
smoldering brands, the stated purpose of which is to keep the corpse
warm in transit to the graveyard."

Unfortunately he never states what

happened to those coals once the procession reached the graveyard, but
it is not inconceivable they were placed in the grave.
Lewis and Lewis (1984:128) refer to a Hmong funeral procession in
which a girl "carries a burning brand for the deceased to 'see the
way’".

In this case the brand was discarded on the way to the

cemetery.
Perhaps most significant are funerary details observed by
Condominas (1977) among the Mnong Gar in Vietnam, who as an
Austro-asiatic speaking group may be considered part of"the oldest
stratum of the Indo-Chinese peoples" (Condominas 1977:3). There are
numerous references to the symbolic and ritual significance of charcoal
and firewood in funerary and other rites.
function as a go-between with ancestors.

Charcoal has the symbolic
Condominas’ (1977:283)

description of an occasion when a coffin is about to be brought to the
cemetery has important implications for the current topic.

The lid of

the coffin is lifted and the sister of the deceased placed "some
charcoal beside the corpse; the coals will act as guides for the dead
man on his journey toward Yaang Boec. the Spirit who rules the
Underworld." Furthermore seven days after interment (Condominas
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1977:303) villagers return to the cemetery to place on the grave items
including foods, seeds, miniature representations of blankets, coops,
and bowls.

"Accompanying these are the pieces of charcoal that...

will serve the others as scouts and guides."
A more exhaustive search of the ethnographic literature might
reveal more examples, but these three examples are at least suggestive
(even though not proof) that charcoal may have a widespread indigenous
symbolic role in funerary rites in Southeast Asian societies.

Even

though the exact use and meaning of the charcoal varies among the
examples, there is a broad similarity of theme.

As those familiar with

Southeast Asian ethnology know, symbolic themes can be widespread
through the area, but differ in expression from ethnic group to ethnic
group, and even village to village within the same ethnic group.

Of

course it cannot be ruled out that the use of charcoal in funerary
contexts is not somehow ultimately derived from contact with Hinduism
and Buddhism cremation rites.

Nevertheless, at the very least the

specific example of the Mnong Gar suggests how and why charcoal might
be purposely placed in a grave and shows that the practice has existed
in the mainland Southeast Asian region.

While of course one cannot

argue a direct ethnographic continuity between the Mnong Gar and
ancient Ban Chiang, this example is particularly intriguing and of
obvious significance to archaeological reconstructions.

In short the

ethnographic examples support the position that the grave-associated
charcoal need not be arbitrarily dismissed as redeposited.
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Archaeological Implications of Ethnographic Observations on
Charcoal Deposition

The above ethnographic observations on charcoal deposition in the
Ban Chiang region and other Southeast Asian areas have potential
implications for radiocarbon dating the region's prehistoric sites.
Using the ethnographic observations as a model for the deposition of
charcoal at Ban Chiang and similar sites, implications of these
observations for stratigraphic interpretation of three major categories
of charcoal specimens will now be reviewed.

The observations will

serve as a basis for proposing a general strategy for the
interpretation of charcoal dates available from Ban Chiang and perhaps
may assist in the selection of radiocarbon specimens from related sites
excavated in the future.

1) Charcoal of General Provenience
The ethnographic present suggests numerous sources for the
dispersed charcoal found in village deposits.

It is evident that most

fire-producing activities in northeast Thai villages are unlikely to
produce discrete concentrations of charcoal at ground level which
remain clustered long enough to be deposited as such in the
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archaeological record.

Charcoal from most fire-making activities is

likely to be dispersed and would thereby contribute to the generalized
charcoal deposit at a site.
The charcoal from the various types of ephemeral ground level
hearths and from cleanings from subsurface and house hearths would
commonly be deposited on the village living surface.

The dispersal of

this charcoal by intense ground level traffic and rain would most
likely occur over the same surface on which it was initially
deposited.

Other contemporary household dumpings including broken

pottery would be deposited on the same surface.

If this process

accounted for most of the charcoal of generalized provenience, layer
samples of charcoal may be in correct stratigraphic context and in
association with contemporary habitation materials such as refuse,
broken pottery, etc., which are subject to the same processes of
dispersal.

Therefore charcoal from a layer sample has the hypothetical

potential to date from the general layer from which it derived.
Unfortunately, in a site with considerable intrusive activity, it
would of course be impossible to determine that a particular general
layer charcoal sample does not include stratigraphically displaced
charcoal.

However, the displacement of large amounts of charcoal by,

for example, postholes dug down into hearths would be uncommon in
situations where hearths are rare such as Ban Chiang. Moreover,
charcoal displaced from, digging for postholes would likely be small
relative to the quantities deposited on the living surface from hearth
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cleanings contemporary with the pile dwellings.

In sum there would

probably be no greater upward displacement of charcoal than of other
habitation debris such as broken potsherds.
Observations on the characteristics of the charcoal scatter, and
on the surrounding deposit may help in the selection of charcoal
specimens of general provenience for dating.

Samples of charcoal

dispersed at a level where there is other good evidence of an extensive
habitation horizon are probably the best candidates for dating.

In

such a level a substantial amount of charcoal perhaps associated with
some ash collected within a restricted area such as a square meter or
two seems more likely to represent a direct deposit than a reueposit
from a lower level, especially if there is no evidence that a charcoal
concentration in the underlying layers was disturbed by intrusions
originating from near the potential dating specimen.

Displaced

charcoal might be highly fragmented and dispersed in the process of
removal from lower levels.

Therefore, observations on the fragment

size, density of distribution, total mass, and area of dispersal of
charcoal fragments within a layer plus specific comments on presence or
absence of evidence for post-depositional disturbance including
bioturbation would be very helpful in evaluating layer specimens for
purposes of dating.
These latter statements are not meant to argue that dates from
charcoal of generalized provenience are necessarily preferable, only
that they should not arbitrarily be discredited in sites such as Ban
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Chiang which have few hearths.

Some might advocate not submitting

charcoal specimens for dating from such sites thereby leaving them
undated.

This approach was employed by Higham and Kijngam (1984) for

Non Khao Noi. However, by considering possible sources for charcoal of
generalized provenience, techniques might be developed to improve
observations, records, and collection procedures of such charcoal
samples in order that the archaeologist might be able to select a
suitable layer sample for dating when deemed useful.

2) Charcoal Concentrations

The above discussion of ethnographic hearths suggests that the
stratigraphic positions of charcoal concentrations that might be
considered hearths in archaeological deposits are not easily
interpreted.

It was suggested that ground level hearths are unlikely

to result in substantial clustered deposits of charcoal in villages
where there is intensive ground level traffic under and between
pile-built houses.

Subsurface hearths such as those known as "tao

hang" in northeast Thailand are more likely to preserve substantial
clustered charcoal deposits.
The possibility that subsurface hearths were used in prehistoric
times has major implications for the dating of archaeological deposits
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in the region.

As noted above, the depositional processes for some

varieties of subsurface hearths may be very difficult to detect
archaeologically.

Given the possible prehistoric use of subsurface

hearths and the tendency for ground level hearths to disperse under
conditions comparable to today's, the archaeologist should look for
evidence that any substantial concentration of charcoal in a village
site in the region might derive from a subsurface hearth.

The

archaeologist should consider that any dates from charcoal clusters may
really relate to habitation activity from up to half a meter above the
charcoal deposit.
One can't of course disprove the possibility that ground level
hearths could have been preserved as a charcoal cluster in some
circumstances.

Careful consideration of the surrounding deposit may

help differentiate ground level hearths from subsurface hearths.
Evidence of other habitation activity at the same level as the charcoal
concentration such as numerous postholes, scatters of abraded ceramics
and burnt animal bone might argue for a ground level hearth.

Also lack

of evidence for superimposed downcutting might support an
interpretation of a ground level hearth.

Applying this rationale to

the charcoal concentrations at Ban Chiang discussed previously, v is
the most likely possibility for a ground level hearth.

A subsurface

hearth might be less clearly associated with a level intensively used
for habitation appearing instead to "float" in the deposit, e.g.
Chiang charcoal concentrations i and x.

It must be borne in mind,
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Ban

however, that the charcoal cluster seemingly in association with a
living surface could coincidentally have been dug down to the level of
a previous habitation from subsequent use of a site.

On the other hand

absence of other evidence of habitation activity does not prove that a
charcoal cluster derived from a higher level.

3) Burial-associated Charcoal

The importance of the ethnographic evidence supporting the
possible contemporaneity of charcoal found with an associated burial is
self-evident.

The problem for the archaeologist is to try to

differentiate charcoal specimens redeposited from the soil into which a
grave was dug from charcoal placed synchronously into the grave.
Charcoal within grave pottery would be a preferred specimen.

The Mnong

Gar example shows that charcoal might be deposited close to the body as
well as in the grave fill.

Considering the implements that were likely

used to dig the grave (Condominas 1977:103 observed the use of "a long
stick with a chamfered point...fashioned on the spot1’), redeposited
charcoal seems likely to be found in a more fragmented and dispersed
state than charcoal deliberately placed in the grave.

Hence

observations on location of the specimen in relation to the skeleton,
size of fragments, degree of dispersal, and mass of deposit may help
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improve the chances of determining synchronous burial-associated
charcoal deposits.
To summarize the archaeological implications of ethnographic
observations on the deposition of charcoal:
a). The identification and stratigraphic derivation of possible
hearths may often be equivocal.

This fact, plus the rarity of their

preservation in many sites in the region including Ban Chiang, makes
charcoal dates from putative hearth deposits insufficient as the sole
basis for absolute chronology in the area.
b).

Other sources of charcoal such as layer samples and

burial-associated samples may represent stratigraphically jin situ
deposits and therefore have the potential to contribute to absolute
chronologies, although the possibility of redeposition of any
individual sample may not be disprovable.

A Proposed Dating Strategy for Ban Chiang and Related Sites

These observations have implications not only for assessing the
stratigraphic significance of individual charcoal specimens, but for
the overall strategy for developing an absolute chronology for sites
like Ban Chiang. It is clear that the stratigraphic source of nearly
any individual charcoal sample including those interpreted as hearths
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may be ambiguous.

With thisproblem the ultimate answer to dating

burial sequences in the region may be to resolve technical problems of
bone and/or TL dates.

In the meantime how can usable dating frameworks

be developed on the basis of charcoal dates?

The only approach that

can be considered, given the points made above, is a broad-based
strategy which includes a), a variety of types of charcoal deposit and
b).

multiple specimens from any prehistoric temporal unit the

archaeologist is seeking to date.

The dating framework would be based

on patterned, sequentially consistent associations of date ranges and
cultural manifestations.
In order to implement this approach, a detailed relative
chronology of burial phases, habitation levels, and soil strata must
first be developed preferably prior to the selection of charcoal
specimens for dating.

Charcoal samples ideally should include:

1) Two or more samples from each burial phase.

Preferable

specimens would be sizable lumps found in pots, secondly those close to
the skeletons, although the ethnographic examples showed that charcoal
in the grave fill may potentially be contemporaneous with the grave as
well.
2) Two or more specimens for any individual habitation phase
should also be selected because of the potential problems determining
the stratigraphic source of charcoal from both layers and clusters.
Charcoal from postholes cut from a recognizable habitation level might
also be considered, especially if several postholes from the same level
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contain charcoal which might indicate ancient conflagration of a
building.
For habitation derived charcoal samples to be useful in dating
burial sequences, they should preferably be associated with habitation
levels in demonstrable stratigraphic relationship to the burial phase
sequence.

Any burials clearly cut from levels under the habitation

level would be older, those cut from above would be younger.

If burial

and habitation use of a locale were asynchronous as seem to have been
the case at Ban Chiang a level date might then serve as a terminus post
or ante quem to burial phases in contiguous stratigraphic
relationships.

Charcoal samples associated with a habitation level

that is not in stratigraphic relationship to a burial sequence
obviously cannot be used as terminus post or ante quem for a burial
phase.
3)

Charcoal deposits not directly associated with a burial or an

occupation horizon require careful consideration.

Relating an isolated

charcoal sample not attributable to an occupation level to the burial
sequence on the basis of relative depth assumes an even rate of soil
buildup.

If northeast Thai villages can serve as an analogy a more

realistic assumption is for uneven soil buildup.

For example, areas

between structures are subject to greater erosion from traffic and
especially rains (which can form large gulleys) than areas under
habitations.

In sites with little horizontal soil stratigraphy, layer,

cluster, or posthole charcoal samples not attributable to a habitation
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horizon can only be related to the specific burials which they
superimpose or are superimposed by.

In some cases the sequence of

superpositions can be chronologically close enough that a "floating"
date (i.e. not associated with a well-defined habitation level) can
help to define phase chronology.

However, if the preceding and

succeeding burials are from chronologically distant phases (or lack
cultural attributes that allow the burial to be assigned to a phase),
the intervening date can have little meaning by itself.
We will now turn to an examination of the radiocarbon dates from
Ban Chiang.
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CHAPTER V

INTERPRETING THE DATES FROM BAN CHIANG

The previous chapter discussed general problems in the
interpretation of charcoal dates from Ban Chiang and proposed an
approach to the dating of the site based in part on an ethnographic
perspective on charcoal deposition.

With the above background we shall

now turn to a discussion of the dating of Ban Chiang based on available
radiocarbon dates.

Selection of Samples

When assessing the quality of the sample of available dates from
the site, one of the first questions to be asked is how the sample of
specimens to be processed in the radiocarbon laboratory was selected.
Although there are no records on the selection procedure for the 33
charcoal specimens dated from Ban Chiang, one can deduce some
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patterns.

In the case of BC, no selection procedure was involved.

All

34 samples were submitted, but, as already noted, 17 of those were too
small to be dated by the standards then available (1975) at the
Radiocarbon Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. Of the 17
specimens from BC that were dated, 12 were considered
burial-associated, two had a generalized layer provenience, one was
from a possible hearth, and two were from ceramic features.
Since over 650 charcoal specimens were collected from BCES,
selection was an important factor since only 16 samples were picked for
analysis.

Certainly specimen size was a primary limiting factor in

BCES as it was in BC. Some submitted samples were rejected on the basis
of size; others required combining more than one charcoal specimen
derived from a context.

Of the 16 specimens ultimately dated from

BCES, ten were considered burial-associated.

This fact suggests that

BCES sample selections were based in part on a supposition that
charcoal may have been contemporary with associated burials.
Presumably this supposition came at least in part from observing the
apparent tendency fcr charcoal to be found close to burials in the
preceding BC excavation.

In addition to the burial-associated

specimens, charcoal submitted from BCES included the one specimen from
prehistoric levels listed in the C14 Register as a possible hearth, one
sample from a pit, as well as four layer samples.

One or two of the

layer samples (P-2455 and P-2634) may have included charcoal from
possible hearths.

These possible hearths were noted on the layer plans
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but charcoal specimens from these hearths were not specifically listed
as such in the C14 Register. It is conceivable that the charcoal from
the purported hearths was collected in the general layer sample,
especially in the case of P-2455.
Viewed overall, the available dates from the two seasons show a
heavy bias towards burial-associated specimens.

This is not

necessarily an unreasonable choice since, as previously established,
a),

both ethnographic and distributional evidence already reviewed

suggest that charcoal specimens and associated burials may be
contemporaneous, and b).

the relative cultural chronology is based

largely on burial phases, hence dating burial phases would be an
obvious priority.

As we shall see the burials with associated dates

are distributed across most of the 10 phases.
Despite the bias towards burial-associated dates, some purported
hearth dates and layer dates are also available.
basis for the chronological framework.

These broaden the

Their sequence can be examined

independently from burial-associated dates and the two sets of dates
can serve to check and complement each other.

Considering the

suggestion in the preceding chapter that habitation charcoal was likely
to have been deposited as general scatters on the living surface, more
layer dates might ideally be available.

More dates from some of the

possibly in situ hearth specimens might also be useful, but the
stratigraphic positions of most of the undated "hearth" specimens
either are comparable to other dated specimens, or are not
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stratigraphically delimited enough to resolve dating problems of the
site.

Some of these other charcoal specimens might be submitted for

dating at some time in the future.

However for the present, the 33 C14

dates available from Ban Chiang serve as an adequate, although not
ideal, basis for testing a broadly based dating strategy as advocated
in the previous chapter.

Dated Charcoal Specimens from Ban Chiang: General Comments

The interpretation of individual dated charcoal specimens requires
consideration of at least two types of information.
requirement is the sample's provenience, i.e.
the sample was excavated.

The first

the exact location where

The second type of information needed to

assess the significance of a date is evidence on the relationship of
the sample to the depositional history of the site.

Neither of these

are straightforward topics at Ban Chiang.
The detail of provenience information in the excavation records on
each specimen varies.

Many comments are merely "associated with burial

x" or "collected in layer y".
indicated on plans.

Only occasionally are specimen locations

Information among the various records about a

given sample can be inconsistent.

In these cases the most likely

provenience for the specimen has been deduced.

In one case the
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available information is so vague that one suspects that the decision
to submit the sample for dating was an error (P-2450).
The difficulties in assessing the stratigraphic source of charcoal
deposits including so-called hearths at sites like Ban Chiang has been
discussed above.

Judgement of the stratigraphic significance of a

specimen from the post-excavation perspective, when all plans and notes
are available, can differ from the judgement made at the time of
excavation.

In hindsight more qualitative and quantitative description

would have enabled better post-excavation assessment of the
depositional nature of each sample.

Systematic recording of specimen

dispersal, lump size, and specimen weight would have enhanced
assessment of the likelihood of redeposition.
Despite the availability of less than ideal information on most
specimens, we will proceed with the discussion of the chronology by
attempting to make the best use of the information that is currently
available.

In general the discussion will address the specimens

according to the provenience ascribed by the excavators.

If

examination of the records suggests specific revisions in the
assignment of a provenience to a specimen, a modified provenience may
be assigned or at least indicated as an alternative.

For example, a

specimen might be assigned to a burial due to an association with a
nearby pot.

If that pot was subsequently judged not associated with

that burial, the date will be considered a ceramic feature date.
The discussion of individual dates

will begin with those from
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non-burial contexts, i.e.

dates from hearths, layers, ceramic features

and pits beginning with BC and followed by BCES. Presentation of dates
associated with burials will ensue, organized by phase, with BC and
BCES dates addressed together.

The final discussion will attempt to

combine non-burial and burial-associated dates into a general
chronological framework.

The date ranges used in the discussion are

corrected dates calibrated to the 67% confidence level as used at the
Radiocarbon Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania (Hurst and
Lawn 1984). The reader may refer to Appendix B for more detailed
information on each individual dated specimen including the 5568
half-life value and data from the excavation records describing the
provenience of the specimen.
For a quicker reference, Tables 7a and 7b located at the end of
this chapter list all the BC and BCES calibrated radiocarbon dates in
approximate phase order with the lab number and abbreviated contextual
association.

Table 7 is keyed to Figures 16a and 16b which show the

approximate location of C14 samples in relation to the burial
sequences.

The reader should examine Appendix B for detailed

discussion of the precise location of each specimen.

For example, all

grave-associated specimens are shown within graves but from the
Appendix the reader can learn which are within the grave fill and which
came from beneath the skeleton.

Given the admittedly equivocal nature

of much of the evidence available, the approach and results can only
represent a hypothetical chronological framework which will require
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further testing at other Ban Chiang related sites.

BC Non-burial Dates

Of the 17 dates from BC, 6 are discussed here as not associated
with a burial.

The oldest and deepest date (P-2265, 3915-3340 B.C.) is

from a general provenience specimen at a depth (over 2.2 m) that would
place it in the Lower Mottled Stratum. The plan for the layer that
produced this specimen shows no habitation features.

Hence this

specimen cannot be assigned to an occupation horizon as would be
preferable according to the charcoal sampling strategy proposed in the
previous chapter.

On the plan for the layer that produced this

specimen (B6 layer 14) appears only Burial 25 (sequence J). The B.25
pottery included none of the provisional types defined in Chapter III
but the shapes were not incompatible with the early Early Period. The
excavators did not consider this burial to be directly associated with
the charcoal specimen.

At this point one can only observe that the

specimen seems to derive from the Lower Mottled Stratum and that the
date range is not inconsistent with its depth and general stratigraphic
placement.
Two non-burial dates came from depths that would place them in the
Lower Compact Stratum. One of these (P-2243, 1395-1230 B.C.) is the
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only date from BC possibly derived from a hearth.

As can be seen from

the description of the context in Appendix B, however, there is some
doubt that the deposit truely represents a hearth, and if it does, what
the stratigraphic source of the deposit was.

Although there does seem

to be evidence of at least one habitation horizon at about the depth of
the charcoal deposit, the stratigraphic interpretation of the
relationship between the habitation features and the burial evidence is
equivocal.
The plan of the level that produced P-2243 shows several EP II
features.

However, the pottery fragments reconstructed from around the

supposed hearth area did not include any of the key provisional types
described for burials, although the fragments did seem somewhat related
to EP II types in decoration and rim shape.

Considering the ceramic

associations and the overall stratigraphic description detailed in
Appendix B, the weight of the evidence suggests that the deposit of
P-2243 occurred sometime during the early part of the Early Period,
with some sort of relationship with EP II. All of the problems
interpreting this deposit do not argue for a strong role for this date
in interpreting the chronology for the site.

Furthermore, we shall see

below that the date is inconsistent with the other dates from the early
part of the Early Period.
The other non-burial date from the Lower Compact (P-2242,
2550-1950 B.C.), came from near the top of that stratum.

The specimen

cannot be attributed to a broad habitation horizon, but a large sherd
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scatter with EP II pottery was found in the same layer and quadrant as
the charcoal specimen.

In the same quadrant, but at least 20 cm below

the surface producing the charcoal was found EP II Burial 34. Hence
P-2242 seems to both overlie and be adjacent to EP II material.
Three other BC dates were not associated with burials but were
associated with ceramic features.

It is hard to determine the

stratigraphic derivation of these ceramic features since they may have
been interred- perhaps as funerary offerings.

However, like the human

burials, evidence of the cut is usually missing.

Hence the

stratigraphic meaning of the ceramic-associated dates may have the same
interpretive problems as burial-associated dates and must therefore be
treated with caution.
P-2246 (1405-1240 B.C.) was associated with a huge pot which
partially overlay BC B.23 (EP V). This vessel does not fit any of the
provisional types defined in Chapter III. Although the relationship of
the charcoal to the soil stratigraphy is problematic, it seems most
likely that the specimen was excavated at a depth consistent with the
Soft Red Stratum.
Another ceramic-associated date is P-2241 (190-10 B.C.). The
specimen came from between sherds protruding from a sidewall at a depth
of about 1 meter.

This would place the specimen near the base of the

Hard Red in C4. The protruding sherds included some with freehand
painted designs characteristic of LP IX.
The last non-burial date (P-2406, A.D. 35-570) was associated with
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a fragment of a large vessel at a depth of about 0.75-0.85 m which
would place it in the Hard Red. The ceramic fragment was not of any of
the provisional types.
For BC, therefore, non-burial dates are broadly distributed across
the soil sequence.

The non-burial dates are summarized in Table 5. The

deepest date is also the oldest (P-2265, 3915-3340 B.C.), and comes
from the lowest stratum to yield cultural material- the Lower Mottled.
It does not have any specific cultural context.
suggest it relates to early use of the site.

Tentatively we might

Two dates come from the

Lower Compact. P-2242 (2550-1950 B.C.) is not associated with a
distinct habitation horizon as would be preferable for a layer date,
but the closest materials in the same quadrant and below are
stylistically EP II. The one possible hearth date (P-2243, 1395-1230
B.C.) seems too recent in relation to the other date from the Lower
Compact and to the one date from the Soft Red. We will return to the
topic of dating EP II when we examine non-burial and burial-associated
specimens together.

The other three dates are in internally

consistent, sequential order by stratum and depth.
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Table 5:

BC Non-burial Dates by Stratum

Lab no.

Calibrated
Date______________ Depth

P-2406

A.D. 35-570

P-2241

Stratum

Context

0.750.85m

Hard Red

ceramic
feature

190-10 B.C.

1.01m

base of
ceramic
Hard Red (LP IX)

P-2246

1405-1240 B.C.

1.301.73m

Soft Red

ceramic
feature

P-2242

2550-1950 B.C.

1.61.8m

Lower
Compact

layer

P-2243

1395-1230 B.C.

2.072.10m

Lower
Compact

hearth?

P-2265

3915-3340 B.C.

2.22.33m

Lower
Mottled

layer

BCES Non-burial Dates

Of the 16 dates from BCES, 6 were from non-burial contexts
including four recorded as layer collections, one from a pit, and one
from a possible hearth.
the site.

Two of these dates relate to basal levels of

The one purported hearth specimen (P-2453, 6290-5705 B.C.)

was so deep (in the Sterile horizon) and old that it does not seem to
relate in any way to the rest of the cultural chronology.

Perhaps it
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was deposited via a subsurface hearth during transient use of the site
prior to the main sequence of occupation.

Another date from the basal

levels, P-2452 (3785-3355 B.C.), is a layer date located approximately
at the interface of the Lower Grey and Sterile Strata, hence at the
very base of the cultural deposit.
Two purported layer specimens from the upper portion of the Lower
Grey Stratum both came from square D4 southeast quadrant.
unfortunately in reverse stratigraphic order.

They are

From layer 26 came

P-2455 (1115-875 B.C.) and from 20 cm above in layer 24 came P-2457
(1674-1430 B.C.). Detailed examination of the records (see Appendix B
discussion) reveals that P-2455 may include charcoal from a possible
hearth.

Furthermore there is evidence to suggest that the charcoal

from this purported hearth may have been cut down f’
rom the surface of
the Lower Grey. Therefore, if the charcoal from P-2455 is intrusive
from the surface of the Lower Grey to below the P-2457 layer, perhaps
as a product of a subsurface hearth, this would explain the
superposition of the younger date (P-2455) by the older date (P-2457).
If P-2455 did derive from the surface of the grey, the date range would
also be in agreement with P-2634 discussed below.

Other possible

explanations might relate to the age of the tree producing the P-2457
charcoal, or the upward redeposition of that specimen although there is
no specific evidence supporting either of these possibilities.
The layer specimen comprising P-2634 (930-825 B.C.) may have the
most secure and stratigraphically significant provenience of any single
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dated specimen from Ban Chiang. It was a substantial sample removed
from D4 northwest quadrant just above the surface of the Lower Grey in
the basal portion of the Lower Middle Red Stratum. As has been
described previously this surface was the clearest example of a
habitation surface at the site.

Charcoal clusters and ashy deposits

were found on the surface which would fit the suggestions based on
ethnographic observation that debris from fires may be deposited
diffusely on the ground surface.

P-2634 was likely deposited during

this habitation, probably somewhat after the initial settlement since
the specimen was removed from at least 10 cm over the surface of the
Lower Grey. As this surface represents not only a soil transition but
virtually corresponds to the cessation of Early Period burials and the
appearance of Middle Period burials, this specimen is a key date in the
Ban Chiang chronology.
Finally, BCES date P-2450 (800-375 B.C.) has such vague
provenience information I suspect it was submitted by mistake to the
Radiocarbon Laboratory. About all that can be said about this date is
that it came from an ill-defined intrusive feature cut within the Lower
Middle Red, and the associated sherdage is Middle Period VI and VII.
Hence the date seems to come from the Middle Period.
To summarize the non-burial dates from BCES (see Table 6), the
deepest and oldest date seems to have no bearing on the main cultural
sequence (P-2453, 6290-5705 B.C.). A date found at the base of the
Lower Grey (P-2452, 3785-3355) is comparable to the basal date from BC
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which suggests initial occupation at Ban Chiang during the fourth
millennium B.C. Dates from the upper portion of the Lower Grey may
indicate deposition in the mid-to-second half of the second millennium
B.C. (P-2457, 1675-1430 B.C.; P-2455, 1115-875 B.C., although bear in
mind the possibility that this latter date was intrusive from the Lower
Middle Red Stratum). The transition from the Lower Grey to the Lower
Middle Red, and from the Early Period to the Middle Period seems to be
dated by P-2634 (930-825 B.C.). Another date from the Lower Middle Red
Stratum supports a first half to mid first millennium B.C. date for the
Middle Period. No non-burial dates came from the Upper Middle Red
Stratum.

Table 6; BCES Non-burial Dates by Stratum.

Lab no.

Calibrated
Date

Depth

Stratum

P-2450

800-375 B.C.

2.58m*

Lower
Middle Red

pit

P-2634

930-825 B.C.

2.60m

base of Lower
Middle Red

layer

P-2457

1675-1430 B.C.

2.87m

Lower Grey

layer

P-2455

1115-875 B.C.

3.10m

Lower Grey

layer**

P-2452

3785-3355 B.C.

3.40m

base of
Lower Grey

layer

P-2453

6290-5705 B.C.

4.00

Sterile

hearth?

4-

* but supposedly in pit cut from 1.82m depth below datum.
** may include a possible hearth deposit at 2.99m depth. The
possible hearth may be remains of a subsurface hearth.
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Burial-associated Dates

Burial-associated dates will be reviewed by phase beginning from
the base of the sequence.

It is again acknowledged that

contemporaneity of charcoal with an associated burial can not be
proven, but it has been argued above that contemporaneity is not
implausible.

Proceeding on the basis of the provenience assigned by

the excavators, the burial-associated dates can be examined to see if
there is a patterned and sequentially logical association between date
ranges and phases.

When all dates associated with a particular ceramic

phase are examined, anomalous dates should be evident.

Sometimes

burial-associated dates are not found with provisional pot types.

In

these cases an approximate phase placement will be suggested.

EP I Burial Dates
No dates were associated with the two main features assigned to
Early Period I, i.e.

BC B.44 and BC feature 1241. One date (P-2451,

2215-1690 B.C.) is associated with a burial from BCES which has a
tentative assignment to EP I, BCES B.60. However, the relationship of
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the charcoal to this highly disturbed burial is so unspecified (see
Appendix B discussion), and the assignment of this grave to phase one
is so tentative, that this date is too weak a basis for any conclusions
about the correct chronological placement for this phase.

EP II Burial Dates
All four dates associated with EP II burials come from two burials
in BC. Burial 40 has associated dates of 3680-2910 B.C. (P-2266) and
2205-1685 B.C. (P-2245). The Burial 43-45 complex has associated dates
of 3365-2535 B.C. (P-2263) and 2205-1685 B.C. (P-2271). The similarity
of the dates for the two sets of burials is intriguing but the
disparity between the older and the younger ranges is perplexing.

One

would like to be able to eliminate the older or the younger set on
stratigraphic grounds, but an examination of the provenience
information on the specimens, detailed in Appendix B, does not suggest
a clear-cut solution.

One could argue, for example, that the older

date had the stronger association with Burials 43 and 45 since it was
described as between the skeletons (which lie one atop the other), and
the younger date might have the stronger association with 3.40 since
its description suggests it may have come from inside the pot.

The

imprecise provenience descriptions and the stratigraphic complexities
in general preclude selecting a "correct" date for either burial on
solely stratigraphic grounds.

We will return to the issue of dating
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Early Period II when we review the combined habitation and
burial-related evidence for dating each phase.

EP III Burial Dates
There is only one date from an EP III burial: BCES B.76 has
P-2398, 820-395 B.C. The acceptability of this date is refuted by its
inconsistency with dates from the rest of the Early Period. The
evidence will be reviewed in the chronological synthesis.

EP IV Burial Dates
There are six dates associated with EP IV burials.

The one date

from BC came from B.31 (P-2264, 1680-1225 B.C.) which is only
tentatively assigned to phase IV. BCES has five dates possibly
associated with EP IV burials: from B.45, tentatively assigned to EP
IV, came P-2456, 2340-1755 B.C.; from B.65 came P-2404, 1545-1015 B.C.
from B.31 came two dates: P-2633, 820-765 B.C., and P-2668, 1100-840
B.C.; and from B.69 came P-2405, 1765-1340 B.C. Thus out of six dates,
three span the mid second millennium B.C., one extends into the third
millennium, and two extend into the first millennium B.C.
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EP V Burial Dates

The five dates relevant to EP V burials tend to cluster in the
mid-to-late second millennium B.C. Only one of these dates comes from
BCES: P-2454, 1865-1365 B.C. from B.59. From BC we have: P-2262, 400
B.C. - A.D. 55 from B.19; P-2272, 1430-865 B.C. from B.35; and two
dates initially assigned to B.C. B.23 P-2261, 1865-1365 B.C., and
P-2246, 1405-1240 B.C. However, detailed examination of the excavation
records revealed that P-2246 was probably associated with a pot that
was ultimately judged to be an intrusion over B.23.

MP VI Burial Dates

Only one date is associated with a burial which has only a
tentative assignment to MP VI: BC B.20 has an associated date of
1675-1220 B.C. (P-2240).

MP VII Burial Dates

The only two dates available from MP VII are associated with BCES
Burial 19. In both cases charcoal from several bags was combined to
acquire sufficient mass for the counter.

P-2665, (795-585 B.C.)

contained charcoal from the sherd scatter overlying the skeleton.
P-2664 (420-380 B.C.) contained charcoal from several locations around
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the burial.

There is no clear stratigraphic basis for the acceptance

of one of these dates in preference to the other.

MP VIII Burial Dates

No dates are available from MP VIII burials.

LP IX Burial Dates

Me LP IX burials have associated dates, but there is one date
associated with a Late Period IX ceramic feature: P-2241 (190-10 B.C.)
which was discussed in the section on non-burial dates.

LP X Burial Dates
Two dates were associated with LP X pottery, both from BC. Burial
14 has an associated date of 2315-1710 B.C. (P-2247) which is clearly
too early given the overall chronological picture.

Burial 1 has an

associated date of 195-20 B.C. (P-2244).

Discussion of the Radiocarbon Sequence

We presented above the radiocarbon dates from Ban Chiang beginning
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with those from non-burial contexts
contexts.

followed by those from burial

We will now examine the evidence from both

contexts tosee

if the dates can be combined into a

single internally consistent

sequence.

broad outlines of the sequenceand

We will first review the

then examine the dating of the individual phases within each Period.
The main sequence apparently begins in the fourth millennium B.C.
based on at least four dates, two at the basal levels of the cultural
deposit in BC and BCES, and two purportedly associated with basal BC
burials.

P-2265
P-2452
P-2266
P-2263

3915-3340
3785-3355
3680-2910
3365-2535

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

BC square B6 layer 14
BCES square D5 layer 27
BC Burial 40
BC Burial 43-45

The prehistoric sequence ends in the first half of the first
millennium A.D. on the basis of BC date P-2406 (A.D. 35-570) associated
with a non-diagnostic pot in the Hard Red Stratum. The only firmly
dated internal transition in the soil sequence is the base of the Lower
Middle Red in BCES (P-2634, 930-825 B.C.), which is also probably close
to the cultural transition from the Early Period to the Middle Period.
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Dating the Late Period

We will now proceed to examine the dating of the burial ceramic
phases beginning at the top of the sequence.

Four dates are relevant

to dating the Late Period all at a depth compatible with the BC Hard
Red Stratum:

P-2406
P-2244
P-2247
P-2241

A.D. 35-570

BC ceramic feature,
0.75-0.85m below datum
195-20 B.C.
BC B.l (LP X)
2315-1710 B.C. BC B.14 (LP X)
190-10 B.C.
BC ceramic feature (LP IX)

There are no dates from BCES from Late Period contexts.

All three

dates associated with the Late Period ceramics predate the P-2406 date
which dates the end of the sequence.

The second millennium B.C. date

associated with LP X Burial 14 (P-2247) can be dismissed from
consideration as too old relative to all other chronological evidence
for the phase.

The date associated with LP X BC B.l (P-2244, 195-20
i

B.C.) and the one date associated with an LP IX ceramic feature
(P-2241, 190-10 B.C.) both have calibrated ranges covering the last two
centuries before the Christian Era. These dates fall within the range
proposed in White (1982) for dating the Late Period (300 B.C.- A.D.
200). However, the radiocarbon evidence presents no basis for the
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temporal separation of LP X from LP IX. One might speculate that the
charcoal around BC B.l derived from the matrix into which the grave was
dug and that therefore LP X might be later in date than the associated
charcoal, perhaps from the early centuries A.D. To allow for this
possibility, an arbitrary date of A.D. 200 was used in White (1982) for
the end of the Late Period. This date might be adjusted in either
direction when more evidence becomes available.

Dating the Middle Period

The dates associated with Middle Period contexts are older than
the dates accepted for the Late Period and, with one exception, fall
within the range of 1000 and 300 B.C. which have been proposed as
temporal boundaries for the Middle Period (White 1982). Five dates
ostensibly come from Middle Period contexts:

P-2450
P-2664
P-2665
P-2634
P-2240

800-375 B.C.

pit in BCES D6/D7 Lower
Middle Red
420-380 B.C.
BCES Burial 19 (MP VII)
795-585 B.C.
BCES Burial 19
930-825 B.C.
base of Lower Middle Red
1675-1220 B.C. BC Bo20 (MP VI?)

Most of the evidence for dating the Middle Period comes from BCES.
The four relevant BCES dates come from the Lower Middle Red Stratum
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from which the BCES Middle Period graves derive.

As stated above, the

base of that stratum is dated by P-2634 (930-825 B.C.). The other three
dates are younger than P-2634 and older than the acceptable Late Period
dates.

Hence the Middle Period dates are generally consistent with

their placement in the soil sequence.
However, the two BCES dates associated with MP VII B.19 seem
internally contradictory for a single burial.

Although the ranges for

the B.19 dates do not overlap, examination of the provenience details
given in the Appendix show no indisputable basis for rejecting or
accepting one over the other.

The older date came from charcoal from

the sherd sheet, while the younger date derived charcoal from several
proveniences around the skeleton.
or both dates can be proposed.

Various reasons for rejecting either

However since Burial 19 cut into or

overlay two other MP VII burials (B.24 and B.40), the charcoal, if
displaced upward, is likely to have been displaced from MP VII
deposits.

Therefore, both dates will remain under consideration as MP

VII dates.
The date range of the two B.19 dates is supported by the date
(P-2450, 800-375 B.C.) from a pit cut within the Lower Middle Red.
Bearing in mind the problems interpreting this pit date, the charcoal
seems likely to have been deposited during MP VII. The pit was cut from
the upper portion of the Lower Middle Red at depths comparable tc or
above MP VII burials.

The nearby D7 scatter with MP VII pottery

(represented by Burials 14 and 16 in sequence A) lies at about the same
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depth as P-2450 and well below the top of the pit from which P-2450
supposedly came.
BC has only one date associated with a possible Middle Period
context and the only date at either locale from a burial assigned to
phase VI: P-2240 (1675-1220 B.C.) associated with BC B.20. If, however,
P-2634 (930-825 B.C.) from the top of the BCES grey approximates the
transition from the Early to the Middle Periods, P-2240 would appear to
be too early a date for MP VI. BC B.20 is an atypical MP VI burial and
does have unusual ceramics.

It may have been incorrectly assigned to

MP VI. In sum, the BC B.20 date will not presently be considered the
basis for dating MP VI.
Assigning discrete time ranges for the Middle Period phases cannot
be reliably undertaken with the available evidence.

No dates from

either locale are associated with MP VIII deposits, and the one date
associated with a MP VI deposit has been rejected as too old.

Until

more evidence is available we will continue to date the Middle Period
as in White (1982). Three hundred B.C. will be arbitrarily assigned as
the end date for the Middle Period. This date is approximately midway
between the end of the Middle Period ranges and the beginning of the
Late Period ranges.

One thousand B.C. will be considered the beginning

of the Middle Period.
The date for the beginning of the Middle Period is based primarily
on P-2634 from towards the base of the Lower Middle Red. However 100
years was added beyond the ca.

900 B.C. range that might have been
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suggested for the beginning of the Middle Period by P-2634 based on
•some evidence that that sample may not derive from the basal Middle
Period. Firstly, the charcoal sample was found a little above the base
of the Lower Middle Red in BCES, presumably after the locale had been
settled for an indeterminate period.

Also P-2455 (1115-875 B.C.) from

the Lower Grey may have derived from the surface of the Lower Grey or
the base of the Lower Middle Red as discussed in detail in the
presentations on hearth deposits, BCES non-burial dates and Appendix B.
In addition, MP VI is not well represented at BCES, hence we do not
know if the base of the Lower Middle Red in BCES began to be built up
at the beginning of the Middle Period, or perhaps sometime during the
early part of the Middle Period. Future evidence may help determine
accurate ranges for the Middle Period phases as well as adjust the
proposed Middle Period termini.

Dating Early Period Phase V

With one exception, dates relevant to EP V substantially fall in
the 2nd millennium B.C. which accords well with an EP/MP boundary date
of about 1000 B.C. P-2262 (400 B.C.-A.D. 55) from BC B.19 (sequence R)
is inconsistent with all other evidence for EP V and therefore will be
discarded from further consideration.

Six other specimens have direct
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relevance for dating EP V: three from burial contexts, one from a
ceramic feature overlying an EP V burial, and two collected from the
upper part of the BCES Lower Grey Stratum.

P-2272
P-2261
P-2246

1430-865 B.C.
1865-1365 B.C.
1405-1240 B.C.

P-2454
P-2457
P-2455

1865-1365 B.C.
1675-1430 B.C.
1115-875 B.C.

BC Burial 35
BC Burial 23
ceramic feature in Soft Red
overlying BC B.23
BCES Burial 59
BCES square D4 layer 24 SEQ
BCES square D4 layer 26 SEQ

At BC, burials classed as EP V are generally found at depths
compatible with derivation from the Soft Red Stratum. There was only
one non-burial date from towards the base of that Stratum: P-2246
(1405-1240 B.C.). The ceramic feature supposedly associated with P-2246
overlay B.23 which in turn had an associated date of 1865-1365 B.C.
(P-2261). B.23 cut B.31 from a previous phase; B.31 has an associated
date, probably from underneath the skeleton, of 1680-1225 B.C.
(P-2264). Even if one discarded P-2261 associated with B.23 as possibly
redeposited, the other two dates, one stratigraphically above, and one
below B.23, would support an estimate of close to or just after the mid
second millennium B.C. for Burial 23. Thus the dates around BC B.23
form a sequence which support an argument for a second half of the
second millennium B.C. date for EP V. The other two dates associated
with EP V burials, P-2272 (1430-865 B.C.) and P-2454 (1865-1365 B.C.)
accord well with an EP V date in the second half of the second
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millennium B.C.
The BCES layer date P-2457 (1675-1430 B.C.) which came from a
position in the upper half of the Lower Grey Stratum suggesting
deposition during EP V also accords well with the burial-associated EP
V dates.

However, the layer date P-2455 (115-875 B.C.) at first glance

seems recent relative to most other dates relevant to EP V. We have
argued previously that P-2455 may be cut down from the surface of the
Lower Grey and therefore may date from the EP/MP interface.

If, on the

other hand, it does represent an dji situ ground level habitation date,
it would argue for a more recent date for EP V than most of the other
dates associated with EP V contexts.

Dating Early Period IV

The dates for EP IV present a particularly confusing picture with
their broad spread and overlap with dates from EP V contexts.
the dates are burial-associated.

All of

There are no non-burial dates that

can be directly related to this burial phase other than the fact those
discussed under EP V can be considered stratigraphically above the EP
IV burials.

The dates under consideration are:
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P-2264
P-2633
P-2668
P-2405
P-2404
P-2456

1680-1225 B.C.
820-765 B.C.
1100-840 B.C.
1765-1340 B.C.
1545-1015 B.C.
2340-1755 B.C.

BC Burial 31
BCES Burial 31
BCES Burial 31
BCES Burial 69
BCES Burial 65
BCES Burial 45

Only one date from BC is associated with a possible EP IV burial,
P-2264 (1680-1225 B.C.) excavated with B.31. Those from BCES extend
from the third to the first millennium B.C.
There is no single incontestable approach to the interpretation of
these dates.

The provenience information (see Appendix B) available on

most of the specimens leaves ample room for multiple interpretations.
The following interpretation is offered very tentatively as a proposal
to be tested by future excavations of sites in the area from this
culture period.

The argument is based on the following assumptions

that have been addressed previously: a.

the pottery sequence as

discussed in Chapter III is correct; b.

the assignment of burials to

phase IV is basically correct; c.

the EP/MP boundary is about 1000

B.C., or at the latest 900 B.C.; d.

the earliest EP V burials date

from at least as far back as sometime during the second half of the
second millennium B.C. If all these are so, then the two dates
associated with BCES B.31 (P-2633, 820-765 B.C. and P-2668, 1100-840
B.C.) appear to be too late.

They are also recent relative to the

other four dates we have assigned to this phase.
Three of the above dates span the middle of the second millennium
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B.C. The two associated with BCES Burials 65 (P-2404, (1545-1015 B.C.)
and 69 (P-2405, 1765-1340 B.C.) are of particular interest.

Burial 69

is a supine burial which partially cut the grave cut of flexed Burial
65. The charcoal from B.69 was probably removed from under the skeleton
at the bottom of the grave cut.

Because the grave cut extended well

into Sterile soil, it is unlikely that the charcoal from under the
skeleton came from a pre-existing habitation deposit.
case either a.

If such was the

the charcoal must have fallen into the grave between

the time it was excavated and the deposit of the body, either from the
sidewall or from dirt removed from the gravecut, or b.
cut down onto the remains of an underground hearth.
impossible, neither seems very probable.

the grave was

While clearly not

If the charcoal was

contemporary with B.69 its deposit would post date B.65 which included
a pt-9 pot.
The charcoal sample associated with B.65 (P-2404, 1545-1015 B.C.)
came from the grave fill and was removed prior to the removal of the
skeleton.

Since it is a relatively more recent date than the one from

B.69, one might contend that E«65 is not as old as is indicated by the
B.69 date.

Rather, it might appear that B.65 dates more towards the

latter part of the second millennium B.C. However, in addition to the
stratigraphic argument outlined above supporting a mid 2nd millennium
date based on the possible stratigraphic superiority of the B.69 date,
EP V Burial 59 which superimposes B.69 has a date from its grave fill
of 1865-1365 B.C. (P-2454). Thus there are two dates from the mid
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second millennium B.C. which appear to be stratigraphically above B.65.
The substantial overlap in dates between EP IV and EP V burials
might be interpreted as indicating contemporaneity between the two
phases, i.e.

that at least some of the burials assigned to the two

phases on the basis of ceramic style actually are the same age.

On the

other hand, if the transition between the two phases was close in time,
the seeming temporal overlap of the two phases may be a product of
large standard deviations due to small charcoal specimen size.
The lower reach of EP IV is not clearly defined.

As noted in the

discussion on ceramics, EP IV is sort of a catchall phase in terms of
the diversity of ceramic types included: it was argued that at least
three provisional burial ceramic types (pt-7. pt-8, pt-9) are
stratigraphically below EP V (pt-10) and above EP III (pt-5). When more
data are available on the stratigraphic relationships among the ceramic
types currently assigned to phase IV, the phase is likely to be
subdivided.

Not all ceramic types have associated dates.

The earliest

date from a burial assigned to this phase (but only tentatively since
the associated pot is not strictly equivalent to EP IV provisional
types) is that from the grave fill of BCES B.45 (P-2456, 2340-1755
B.C.). This date suggests the possibility that EP IV may extend into
the 3rd millennium B.C. On the other hand it should be noted that B.45
did disturb or closely overlie one and probably two earlier burials
including one (B.57) with EP II pottery.

As the pot in B.45 was not

one of the diagnostic EP IV provisional types, the burial was assigned
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to EP IV on the basis of a "process of elimination".

B.45 did not

contain the defining provisional type for EP III (pt-5), in fact B.45
may slightly overlie an EP III burial (B.52). B.45 was cut by a burial
that did contain EP IV provisional type 7. While we should remain open
to the possibility that EP IV may extend into the third millennium, an
estimate that EP IV at least extends into the first half of the 2nd
millennium B.C. is not unreasonable.

Dating Early Period III

The only date from an EP III context is P-2398 (820-395 B.C.) from
BCES B.76 (sequence B). If the reader accepts the above conclusions
regarding the sequencing and dating of the site, this specimen is
clearly too late for its context.

There is no palpable reason for why

this specimen is so inconsistent with most of the rest of the
chronological evidence.

Interestingly, two other dates considered

inconsistently late (P-2668, 1100-840 B.C. and P-2633, 820-765 B.C.)
came from Burial 31 (EP IV) which overlies B.76. A stain was observed
on B.31 and in the surrounding soil which may have some relation to
these late dates.

Therefore it will be necessary to deduce the dating

for EP III from the dating for EP II and IV, and sometime at least as
old as the first half of the second millennium B.C. is for the present
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reasonable.

Dating Early Period II

The dates relevant to EP II come from the Lower Compact Stratum in
BC. These dates show quite a broad range - from the 2nd millennium to
the fourth millennium B.C. There are two non-burial dates, and four
burial-associated dates to be considered.

P-2242

2550-1950 B.C.

P-2243

1395-1230 B.C.

P-2245
P-2266
P-2271
P-2263

2205-1685
3680-2910
2205-1685
3365-2535

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

BC square C3 SEQ layer 8,
1.6-1.8m BD
BC square C4 SEQ layer 14
(hearth??), 2.07-2.10 BD
BC Burial 40
BC Burial 40
BC Burial 43
BC Burials 43-45

Of this list, the late second millennium date (P-2243, 1395-1230
B.C.) stands out as being considerably younger than the other dates,
and also younger than would be anticipated for EP II considering the
dating already discussed for Early Period phases IV and V. Given that
the specimen may have come from a hearth, the discrepancy of this date
with the other dating evidence for the sequence as a whole is
disquieting.

In fact the specimen would fall into the time range

suggested for EP V. As discussed in detail previously, the context of
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P-2243 is not indisputably a hearth and the assignment of this context
to EP II is not clearly appropriate.

Therefore even though the

specimen may come from a preferred provenience, its stratigraphic
meaning is not clear enough that it can be given more weight in dating
this phase than other evidence.

Because it is inconsistent with the

other chronological evidence, and has an ambiguous stratigraphic
placement, we will for the present de-emphasize the role of P-2243 in
the dating of EP II.
The only other EP II related habitation specimen came from a layer
context near the top of the Lower Compact, P-2242 (2550-1950 B.C.). The
range is consistent with at least two of the burial-associated dates
(P
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placing EP II in the third millennium B.C. Placing EP II at least as
old as 2000 B.C. would fit well with the proposed dating of EP V in the
mid-to-late second millennium, and EP IV in the early-to-mid second
millennium.

EP III which has no usable dates could "fit" in between at

the very beginning of the 2nd millennium B.C. perhaps extending a
little into the 3rd millennium.
This scheme is generally supported by a couple of dates from BCES.
BCES B.45 assigned to EP IV has, as already noted, an associated date
of 2340-1755 B.C. (P-2456). B.45 overlies an EP II burial (B.57). Thus
if the charcoal associated with B.45 was displaced, one possible source
is from EP II B.57. B.45 may also superimpose EP III Burial 52. While
the original source for the B.45 charcoal specimen cannot be determined
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with any certainty, this date represents the only argument (which the
author would regard as weak) for placing EP III well into the third
millennium B.C. It provides stronger support for the placement of EP II
in the third millennium.
P-2451 (2215-1690 B.C.), the only other BCES date of possible
relevance, was associated with B.60. This highly disturbed burial was
cut deeply into sterile and had a tiny incised vessel.

The burial was

only tentatively assigned to EP I and might easily turn out to be
better placed in EP II when Early Period ceramics are better
understood.

The plan shows a gravecut with only a skull fragment and a

pot towards one end.

The records do not indicate where the charcoal

was found within the gravecut.

B.60 was superimposed and perhaps cut

by a feature with vessels possibly related to EP II (2260 in sequence
B). (In fact the vessels showed some similarities to those associated
with P-2243). The possibility cannot be ruled out that the B.60
charcoal specimen came from the intrusive feature.

Considering all

these possibilities, one can suggest that P-2451 comes from the early
part of the Early Period and may be relevant to EP II.
There are two substantially earlier dates reaching into the fourth
millennium B.C. associated with EP II burials (P-2266, 3680-2910 B.C.
from BC B.40; P-2263, 3365-2535 B.C. between BC B.43 and B.45).
Unfortunately these burials each have substantially later dates (P-2245
and P-2271 discussed above) in association as well.

As previously

discussed, the available provenience information on the location of the
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specimens in relation to the burials does not unequivocally indicate
that the older or the younger set of dates can be eliminated from
consideration.

For example, although we might surmise that the older

dates originated from the soil matrix, this cannot be concluded on the
basis of provenience information, particularly with regard to P-2263
recorded as coming from "between" Burials 43 and 45. Therefore the
possibility cannot be discounted that EP II ceramic types may prove to
date into the fourth millennium B.C.

Dating Early Period I

There are no dates in direct association with the two main EP I
features which come from BC: Burial 44and the feature in bag 1241.
These two features along with BC B.25, were the only features which
seem to derive from the Lower Mottled. EP II features and burials
largely derive from the Lower Compact. The one date available from the
Lower Mottled is a fourth millennium layer date near B.25 (P-2265,
3915-3340 B.C.).
The only candidate for an EP I feature from BCES is B.60. Burial
60 does have an associated date (P-2451, 2215-1690 B.C.). As was
discussed above, the attribution of B.60 to EP I and the date to B.60
are so tenuous, that this date cannot be considered to have any weight
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in dating the main EP I features from BC.
Only a broad time range can be deduced for EP I based on current
evidence.

Presumably it does not date any older than the fourth

millennium when the site seems to have been initially settled on the
basis of 3 other dates besides the one in the Lower Mottled. It is
presumed the phase is older than EP II which as just discussed probably
dates at least to the third millennium and may prove to extend into the
fourth millennium.

The stylistic similarity between EP I and EP II

pottery does not argue for a substantial time break between the two
phases.

Therefore Early Period I may date to the fourth millennium at

the earliest, and perhaps date as late as the mid third millennium B.C.

Summary of the Bating for Ban Chiang Phases

To summarize the dating for the site, the ranges assigned to the
main Periods in White (1982) will be maintained until further evidence
suggests concrete adjustments: Early Period 3600-1000 B.C., Middle
Period 1000-300 B.C., and Late Period 300 B.C. - A.D. 200. The dating
evidence for the phases does not support the assignment of exclusive
time ranges at this time.

Instead overlapping time ranges will be

offered.
We can propose the following approximate temporal placements based
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on the evidence reviewed above: EP I may date somewhere in the 4th or
3rd millennium B.C. (3600-2500 B.C.). EP II probably dates at least as
old as the 3rd millennium and may extend into the 4th millennium
(3000-1900 B.C.). EP III probably dates at least in the first half of
the 2nd millennium B.C. with a possibility of extending into the 3rd
millennium (2100-1700 B.C.). EP IV seems to date in the first half and
mid 2nd millennium B.C. (1900-1400 B.C.). EP V probably dates in the
second half of the 2nd millennium B.C. with terminal remains possibly
at the very beginning of the 1st millennium B.C. (1600-900 B.C.). MP VI
presumably dates near the transition of the 2nd to the 1st millennium
(1100-700 B.C.). MP VII spans the mid first millennium B.C. (800-400
B.C.). MP VIII presumably lies in the second half of the 1st millennium
B.C.(400-200 B.C.). LP IX seems to lie in the late 1st millennium
B.C.(300-1 B.C.). LP X follows LP IX and may span the turn of the
Christian era (200 B.C.-A.D.300.).
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TABLE 7a:

RADIOCARBON DATES FROM BC
FIG. 16a

PHASE*

LAB NO.

CRD 1 SIGMA______ CONTEXT_______ LETTER**

LP X+

P-2406

A.D. 35-570

ceramic feature

A

LP X

P-2244

195-20 B.C.

Burial I

B

LP X

P-2247

2315-1710 B.C.

Burial 14

C

LP IX

P-2241

190-10 B.C.

ceramic feature

D

MP VI?

P-2240

1675-1220 B.C.

Burial 20

E

EP V

P-2262

400 B.C.-A.D. 55

Burial 19

F

EP V

P-2272

1430-865 B.C.

Burial 35

G

EP V+

P-2246

1405-1240 B.C.

ceramic feature

H

EP V

P-2261

1865-1365 B.C.

Burial 23

I

EP IV?

P-2264

1680-1225 B.C.

Burial 31

J

EP II

P-2242

2550-1950 B.C.

layer

K

EP 11+

P-2243

1395-1230 B.C.

hearth?

L

EP II

P-2245

2205-1685 B.C.

Burial 40

M

EP II

P-2266

3680-2910 B.C.

Burial 40

N

EP II

P-2271

2205-1685 B.C.

Burial 43

O

EP II

P-2263

3365-2535 B.C.

Burial 43-45

P

EP I

P-2265

3915-3340 B.C.

layer

Q
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TABLE 7b:

RADIOCARBON DATES FROM BCES
FIG. 16b

PHASE*

LAB NO.

CRD 1 SIGMA

CONTEXT_________LETTER**

MP

P-2450

800-375 B.C.

pit

A

MP VII

P-2664

420-380 B.C.

Burial 19

B

MP VII

P-2665

795-585 B.C.

Burial 19

C

EP/MP

P-2634

930-825 B.C.

layer

D

1115-875 B.C.

layer (+hearth?)

E

EP V-MP? P-2455

EP V

P-2454

1865-1365 B.C.

Burial 59

F

EP V

P-2457

1675-1430 B.C.

layer

G

EP IV

P-2405

1765-1340 B.C.

Burial 69

H

EP IVb

P-2668

1100-840 B.C.

Burial 31

I

EP IVb

P-2633

820-765 B.C.

Burial 31

J

EP IV

P-2404

1545-1015 B.C.

Burial 65

K

EP IV

P-2456

2340-1755 B.C.

Burial 45

L

EP III

P-2398

820-395 B.C.

Burial 76

M

EP I?

P-2451

2215-1690 B.C.

Burial 60

N

EP I?

P-2452

3785-3355 B.C.

layer

0

pre-EP?

P-2453

6290-5705 B.C.

hearth?

P

* A "+" after the phase implies the indicated phase or later.
A "?" indicates the best deduction in questionable cases.
** See Appendix B for precise location of each specimen.
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CHAPTER VI

THE PROPOSED CHRONOLOGY FOR BAN CHIANG:
DOES IT WORK IN REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE?

The primary goalr of this dissertation are to reexamine the
chronology of the site of Ban Chiang, to develop an approach for
interpreting the chronological evidence, and to propose a revised
chronological framework.

Previous chapters have discussed several

issues concerning Ban Chiang including: a.

the origins of the

controversy over the site's chronology; b.

some sources of

misinterpretation; c.

a revised phase sequence; d.

approach to the interpretation of radiocarbon dates.

a proposed
While a framework

that is internally consistent has been presented, the real test
remains.

Does it work?

That is, are the results replicated at other

sites in the region?
This chapter will examine the proposed chronology in relation to
evidence from other sites in the region.

Unfortunately there is little

published data from other sites with which to "test" the full sequence
proposed for Ban Chiang. The site of Ban Na Di excavated in 1980-81 has
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the only published full site report in northeast Thailand (Higham and
Kijngam 1984). Its sequence is relevant primarily with respect to the
Middle and Late Periods, but not for the earliest parts of the
sequence.

Several sites have had small excavations, but only a

scattering of dates and/or ceramic data is available from a few of
these sites.

Some dates and some ceramic information are published

from Ban Tong and Ban Phak Top (Schauffler 1976; Hurst and Lawn 1984),
and Non Taeng Saeng (Kijngam et al.

1980; Wichakana 1984b). Some

ceramic data but no dates are published for Ban 0m Kaeo (Pitiphat and
Kanchanakhom 1974), Non Kao Noi and Ban Muang Phruk (Higham and Kijngam
198^.). Sites reported in unpublished theses or manuscripts, or in Thai
journals unavailable to this author include Non Na Sang, Ban Sa Baeng,
Ban Waeng, Ban Non Sung, Ban That, and Non Khi Kling.
The above sites are from the northern part of the Khorat Plateau
known as the Sakon Nakon Basin (Map 3). Some information on sites from
the southern basin of the Khorat Plateau (known as the Khorat Basin) is
available but since ceramically these sites tend to be fairly distinct,
emphasis will be placed on sites from the Sakon Nakon Basin. While
sites from other parts of Thailand, even other parts of Southeast Asia,
have potential relevance to this discussion, the predominant emphasis
will be on evidence from sites from northeast Thailand which have
demonstrable ceramic parallels with Ban Chiang and hence might be
considered related to the Ban Chiang cultural tradition.

Geographic

limits on the evidence allows the discussion to focus on local
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chronological issues rather than get entangled in theoretical issues
concerning the course of cultural development in the region.

To do

justice to the latter topic would require considerable divergence from
the main goals of this dissertation.

Accurate consideration of the

general issues of cultural development require that the nuts and bolts
of chronology be under control.

Otherwise theoretical interests can

influence the interpretation of chronology as has often been the case
in Southeast Asian prehistory.
The quantity and quality of data is not sufficient to completely
"test" the Ban Chiang sequence.

Whatever is available will be reviewed

in order to give the fullest picture of the status of the region's
chronology.

The discussion will be organized chronologically beginning

with evidence for the base of what will be called the Ban Chiang
cultural tradition.

Some Limitations of Intersite Comparison of Sequences

Some of the limitations of the following comparison of Ban Chiang
with other northeast Thai sites have already been noted: few sites are
available for comparison, and most of these lack comprehensive
comparative data.

The data presented here from Ban Chiang are also

very limited- primarily the provisional types which were used to define
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burial phases.

These provisional types exclude numerous other types,

variants, and unique vessels that could have comparative value,
including non-burial pottery.
etc.

Artifacts such as bangle styles, beads,

which may have potential chronological significance have not as

yet been systematically analyzed.

While, of course, ideally all of

this data should be included in the discussion, the quantity involved
is more than can be handled by a single person in a single
dissertation.

Therefore the aim of the following discussion cannot u6

a comprehensive comparison.

Rather, the aim will be restricted to a

test of the basic approach toward sequencing and the basic outline of
the sequence as developed previously within the limitations of
available data.
Another problem in addition to limited comparative data is the
idiosyncratic nature of ceramic assemblages in northeast Thailand and
the resultant difficulties in crossdating among sequences (Bronson and
White 1984; Wichakana 1984a:61). While to some extent this problem is a
product of the early stage in excavation and publication in the region,
the excavation of the site of Ban Na Di only 20 kilometers from Ban
Chiang provides intriguing evidence of such idiosyncratic assemblages.
Perusal of the vessel forms recovered from this site reveals few
obvious typological equivalents and many distinctive forms in
comparison with vessels recovered from Ban Chiang. Yet interaction with
other parts of the region is evident at Ban Na Di in the importation of
numerous items including ceramic artifacts.

Clearly the ceramic
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variability of the region reflects not isolation but rather more subtle
socio-cultural processes.
It is not the purpose of this dissertation to delve into the
intellectual issues behind intersite comparisons, such as the nature of
dissimilarity and similarity, nor to try to reconstruct the
socio-cultural processes behind the ceramic variability.

However,

these issues will ultimately be important to any comprehensive
treatment of the region's chronology.

The complexity and dimensions of

such a study are just beginning to come to light.

For example, in

addition to the stylistic variation among ceramic assemblages already
noted, technological studies of Ban Na Di ceramics (Vincent 1984a,b)
suggest major differences from Ban Chiang ceramics in fabrication
techniques as well (McGovern et al.

1985; and Glanzman and Fleming

1985). The Ban Na Di ceramic studies also reveal subtle variations in
proportions within morphological classes (e.g. rim angle and depth on
medium-sized globular cordmarked pots) which seem to have chronological
significance (Higham and Kijngam 1984:296).
Significant variation in stylistic, morphological and
technological dimensions helps to suggest why temporal indicators have
been somewhat elusive.

Comprehensive comparison may ultimately require

statistical, technological, as well as the more obvious stylistic
information.

Furthermore, data on other artifactual categories and

data on grave rituals, etc.
sites to each other.

may turn out to be important for relating

Isolation of temporally delimited trade items
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could be particularly useful in crossdating, although significant
intersite differences in imported items has already become evident, a
fact which precludes exclusive reliance on this category of data.

It

is increasingly evident that no one category of data will be a
sufficient basis for cross-dating prehistoric sites in the region.
In the meantime there are at present extremely limited bases for
comparison among sites.

Statistics have not been used to differentiate

Ban Chiang ceramic types and hence are not available to compare with
statistically derived forms from Ban Na Di (Higham and Kijngam 1984).
The technological studies from Ban Chiang (McGovern et al.

1985;

Glanzman and Fleming 1985) have differed in emphasis and scale from
those conducted on Ban Na Di ceramics (Vincent 1984a,b). The
provisional types derived from vessel form and design which seem
significant in distinguishing phases at Ban Chiang may not turn out to
be the most useful basis for crossdating with other sites.

However,

these styles are the major pieces of evidence presently available until
a more complete presentation of the site is possible.

Therefore we

will proceed with a comparison of the Ban Chiang sequence with other
sites from the region based primarily on the ceramic sequence proposed
for Ban Chiang, bringing in supplementary data as it is available.

The

limitations of this approach will mean that the resulting conclusions
will need continued evaluation as more data become available.
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The Beginnings of the Ban Chiang Cultural Tradition: Dating

Although Ban Chiang produced one sixth millennium B.C. date
(P-2453, 6290-5705 B.C.), the earliest cluster of dates comes from the
fourth millennium (P-2452, 3785-3355 B.C.; P-2263, 3365-2535 B.C.;
P-2265, 3915-3340 B.C.; and P-2266, 3680-2910 B.C.). On the basis of
this cluster, this study earlier suggested that Ban Chiang was settled
in the fourth millennium.

So far Ban Chiang has produced the oldest

dates in the northern Khorat Plateau. However one other site has a date
supporting fourth millennium activity in the area.

Ban Tong, five

kilometers southwest of Ban Chiang produced P-2419 (3365-2800 B.C.)
from a basal level.

Hence we have at least two sites producing fourth

millennium B.C. dates from basal deposits.

Assuming for the present

that the sixth millennium date is anomalous or from transient use of
the site prior to the main occupation, there is currently no
radiocarbon evidence for settled village occupation of the northern
Khorat Plateau prior to the fourth millennium.

Fourth millennium

occupation of the area is not unreasonable given possibly equally early
habitation in western Khon Kaen province at Non Nok Tha, or in central
Thailand at Khok Phanom Di (Higham, Bannanurag, Maloney and Vincent
1987).
Unfortunately no remains of material culture can be unequivocally
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attributed to the fourth millennium dates from the northern Khorat
Plateau at this writing.

The Ban Tong date came from a basal layer

charcoal sample with unknown ceramic associations (Hurst and Lawn
1984). Two Ban Chiang dates were excavated in association with EP II
burials, but these same two burials had third millennium dates in
association as well.

Two of the Ban Chiang dates also came from basal

layers without specific cultural associations.

In Chapter V we

hypothesized that EP I might date to the fourth millennium on the basis
that P-2265 apparently came from the same soil stratum (Lower Mottled),
but given the tenuousness of the soil evidence at BC, this is only an
hypothesis.

For the time being it is preferable to leave the cultural

content of the fourth millennium undefined.

However, one can speculate

that the settlement pattern of nucleated villages and the mortuary
pattern of designated cemeteries which characterize later millennia in
the region may have been established prior to 3000 B.C.

Beginnings of the Ban Chiang Cultural Tradition:
Cultural Remains

The first phase of the Early Period at Ban Chiang was defined
primarily on the basis of one burial and one ceramic feature, the
deepest features at the BC locale.

While the six vessels from these
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two features were each unduplicated in the remaining ceramic assemblage
from the site, as a group they bore a set of characteristics that set
them apart from the group of vessels assigned to EP II. In particular,
although incising and rockerstamping are found on vessels assigned to
each phase, the manner of employing the decorative techniques differs
in the two phases.

Thus the two EP I pottery vessels, one each from

the burial and feature, have incised designs employing rockerstamping
between two parallel lines in a more open motif than the broad bands
filled with dense incising and rockerstamping found on many pots
assigned to EP II. This stylistic distinction plus the fact that the
two EP I features weredeeper than burials and features assigned

to EP

II, were the basis fortheir designation as the first ceramic phase at
the site as distinct from EP II.
Pottery with incising and/or morphology which bears resemblance to
types assigned to EP II and possibly EP I at Ban Chiang has been
reported from several sites in the provinces of Udon Thani and
neighboring Sakon Nakon to the east (Kijngam et al.

1980; Vallibhotama

1982-3; White, from informant interview, 1981). Very few of these sites
have been tested and even fewer have any kind of published statement.
One of the testedsites, Non Kao Noi reported in Higham and
Kijngam

(1984), produced 5 burials all from basal cultural level5.

Only two of the burials contained pottery and of the six vessels
produced, although none were exact duplicates of types from Ban Chiang,
they did have characteristics reminiscent of EP I and EP II. Applique
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was present on all vessels and two had ring feet.

Only one vessel had

an incised design and it appears to be of an open style similar to EP I
vessels from Ban Chiang, although the illustration (Higham and Kijngam
1984;221) is not clear enough for conclusive judgement.

No burials

came from higher levels, and the rim sherds do not clearly indicate the
presence of ceramics related to Ban Chiang phases more recent than EP
II. The rim types most clearly similar to EP II (US 14 and 15) commence
in level 4 which, since it overlies the level producing the burials,
seems to support the sequential placement of pottery assigned to phases
I and II at Ban Chiang. Unfortunately, the site yielded no dates.
Ban Phak Top, reknowned for the looting of densely incised
pottery, is briefly discussed in Schauffler (1976) and dates are
reported in Hurst and Lawn (1984). No burials were excavated there.
Without a pottery sequence it is difficult to interpret available
dates, but one third millennium B.C. date, P-2407 (2435-2310 B.C.) came
from a basal layer.

If the charcoal specimen did relate to the densely

incised pottery, it would support a third millennium B.C. date for that
style.
Pottery broadly comparable to types which at Ban Chiang are
assigned to the first and second ceramic phases seems to be at this
writing the earliest pottery recognized from several sites in the Sakon
Nakon Basin. Thus far there is no evidence that contradicts its early
placement relative to other ceramic styles in the Ban Chiang sequence,
nor its age as at least third millennium B.C. Nor is there any evidence
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for a ceramic phase in the region preceding EP I. On the other hand
there are probably many varieties of vessels without incised designs
from the time period under consideration.

In fact, it is clear from

illustrations, photographs and personal examination of pottery broadly
ascribable to this group, including provenienced and unprovenienced
vessels, that a great deal of variability in shape and design should be
included.

This variability may in part reflect local traditions, but

it probably also indicates considerable temporal depth.
If the proposed dating from Ban Chiang is correct, the time period
under consideration for phases I and II is at least one and possibly
two thousand years in duration (the third and fourth millennia B.C.).
At Ban Chiang we have defined only two phases for this period.
Evidence seems to point to a third millennium date, possibly the latter
half, for the densely incised vessels assigned to EP II. No dates are
specifically in association with EP I features, but they presumably
fall between the initial settlement of the region by people in
nucleated villages, perhaps during the fourth millennium B.C., and EP
II. It is likely that the phase structure can be considerably
elaborated for these millennia including the definition of additional
phases and the assignment of additional pottery types to known phase
groups.

Only more stratigraphic evidence from this time period will

clarify the temporal aspects of this early ceramic variability.
While vessels comparable to EP II types have been recognized at
various sites in the northern Khorat Plateau, examples of pottery
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comparable to Ban Chiang EP III and EP IV types have not been noted
from other excavated sites.

These types are also not prominent in

unprovenienced collections perhaps because they may tend to lack
painted or incised decoration and hence might be less likely collected
as artistic objects.

Their chronological significance has not been

apparent until recently.

However, Chin You-di's (1975) outline

illustrations of forms of pottery recovered from Ban Chiang and related
sites include ones comparable to phase III and IV types.

Without

published reports of stratigraphic excavations of these ceramics, we
have no basis with which to test the chronological interpretations of
these phases as offered in this thesis.

However, it can be observed

that Ban Na Di, whose oldest date is 1690-1230 B.C. (R9345/5)^ from the
basal cultural layer (Level 8), had little if any evidence of ceramics
comparable to those assigned to these two phases.

The absence of EP

III and IV ceramics at Ban Na Di may support the proposed date range of
early-to-mid second millennium B.C. for EP III and IV at Ban Chiang
which would then precede the beginning of the Ban Na Di sequence.
However, future excavations of this period would provide firmer
evidence.
We will now proceed to discuss the transition from the Early

1. The reader may notice that corrected dates in this discussion may
differ from those published in site reports. All dates in this
discussion have been corrected to the 1 sigma correction according to
the same system used at the Radiocarbon Laboratory of the University of
Pennsylvania in order to insure comparability with Ban Chiang dates.
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Period to the Middle Period. For this topic we have much more complete
data for comparative purposes from the site of Ban Na Di.

Transition to the Middle Period

The main basis of comparir5n for the end of the Ban Chiang Early
Period and the transition to the Middle Period is the site of Ban Na
Di. This is the only prehistoric site in the Sakon Nakon Basin besides
Ban Chiang to have been the subject of a major excavation and analysis,
and the only site in the area to have a published site report.

Located

about twenty kilometers southwest of Ban Chiang, Ban Na Di was
excavated between November 1980 and May 1981 under the direction of
Charles Higham and Amphan Kijngam. Preliminary comments by the
excavators (Higham 1981, 1984; Higham and Kijngam 1982) noted major
discrepancies between the chronology of Ban Na Di and the preliminary
chronology of Ban Chiang (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976). Many of the
major disagreements were superseded in the site report (Higham and
Kijngam 1984) when they based their comparisons with Ban Chiang on the
chronology used in the exhibition catalogue (White 1982). Here they
acknowledge a much closer agreement in general, although some
differences in interpretation remain.

This section will address

primarily the more recent issues raised in the site report rather than
belabor points made in the earlier Ban Na Di reports which presumably
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represent the excavators' unrevised opinions.
Ban Na Di has many similarities with Ban Chiang, but also
important differences.

With regard to similarities Ban Na Di is a

habitation and cemetery site whose prehistoric sequence substantially
overlaps that of Ban Chiang, although the site is not as old as Ban
Chiang. Dating from the latter half of the second millennium B.C., it
has no pre-metal period.
the deposit.

Evidence of bronze was found from the base of

The excavators consider that the material culture,

subsistence and burial ritual of Ban Na Di has "close affinities" with
Ban Chiang (Higham and Kijngam 1984:718). However, we shall see that
there are few clearly equivalent ceramic types and many distinctive
items and pottery styles in the Ban Na Di assemblage.
technology also has important differences.
two sites are not identical.

The pottery

Burial styles between the

With such differences in two sites only

twenty kilometers apart, the nature of the affinity between the two
sites poses an interesting interpretive problem.

We will return to a

comparison of the cultural remains of these sites after a brief review
of the Ban Na Di excavation.

Ban Na Di: The Excavation

Ban Na Di had greater definition and clarity of its soil
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stratigraphy than Ban Chiang. Eight distinct levels were recognized.
Ban Na Di was also blessed with large deposits of charcoal many of
which the excavators claim as jm situ. These latter two
characteristics have allowed the excavators to take an approach to
dating the site that differs from many other sites in the region.

The

excavators submitted no charcoal from layer collections or burial
contexts.

The thirteen radiocarbon samples come from "charcoal rich

hearths, thick layers of charcoal sealing pits, charcoal from
bronze-working furnaces, charcoal sealed within a pit and in one case,
a large piece of charcoal from the base of a posthole" (Higham and
Kijngam 1984:30). They use these radiocarbon samples to date the soil
strata and their cultural contents.
Levels 8 through 3 are potentially relevant to the Ban Chiang
sequence.

The basal cultural layer, level 8, consists of 30-50 cm of

midden-like deposit which is considered to date from the second half of
the second millennium B.C. to about 900 B.C. No burials are considered
to have originated from this level.

Level 7 (about 1.3 m thick) and

level 6 (15- 80 cm thick) contained burials of the first mortuary
phase.

These were subdivided into three subphases.

Subphase la

consists of burials cut from lower level 7 and has a proposed date
range of 900-700 B.C. Subphase lb with a proposed date range of 700-500
B.C. includes burials cut from mid and upper level 7. Mortuary phase 1c
includes burials cut from basal level 6 and has a proposed date range
of 500-400 B.C. Level 5 has no burials but does have evidence of bronze
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casting.

Level 5 (thickness 25-70 cm) has suggested dates of 100 B.C.

- A.D. 200. Level 4 included 5 jar burials of children which are
considered mortuary phase 2 and have a proposed date of after A.D. 200.
Level 3 is 20-55 cm thick.

Three adult skeletons comprising mortuary

phase 3 were found in levels 3 and 4. Thus the prima facie evidence
suggests that the Ban Na Di sequence potentially overlaps that of Ban
Chiang from EP V through the Late Period.
At the time the Ban Na Di excavators were writing their site
report, the basis for their chronological comparisons with Ban Chiang
was the catalogue of the Ban Chiang exhibition (White 1982). Presumably
since the chronology presented for the exhibition was subdivided into
only three periods, the Ban Na Di report subdivides the Early Period
into archaeological phases which could serve as a more refined basis of
comparison.

The Early Period at Ban Chiang is divided into 4 phases

which the Ban Na Di excavators sometimes label 1-4, and sometimes label
a-d.

The Middle and Late Periods are not subdivided.

These

extrapolated phases do not directly correspond to the phases presented
in this dissertation.

For example, when the Ban Na Di excavators refer

to EP 4 and EP d, they seem to be discussing approximately what is here
called EP V. Their MP corresponds generally to our MP VII. Because the
Ban Na Di excavators lacked the full information underlying the Ban
Chiang phase structure their attempted correlations are inconsistent
and result in a rather misleading discussion.
In the presentation that follows, we compare the sequences from the
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two sites in their own terras before commenting on the differences
between the Ban Na Di excavator’s and the author’s correlations.
Comparing the Ban Na Di sequence with that proposed for Ban Chiang has
value beyond simply checking the results of the two chronologies.

With

its more conventional approach to chronology based on its more refined
soil stratigraphy, the Ban Na Di excavations potentially pose a very
interesting test for the chronological approach used in this thesis.

Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang: Comparison of the Ceramic Sequences

Since all of the data recovered from Ban Chiang has not been
presented in this thesis, the following can only be a preliminary
discussion.

In order to make certain points it will be necessary to

refer to data from Ban Chiang and other sites which have not yet been
completely analyzed.

The information available from Ban Na Di is

relatively comprehensive.

The Ban Na Di excavations were about half

the size of those at Ban Chiang. Several PhD and MA students who
excavated at Ban Na Di also participated in the analysis at the
University of Otago, and wrote theses based on various aspects of the
research.

They contributed major portions to the site report.

A wide

range of information is therefore available including analyses of
materials from non-burial deposits.

When comparable data are available
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from Ban Chiang, comparison between the two sites will be more
accurate.
In addition to differences in the amount of information available
on each site, there are qualitative differences in how the sites were
analyzed that effect the comparisons possible.

For example, the Ban

Chiang relative chronology is structured in terms of burial phases.

It

will be recalled that since the soil stratigraphy was very generalized
at Ban Chiang, burials were grouped into phases primarily on the basis
of similarity in ceramics.

At Ban Na Di, since not all levels produced

graves, only part of the relative chronology is defined in terms of
burial phases.

Furthermore, the mortuary phases at Ban Na Di were

defined on the basis of the source of the burial in relation to the
soil stratigraphy and not in terms of similarity of grave goods.

Thus

the burial phases from the two sites are not likely to be strictly
comparable entities.
Since the major common denominator of available information
between the two sites is ceramics, our comparison will focus on
delineating comparable ceramic styles using burial pottery wherever
possible.

For portions of the Ban Na Di sequence without burial

phases, rim sherd types are the main basis of comparison.

Vincent

(1984b) has clearly shown the limitations of basing comparisons solely
on style.

However, only limited technological information and no

statistical information is available for Ban Chiang pottery.

Whatever

information is available will be brought into the discussion as
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appropriate.

Some General Comments on Differences between Ban Chiang
and Ban Na Di

Although pottery seems like an obvious basis for crossdating
between Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di, from a general perusal of the pottery
typology of Ban Na Di (Higham and Kijngam 1984), one is initially
struck by the differences in vessel styles between the two sites.

Many

Ban Na Di forms and decorative treatments lack clear equivalents in the
Ban Chiang assemblage, and very few of the Ban Chiang types are clearly
identifiable in the Ban Na Di assemblage.
For example, one of the hallmarks of the Ban Na Di ceramic
assemblage is the use of applique.

Applique is found on ceramics from

all three subphases and seems to have a much more prominent, diverse,
and imaginative usage at Ban Na Di than at Ban Chiang. While at Ban Na
Di applique is commonly found on medium-sized globular cordmarked pots,
at Ban Chiang applique is rarely found on comparable shapes and sizes.
Tall pedestal bases are another prominent attribute of Ban Na Di
ceramic types (forms 14-18). At Ban Chiang shorter flared pedestal
bases are found on some Late Period vessels, and a few tall pedestal
bases are found elsewhere in the sequence, but no pedestailed forms
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morphologically duplicating those of Ban Na Di were excavated from BC
and BCES burials.

Even round-bottomed shapes, which dominate the Ban

Na Di assemblage, have rim and profile variations which are not
typologically duplicated at Ban Chiang. In sum, only a very few vessel
types bear clear enough resemblance, judging from the drawings, that
they can be used for crossdating between the two sites.
The initial impression that Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di have
significant differences in their ceramics receives strong support from
the technological studies that are beginning to be conducted on
prehistoric ceramics in the region.

The available studies are mostly

preliminary statements differing markedly in aims, techniques, and
scale.

Detailed comment on this topic particularly on Vincent's

(1984b) important and stimulating research is beyond the bounds of this
study.

Some observations, albeit tentative and somewhat

oversimplified, on the differences between the two sites' ceramic
technologies can be offered.
At least two fundamental aspects of the local ceramic technology
appear distinct at the two sites prior to the Late Period: the methods
used to build vessels, and the manner by which clay was prepared.

At

Ban Na Di the use of moulds to form basal portions of most mortuary
phase 1 vessels is evidenced by positive cordmarks on interior vessel
surfaces (Higham and Kijngam 1984:304, Vincent 1984b:661). These marks
presumably derive from when the clay for the base was paddled over
another cordmarked vessel.

None of the vessels examined in the pilot
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study of Ban Chiang ceramics (McGovern et al.

1985) showed similar

impressions* and from the author’s experience with the Ban Chiang
corpus, such impressions are rare.

Glanzman and Fleming's (1985) study

employing macroscopic and xeroradiographic techniques concludes that
lump-and-slab and coil-and-slab are the primary vessel building
techniques employed at Ban Chiang.
With regard to clay preparation, Vincent (1984b:660) found rice
temper to be rare at Ban Na Di until late in the sequence.

In

contrast, prominent use of rice temper in MP VII ceramics was observed
at Ban Chiang (McGovern et al.

1985). This finding abrogates Vincent's

conclusion (1984b:689) that rice-tempered wares are late (first
millennium A.D.) in the Sakon Nakon Basin as a whole.
The rather curious finding of two sites, only 20 kilometers apart,
differing substantially in ceramic styles and technology, is supported
by other differences in their cultural remains.
differences in the burial ritual are apparent.

For example,
Ban Na Di mortuary

phase 1 graves frequently include forelimbs of cattle and occasionally
pig.

A similar practice was found at Non Nok Tha, but at Ban Chiang no

complete articulating ungulate limbs were found as part of a grave
assemblage (Kijngam 1979:73).
Another difference in the burial ritual can be seen in the suites
of the accompanying ceramic vessels.

At Ban Chiang, Middle Period

sherd sheets characteristically include several representatives of
individual types.

For example BCES B.40 included seven white carinated
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pots and two incised and painted carinated vessels.

At Ban Na Di,

Vincent (1984b:667) observes the opposite: "... the general tendency
was to use a variety of vessel forms rather than multiple examples of
the same form." Other differences between remains from the two sites
include a higher frequency of stone bangles and shell artifacts at Ban
Na Di. In particular the trochus shell bracelets apparently of marine
origin were not excavated at Ban Chiang.
Although some of the differences between Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di
might be a product of sampling error, major distinctions in burial
ritual and ceramic technology for comparable time periods indicate more
significant underlying cultural differences.

Vincent’s study in

particular suggests that prehistoric ceramic technology on the Khorat
Plateau was extremely diverse.

A number of distinct ceramic spheres

are emerging, and Ban Na Di pottery may have greater similarity with
ceramics to the south in some parts of the Khorat Basin than with
ceramics from Ban Chiang and related sites in the Sakon Nakon Basin.
What exactly this diversity means in terms of cultural processes (e.g.
are ethnic differences involved?)

is an intriguing question that will

undoubtedly be an important topic for regional specialists in
forthcoming research.

The major relevance of this discussion of the

distinctions between the two sites to our topic of comparing the
chronologies of Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di is to help explain why this is
not as straightforward a task as one might have hoped.
With this background we will now turn to the identification of
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ceramic correspondances between Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di. Due to the
problem of substantial dissimilarity between ceramic styles of the two
sites, we will not present ceramic correlations in chronological order,
but rather we will begin with correspondances between the two sites
that are clear and proceed to those that are less clear.

In order to

facilitate the discussion, we will occasionally refer to data from Ban
Chiang that could not be fully presented in this thesis but will be
more fully presented in a future site report.

We will begin our

comparison with the later portions of Ban Na Di's mortuary phase 1
which produced vessels similar to ones found in Middle Period VII
contexts at Ban Chiang.

MP VII Pottery at Ban Na Di

As far as can be judged from the drawings of ceramic vessel types.,
Form 6 represents the major type from Ban Na Di with indisputable
duplicates in the Ban Chiang assemblage.

This form, which the Ban Na

Di excavators refer to as "Om Kaeo", is a carinated vessel whose upper
body bears incised wavy bands infilled with red paint (Fig. 17). Three
examples were found at Ban Na Di; one burial and one feature from
subphase 1c cut from lower level 6 (grave 18 and F6 level 1), and one
subphase lb burial cut from upper level 7 (grave 21). Lacking access to
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the ceramic data from Ban Chiang, Higham and Kijngam (1984:298)
incorrectly state in the typology that the style was found in "early
period d" at Ban Chiang. Actually the two major examples from BCES are
clearly from MP VII contexts: the scatter of sherds and burials refered
to by the Ban Chiang excavators as the "D7 scatter", and feature 24 of
layer 20 in square D4. One other Ban Na Di pot, form 7, an undecorated
carinated vessel found in burial 35 from phase lc, appears comparable
to some of the variants of white carinated pots (pt-12) from Ban Chiang
MP VII.

F ig .

17.

E x a m p le of B a n N a D i f o r m 6 f r o m th e
B a n C h ia n g D 7 s c a t t e r .
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The discussion of the rim sherds (Wichakana 1984) supports the
comparison of upper level 7 and level 6 with MP VII at Ban Chiang. Rim
types US 26 and 41 from these levels are clearly paralleled in MP VII,
and US 27, 28, 42 and 43 appear comparable to Ban Chiang MP VII types
as well.

The distribution of these rim types across the level 7-6

boundary (which is used to separate subphases lb and lc) presumably is
one of the bases for the excavators' suggestion that this soil
distinction may not be culturally significant (Higham and Kijngam
1984:415). Thus several aspects of the ceramic assemblage from Ban Na
Di upper level 7 and lower level 6 have indisputable parallels with Ban
Chiang MP VII.

Comment on the Use of the Phrase "Om Kaeo Pottery"

Before continuing with the discussion of crossdating, some
clarification is in order of the use of the phrase "Om Kaeo" which has
considerable prominence in the Ban Na Di site report.

The excavators

of this site use this phrase in various, and ultimately problematical,
ways.

The term is used to indicate a style of decoration, a ceramic

ware, a ceramic fabric, a ceramic horizon, and a stage of cultural and
technological complexity.

It would be convenient if a single ceramic

type could be all these things.

However, the reality is considerably
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more complex.
One problem lies in what the Ban Na Di excavators ceramically
identify as Om Kaeo. The phrase is often used as a stylistic term to
refer to any pottery with incised and painted designs, (hereafter
referred to as "i/p” pottery).

Vessel form 6 discussed above, with

corresponding rim type US 26, is the major example at Ban Na Di.
Incised and painted decoration is probably the most widely understood
meaning for Om Kaeo by regional specialists.

In some places the Ban Na

Di excavators extend the term to include pottery fragments that are
"suspected" to have this type of decoration (Wichakana 1984b:257). In
the technological report, Vincent uses the term "Om Kaeo" as a ware
category which includes vessels made from his fabrics 6 and 9. Some of
the vessels listed have no painting or incising at all, but do have
applique (Vincent 1984b:663). Thus there is some confusion as to what
pottery actually is to be included under the rubric "Om Kaeo", whether
it is best defined in terms of a style of decoration or morphology, or
in technological terms as a ceramic ware.
Inconsistency is also evident in the chronological meaning
assigned to "Om Kaeo" pottery and its use in crossdating.

The Ban Na

Di excavators usually imply that the term "Om Kaeo" indicates a single
discrete temporal entity which they claim is widely recognized by area
specialists.

Yet where the Om Kaeo period begins and ends is a subject

of considerable confusion in the site report.

For example, in the

pottery typology, the major variety of i/p pottery, form 6, is
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correlated with "early period d" (i.e. EP V) (Higham and Kijngam
1984:298). But elsewhere the burials bearing form 6 are identified as
coming from subphases lb and lc which are correlated with the Middle
Period (Higham and Kijngam 1984:704).
Although the Ban Na Di excavators occasionally refer to i/p pots
from the Early Period at Ban Chiang (e.g. Vincent 1984b:665), the
predominant view in the Ban Na Di site report is that i/p "Om Kaeo"
pottery is an indicator of the Middle Period at Ban Chiang (e.g. Higham
and Kijngam 1984:707; Wichakana 1984b:259). This view seems to
disregard several statements in the Ban Chiang catalogue (White 1982).
On pages 24, 29, and 64 of the catalogue, it was pointed out that the
i/p decorative technique first appears in the Early Period and examples
are dated in the 2nd millennium B.C. Moreover early (now assigned to EP
V) and late (now assigned to MP VII) variants of i/p pottery were
discussed clearly indicating that "Om Kaeo" pottery was not a
monolithic stylistic event.
The stress on "Om Kaeo" pottery seems to derive from its purported
appearance with important new items in the prehistoric culture.

Thus

Ban Na Di excavators indicate in several places (e.g. Higham and
Kijngam 1984:707; Wichakana 1984b:259) that the appearance of "Om Kaeo"
pottery is a defining characteristic of the Middle Period along with
iron and water buffalo.

This construction misrepresents the

information in White (1982) since, as already pointed out, some
varieties of i/p pots were identified as deriving from the Early
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Period. Nowhere in that volume was it claimed that iron came from the
Early Period (contrary to Higham and Kijngam's statement 1984:298). In
fact, the temporal conjunction of iron, water buffalo and an "Om Kaeo
phase" more accurately represents the Ban Na Di excavators'
preconceived opinions since it was actually Higham and Kijngam (1979)
who originally proposed the idea in their faunal report which first
documented the stratigraphic placement of water buffalo bones.
In sum tha disregard by the Ban Na Di excavators of the evidence
for stylistic diversity and temporal depth of incised and painted
ceramics was probably the cause of some of the confusion in the
discussion of ceramic correlations between Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang. In
this study it has been argued that at Ban Chiang, i/p designs were
found in not one, but three phases spanning perhaps as long as 1000
years.

This brings up the question of whether the imprecise term "Om

Kaeo" has any continued usefulness as a temporal or typological
indicator in northeast Thai prehistory.

A brief review of the history

of the term will hopefully clarify its place (or as we will argue, lack
of place) in ceramic parlance of northeast Thai sites.
In 1972 and 1973 Silpakorn and Thammasat Universities conducted
excavations at a village called Ban Om Kaeo located about 1 kilometer
from Ban Chiang (Pitiphat and Kanchanakhom 1974). There they found some
globular cordmarked vessels with incised and painted designs on the
shoulders.

When Ban Chiang was excavated in 1974, the Ban Chiang

excavators initially thought that all vessels with incised and painted
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designs on the shoulder were from a single phase (OP IV) which they
"almost" designated the "Om Kaeo Phase" (Gorman and Charoenwongsa
1976:21). This was, of course, before most of the Ban Chiang pots were
put together and the variety of vessel shapes and designs became
evident.

The unpublished Aarhus paper (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1978)

also used the phrase "Om Kaeo Phase." When Higham and Kijngam published
their analysis of the faunal remains from Ban Chiang (1979), they
utilized the phrase "Om Kaeo phase" which was equated with "period 3"
(p. 225).
What do the vessels with incised and painted designs actually
recovered from Ban Om Kaeo look like?

None of the examples pictured in

Pitiphat and Kanchanakhom (1974) are carinated forms now considered
most characteristic of MP VII (pt-15, Fig. lib) from Ban Chiang 1
kilometer away.

None look like the i/p carinated vessels found in Ban

Na Di burials (form 6). Instead the forms and decorations of vessels
from Ban Om Kaeo appear closest to those of MP VI, and perhaps to some
EP V types.

Of the two i/p vessels illustrated, one (photo 11 in

Pitiphat and Kanchanakhom 1974) had delicate incising and painting

in a

motif seemingly identical to MP VI pt-11 (Fig. 10b) but on a
medium-sized rather than a large globular cordmarked pot.

The other

i/p vessel (photo 15) appears most similar to Ban Chiang globular i/p
vessels from EP V such as one from a ceramic feature cut within the
Lower Grey (BCES 2701 from D5/D6 feature 9 of layer 21). Ironically,
therefore, of the three temporally distinct variants observable at Ban
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Chiang the i/p vessels recovered from Ban Om Kaeo bear more resemblance
to earlier, less well known i/p variants than to the later, more
reknowned so-called "Om Kaeo" variants from MP VII.
It has become increasingly clear that designs employing incising
and painting do not represent a single temporally delimited style.
Incised and painted vessels probably do not all have the same fabric,
nor do i/p vessels appear in all Sakon Nakon basin site sequences
simultaneously.

Incising and painting can best be considered at this

point decorative techniques used in various ways over a substantial
period of time, with site to site variability in appearance and
expression.

Some specific design variants in combination with specific

forms, such as the large delicately incised vessels (pt-11) of MP VI,
or Ban Na Di form 6, may turn out to be usable as diagnostic temporal
indicators useful in crossdating, but i/p vessels as a general category
are not useable as such.

Lumping all vessels which have incised and

painted designs into a single ceramic category called "Om Kaeo" has
unfortunately caused considerable confusion in discussions of ceramic
crossdating in the area.

The term has become so broadly and

imprecisely applied that it has lost any meaningfulness and it ought to
be retired from usage by area specialists.
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Other Affinities between Ban Na Di Mortuary Phase 1
and the Middle Period at Ban Chiang

If the second half of Ban Na Di’s mortuary phase 1 (upper lb and
lc) crossdates with Ban Chiang*s MP VII as it appears to do, how does
the first half (la and lower lb) crossdate?

Without full knowledge of

the Ban Chiang phase structure, the Ban Na Di excavators tried to
relate the first half of their mortuary phase 1 to the final phase of
the Early Period (EP V but they call it either EP 4 or EP d).

In view

of the full phase chronology for Ban Chiang it will be argued here that
mortuary phase 1 from the first subphase at Ban Na Di shows affinities
with the Ban Chiang Middle Period.
The ceramic types preceding the appearance of MP VII types at Ban
Na Di differ in many respects from the pre-MP VII types at Ban Chiang.
At Ban Na Di the MP VII types appear in the sequence without the
typological antecedents that were found at Ban Chiang, in particular
the large, whitish i/p vessels (MP VI pt-11). This type might be
considered a precursor to both the incised and painted carinated form
(pt-15) and the white, sharply carinated form (pt-12) characteristic of
MP VII. When MP VII vessels do come into the Ban Na Di burial sequence,
they appear in only a few graves which include other forms that
appeared earlier in the sequence including the appliqued and pedestaled
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forms so distinctive of Ban Na Di. Thus when the Middle Period VII
ceramics appear in the Ban Na Di burial sequence, they neither evolve
out of nor replace previous styles, but are added as new and not very
common styles to an ongoing tradition.
Even though there are significant differences in the ceramic
vessel types in the first half of Ban Na Di mortuary phase 1 and Ban
Chiang MP VI, the mortuary tradition evident from the base of Ban Na Di
phase 1 includes a number of attributes in common with the Ban Chiang
Middle Period. One of the most striking points of comparison concerns
certain aspects of the burial ritual.

There seem to be similarities,

for example, in how the bodies were placed in relation to each other.
The Ban Na Di excavators observe in all three subphases that many
bodies were clearly placed over or into preceding interments, in effect
putting successive bodies into the same grave.

The burial

illustrations show several areas of somewhat jumbled bodies and
sherds.

A similar situation appears to be the case at Ban Chiang

during the Middle Period. Many of the scatter burials of the Middle
Period seem comprised of multiple, probably successive interments.
Although MP VII graves exhibit this pattern most clearly and
consistently, the practice first appears in MP VI. On the other hand
not all aspects of the burial style are identical between the two
sites.

Ban Na Di, as already noted, has notably greater incidence of

interred large animal remains.
Despite the differences in pottery types between MP VI and the
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first half of Ban Na Di's mortuary phase 1, other artifact classes
before and during the occurrence of MP VII ceramics at Ban Na Di point
to affinities with the Middle Period at Ban Chiang. Flanged bangles
were found in all three subphases of phase 1 at Ban Na Di. The two
comparable examples from Ban Chiang, one bronze and one calcite, came
from MP VII BCES B.40. Figurines were found in each Ban Na Di
subphase.

At Ban Chiang they were only associated with Middle and Late

Period burials.

Ban Na Di Subphase la and the Ban Chiang Sequence

We have noted several general points of comparison between the
three subphases of Ban Na Di mortuary phase 1 and the Ban Chiang Middle
Period as well as the clear correspondence between late subphase lb and
subphase lc with Ban Chiang MP VII. We will now focus our attention on
the base of mortuary phase 1 (subphase la) to attempt to better specify
its relationship to the Ban Chiang sequence.

This is a key issue since

the Ban Na Di excavators correlate la with EP V (in their system EP 4
or d), and it will be argued here that it has affinities with the early
Middle Period at Ban Chiang.
Subphase la burials at Ban Na Di seem to show certain distinctions
from subphases lb and lc, most obviously in the much smaller inventory
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of ceramic types listed for subphase la. Subphases lb and lc have 14
and 16 pot forms listed respectively, ten of which are shared between
the two subphases (Higham and Kijngam 1984:418-420). Only three pot
forms are listed for subphase la burials.

These forms do continue into

lb, thus indicating an overall continuity in ceramic types, even as new
forms appear in the sequence.
Of the three pot forms in the la burials the most common was
variant "a" of form 1. Form 1 comprises spherical cordmarked vessels
with widths between 15 and 25 cm, a restricted orifice, and everted
rim.

Variant a, which was differentiated in a multivariate analysis,

is distinguished by relatively tall and pronounced rims.

Form la

vessels were found primarily in subphase la, with two examples in lb
and an anomalous example from lc.
As a general morphological class, the spherical cordmarked pot is
probably the most common form of pot in prehistoric Southeast Asian
assemblages and hence difficult to employ in crossdating.

At Ban

Chiang medium-sized globular cordmarked pots with everted rims are
found in most phases.

Unfortunately we do not have statistics for Ban

Chiang round-based pots comparable to those for Ban Na Di pots with
which to determine which Ban Chiang phase has vessels closest in size
and proportions to form la. However, such statistics may not be
meaningful given the above discussed differences in the ceramic
traditions of the two sites.

One can observe, however, that during EP

V medium-sized cordmarked pots are particularly characteristic and seem
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to be virtually the only shape of pot placed in graves.

Hence one

might suggest a parallel between the subphase la at Ban Na Di and Ban
Chiang EP V as do Higham and Kijngam (1984:703) based on the
predominance of medium-sized globular cordmarked pots in the grave
assemblages.

However, some characteristics of la burials argue against

a direct correlation.
Let us first review the nature of the transition from EP V to MP
VI at Ban Chiang.The evidence for this transition
and BCES locales.

differs at the BC

The readerwill recall that an important basis for

the distinction between Early Period and Middle Period graves was the
soil transition between the Lower Grey and the Lower Middle Red at
BCES. Graves associated with large whitish shattered pots appeared at
and above this interface.

At least some graves with globular

cordmarked pots with everted rims (group F, pt-10) were clearly cut
from below that interface.

At the interface, however, lay Early Period

style graves from

group F andMiddle Period graves of group G. At BC

there was no soil

distinction separating any group F burials to

indesputably indicate that they were earlier than Middle Period
burials.

All graves with group F (pt-10) and group G (pt-11 and pt-14)

vessel types derived from the Soft Red Stratum.
The approach used in this study assigned burials initially into
Periods based primarily on grave style.

Then within each Period,

burials were assigned to phases based on pottery type.

Thus all simple

supine graves associated with a pt-10 vessel would be assigned to EP V
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even if it came from a depth or stratum that also included graves
assigned to other phases.

The underlying supposition is that in areas

where soil build-up was slow graves from different time periods could
appear to be cut from the same surface.

The BCES burial sequence,

however, gives stratigraphic evidence that graves with pt-10 vessels
preceded the appearance of graves with pt-11 and pt-14 vessels.

For

example, in BCES sequence D, EP V B.33 is clearly cut from within the
Lower Grey, and it also is overlain by MP VI B.21 at the base of the
Lower Red. The stratigraphic evidence is not as clear at BC.
The system of classification of burials used here does not
abrogate the possibility that a transitional time period existed when
graves classified as EP V and graves classified as MP VI coexisted.
Such a transitional period might be represented at the interface of the
Lower Grey and the Lower Middle Red at BCES, and/or in the Soft Red at
BC. In fact, the Lower Grey/Lower Middle Red interface may represent a
hiatus in the use of the BCES locale as a cemetery, during which many
of the graves in the BC Soft Red might have been deposited.

The

imprecise state of our archaeological evidence at this point precludes
offering this interpretation as more than speculation.
Even if some of the EP V graves and early Middle Period graves are
contemporary, the BCES evidence demonstrates the existence of a
preceding period of supine graves with pt-10 pots and these should be
considered the "core'* EP V graves.

In the discussion which follows,

therefore, reference to EP V will imply the evidence from BCES unless
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otherwise noted.
Turning to Ban Na Bi, some differences between Ban Na Di la graves
and Ban Chiang EP V graves are apparent when we look at the full
ceramic inventory for the phases.

Ban Na Di subphase la ceramics show

greater formal variety than those of Ban Chiang EP V. In addition to
the globular cordmarked pots, subphase la also has two ether forms, a
pedestalled bowl (form 14a) and large cordmarked pots with everted rims
(form 3). Neither of these two forms are duplicated at Ban Chiang.
However a few tall pedestals from Ban Chiang (usually fragmentary)
which might be broadly related to the Ban Na Di forms appear in Middle
Period contexts.

There are no large cordmarked pots from EP V contests

comparable to Ban Na Di form 3. Large cordmarked pots do appear in MP
VI contexts (pt-14). Forms 3 and 14a were not late additions to Ban Na
Di subphase la. Rims for both form 14a and form 3 were found in the
occupation deposit beneath subphase la (level 8) and hence predate that
phase.

Therefore affinities to the Middle Period at Ban Chiang may

begin from the base of Ban Na Di.
Other similarities between Ban Na Di subphase la and the Middle
Period at Ban Chiang have already been noted.

Two of the phase la

burials had flanged stone bangles and five la burials had a total of 21
clay figurines.

At Ban Chiang both these items seem to appear in the

burial sequence during the Middle Period. No EP V burials had
associated figurines.

At BCES only one likely figurine fragment was

excavated from the Lower Grey Stratum.
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Another point of comparison is in the burial ritual.

Some la

burials at Ban Na Di which appear to be single discrete interments with
a pot or two at the head or foot are reminiscent of many Early Period
burials at Ban Chiang. However, at least some Ban Na Di la burials were
multiple successive interments, e.g.

40, 45, and 46. At BCES where the

stratigraphic distinction between the Early Period and Middle Period is
the clearest, this style of burial seems to appear after the Lower Red
Stratum begins to accumulate.

Those EP V burials which are

indisputably cut from within the Lower Grey at BCES, e.g.

B.33 and

B.59, are invariably single interments with a very simple set of grave
goods- usually a single medium-sized globular pot.
To summarize, Ban Na Di subphase la seems to show a mix of Ban
Chiang Early and Middle Period traits: medium-sized globular cordmarked
pots predominate, but other forms with possible Middle Period
affinities are found as well.
multiple interments.

There are some simple graves, but some

Figurines and flanged bangles may point to a

Middle Period affiliation.

Taken as a group, the la graves are more

complex in terms of range and variety of grave goods and burial ritual
than the "core" EP V graves at Ban Chiang.
A similar mixture of Early and Middle Period traits is evident in
those contexts at Ban Chiang discussed above that seem to be
transitional between the two periods: the interface of the Lower Grey
and Lower Middle Red Strata at BCES, and possibly the Soft Red Stratum
at BC. In particular, there are cases at Ban Chiang where MP VI i/p
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pots (pt-11) seem part of a multiple grave complex including burials
associated with globular cordmarked vessels.

Such is the situation

with BC Square C3 layer 7. Several adjacent and intercutting burials
(4, 5, 17, in sequence S and others) appear sequentially interred
resulting in a jumbled spread of sherds and bones very similar in
appearance to Ban Na Di multiple interments.

The complex includes a

sherd scatter comprised of MP VI sherds, but some skeletons were
clearly associated with medium-sized globular cordmarked pots.
Thus the earliest manifestations of the Middle Period at Ban
Chiang showed some continuity of burial and ceramic styles from the
preceding phase.

The globular cordmarked pot continues from Early

Period V where it is generally the only style of vessel in the grave,
into the Middle Period where other forms are added to the grave
inventory.

Some interments are discrete, others multiple.

The mixed

character of both Ban Na Di subphase la and the earliest manifestations
of the Middle Period at Ban Chiang suggest that the closest parallel
for the base of Ban Na Di mortuary phase la is the transition to the
Middle Period at Ban Chiang.

Level 8 at Ban Na Di

The basal cultural deposit from the Ban Na Di excavations, level
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8, shows little evidence of extending significantly beyond mortuary
phase 1. The excavators did not assign any burials to this level, but
the rim sherds show strong continuity with subphase la. Only 48 rim
sherds were recovered from level 8, but the most common and
characteristic rim sherds of level 8 seem to match those from vessel
shapes from the early part of the first mortuary phase (Wichakana
1984b). The most common level 8 rim (US 18) corresponds to pedestailed
vessel form 14a. A second relatively common rim (US 20) apparently
corresponds to form 3, which are large cordmarked vessels.

The other

rim shapes, some of which are represented by a single specimen, do not
unequivocally correspond to whole burial vessels.

The high

correspondance between level 8 rim sherds and burial subphase la vessel
types accords with the excavators' conclusion (Higham and Kijngam
1984:435) that mortuary deposits began soon after the mound was
settled.
To summarize, the Ban Na Di excavators see cultural continuity
from the base of the deposit in level 8 through level 6. They argue
that the base of the deposit into level 7 corresponds with the last
phase of the Early Period at Ban Chiang, and the top of level 7 and
level 6 corresponds with the Middle Period. While we agree with the Ban
Na Di excavators that upper level 7 and lower level 6 show clear
correspondance with the Middle Period phase VII, the author sees
affinities between the burials from the base of level 7 with the
earliest manifestations of the Middle Period at Ban Chiang. By
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extention, if level 8 represents only a brief occupation deposit
culturally contiguous with the early burials, that level may possibly
lie at the transition to the Middle Period range as well.
On the other hand, as discussed above, the earliest manifestations
of the Middle Period at Ban Chiang occur at levels which still show
evidence of the Early Period. Thus it is difficult to draw a clear line
between the two phases at Ban Chiang particularly at BC. A similar
mixture of Early and Middle Period characteristics is evident in the
earliest mortuary subphase at Ban Na Di. It thus may be that some of
the earliest remains at Ban Na Di in some technical sense extend into
the Early Period. Therefore, although the best interpretation of the
evidence would seem to emphasize the similarities between the early
portions of the Ban Na Di sequence and the early portions of the Middle
Period at Ban Chiang, the possibility that the Ban Na Di sequence might
extend partially into the Early Period cannot be ruled out.

Middle Period VIII and the Transition to the Late Period

The data from Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di for the end of the Middle
Period and the Late Period have important qualitative differences.
Above Ban Na Di mortuary phase 1 which derives from lower level 6, no
burials are found until level 4. The infant burial jars found in level
4 (mortuary phase 2) have no counterparts in Ban Chiang burials.
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No

Late Period infants were excavated at Ban Chiang. The adult burials in
levels 3 and 4 at Ban Na Di have no associated pottery.

Therefore the

major basis of comparison between Ban Chiang MP VIII and the LP and Ban
Na Di are rim sherds.
At Ban Na Di, the excavators see an abrupt change in ceramics at
the level 6/5 interface which they equate with the transition between
the Middle and Late Periods. Below this interface, no burials from
terminal mortuary phase 1 (subphase lc cut from basal level 6)
contained vessels equivalent to types characteristic of Ban Chiang MP
VIII (e.g. "carobel" pots, pt-13). Nor can the thick red rims
charateristic of MP VIII be clearly identified from level 6 rim types
(Wichakana 1984b). Thus there is no evidence to state that mortuary
phase 1 extends beyond MP VII. There is no evidence at Ban Na Di for
burial or habitation deposits that can be crossdated with MP VIII from
Ban Chiang.
The absence from Ban Na Di of carobel pots and their
characteristic rims could mean a number of things.

It could mean that

Ban Na Di was abandoned during MP VIII, which may have been very brief
since only one or two burials have that type of pottery at Ban Chiang.
It could also mean that Ban Na Di was not a trading partner or
affiliated with a village producing that style and that other styles
were prevalent at Ban Na Di for the time period equivalent to MP VIII
at Ban Chiang. Whatever the reason, we at present have no basis for
identifying a portion of the Ban Na Di ceramic sequence as equivalent
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to MP VIII at Ban Chiang.

If the Late Period begins at the base of level 5 at Ban Na Di, and
the burials cut from the base of level 6 equate with MP VII at Ban
Chiang, and there is no MP VIII at Ban Na Di, what produced the buildup
of the remainder of level 6 overlying the phase lc burials and
underlying level 5? According to Wichakana (1984b:260), rim sherds
comparable to MP VII types (which he terms "0m Kaeo") continue to occur
in the upper portions of level 7 through level 6. However, there is
reason to question that all of level 6 is really comparable to Middle
Period VII.
Some of the evidence presented for Ban Na Di indicates that the
changes which occurred beginning with level 5 were not as abrupt as
implied in the Ban Na Di site report.

Higham and Kijngam state that

the changes were brought about by an "influx of aliens, leading to an
abandonment of long established villages" (1984:702). They also state
(1984:704) that the "overriding distinction between levels 5 and 6 was
the abandonment of the cemetery".

However, the stratigraphic evidence

indicates that the cemetery was abandoned well before the beginning of
level 5. If we accept the proposed chronology (Higham and Kijngam
1984:32, 292), then after the cemetery was abandoned c.

400 B.C., the

site was inhabited for another 300 years by the same culture.

By this

reckoning, it seems unlikely that the cemetery was abandoned in
response to an "influx of aliens".

One would surmise that if a

cemetery was abandoned in response to population intrusion the village
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would be moved as well.

Thus if the culture producing subphase lc

burials did continue to inhabit Ban Na Di after the cemetery was
abandoned, presumably they moved their cemetery for some reason other
than intrusion of foreign peoples.
Although the Ban Na Di excavators argue for a rather sudden change
in ceramics with the base of level 5, the ceramic data is also
suggestive of some change prior to level 5. Wichakana (1984b:260) notes
"the replacement of older by a new range of rim types" at that
interface.

Yet examination of Wichakanafs data reveals that while 54

new types are listed for level 5, 31 out of 57 types listed for level 6
continue into level 5 including types with red-painted designs.

He

also notes that MP VII types seem to decline sharply in the upper part
of level 6 (ibid.). In the technological study, Vincent (1984b:679)
extrapolated that the temper type most common in level 5, termed "bleb"
temper, comprised nearly 11% of level 6 sherds.

Presumably the

percentage of bleb temper in the upper third of level 6 is considerably
higher.

Thus both the rim sherd study and the technological study note

substantial presence of ceramic types found in level 5 also found in
level 6. Vincent argues (1984b:680) that the bleb-tempered sherds found
below level 5 "can be satisfactorily explained as the result of
post-depositional relocation".

Since down cut features such as

postholes were identified and presumably removed prior to the
excavation of the general soil matrix (Higham and Kijngam 1984:25), 11%
downward migration seems high, especially considering that this
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percentage would likely be considerably higher in the upper third or so
of level 6. While downward displacement of these sherds cannot be ruled
out, it is also possible that, as with the 7/6 soil interface, the 6/5
soil boundary may not coincide with the cultural transition in
question.
Some (albeit weak) support for the proposal that ceramic changes
most evident in level 5 may have begun in level 6 also comes from the
site of Ban Muang Phruk. Wichakana (1984b:262) found that twenty out of
50 rim types present in basal Ban Muang Phruk (levels 4 and 5) were
present in Ban Na Di levels 3-6. Since none were Middle Period
varieties or shapes from Ban Na Di mortuary phase 1, we may assume that
Ban Muang Phruk was inhabited after Middle Period VII. Wichakana
(1984:263) concludes that level 5 at Ban Na Di, the settlement of Ban
Muang Phruk and the start of the Late Period at Ban Chiang were
related.

However, at least two of the 20 rim types were found only in

Ban Na Di level 6 and not in overlying levels.

Five other types first

appear in level 6. The presence of Ban Muang Phruk rim types in level
6, and some only in level 6, at Ban Na Di supports the possibility that
the processes responsible for the settlement of Ban Muang Phruk may
have affected Ban Na Di during the later buildup of level 6.
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Ban Na Di and Late Period Ceramics

The major evidence for the occurrence of a transition at Ban Na Di
by level 5 if not before are changes in the ceramic styles and
technology.

Rim forms change and the use of red paint increases.

Rim

sherds painted with red curvilinear designs such as US 54, 107, and 143
seem to be related to LP IX styles at Ban Chiang. It appears from the
histogram of rim type frequencies (Wichakana 1984b:286-7) that this
style of painting was a fairly minor component of the Ban Na Di rim
sherd assemblage.

In addition the intricate painting style does not

seem, based on the author’s experience with the Ban Chiang collection
to be used on the same range of rim shapes at Ban Na Di as at Ban
Chiang. Rims comparable in shape and surface treatment to Ban Chiang LP
X burial pottery (e.g. the broad flaring red rims) are not clearly
represented at Ban Na Di. The increasing use of red paint noted from
Ban Na Di is found primarily along the rim and rim interior (Wichakana
1984:260) and not so much in intricate designs as in Ban Chiang’s LP IX
vessels, or as a general exterior surface treatment as in LP X
vessels.

The poor representation of rims corresponding to Ban Chiang

LP IX and X vessels at Ban Na Di might be attributable to functional
and not necessarily cultural differences if burial pottery and everyday
vessels had mutually exclusive forms and decorative treatments.
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However, technological studies suggest that the different ceramic
technologies may have been employed at the two sites.
Changes in ceramic technology are evident by level 5, but one of
the problems of a site report which includes several independent
substudies is that the separate discussions do not always use the same
terminology or categorizations.
changes are offered.

Hence two discussions of the temper

In the study of rims, Wichakana (1984b:289) found

increases in several temper "groups”: 13, 15a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and
18. The various subtypes of group 15, which are particularly
characteristic during level 5, always incorporate grog of varying
colors with "a consistently highly angular outline".

The subgroups

have sand and chaff in varying amounts.
In his technological study, Vincent (1984b) discusses a highly
distinctive type of grog temper he termed "bleb" temper for ceramics
coming mostly from levels 5 and 4. The morphology of this grog is
described as "xenoblastic... (with) arcuate and corrugated faces (the
latter due to rice husk impressions)" (Vincent 1984b:670). Presumably
this grog type is equivalent to some subgroups of Wichakana's temper
group 15. Vincent equates this temper with the fired, crushed, and
sieved balls of clay and rice husks that are commonly used as grog
today by many potters of northeast Thailand. Vincent (1984b:680) notes
that bleb temper has a high correlation with red slipped or painted
pottery, close to 80%. Thus he suggests that bleb temper may be a
component of the Late Period ceramic technology at Ban Chiang.
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The technological information on Ban Chiang ceramics is not
strictly comparable to that available from Ban Na Di. We have
technological information on only four Late Period vessels, but the
pilot study (McGovern et al.

1985) did suggest considerable difference

between the MP VII and the Late Period vessels included in the study.
Since no MP VIII vessels were included in the study no comment on
transitional stages can be offered.

However, for the four Late Period

specimens, Dr. William Vernon who conducted the thin section analysis
for the MASCA study found no grog fragments resembling the "blebs”
described at Ban Na Di (personal communication),

Vernon noted that

there was little if any obvious plant material associated with the grog
fragments.

Any plant remains were found within the clay matrix.

Therefore, contrary to the proposal of the Ban Na Di excavators (e.g.
Vincent 1984b:69Q), preliminary indications are that the Ban Chiang
Late Period pottery probably may not belong to the same ceramic
tradition as that found in Ban Na Di levels 4 and 5. This can only be a
tentative conclusion since the samples at the two sites are not
equivalent.
Even though the Ban Na Di ceramic tradition for levels 3-5 may not
be identical to the Ban Chiang tradition, there is evidence to support
their general contemporaneity.

In addition to the increased use of red

paint, the occurrence of iron increased in level 5, and even a piece of
iron slag was noted.

Blue glass beads were found in an infant burial

in level 4, and orange glass beads were found mostly in level 3. Seven
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carved clay rollers (called "seals” in the Ban Na Di report, Higham and
Kijngam 1984:148) were found principally in levels 4 and 3.
In general these developments in material culture discussed for
levels 5, 4, and 3 atBan Na Di appear broadly compatible with the Late
Period at Ban Chiang. In Late Period graves were found red painted
pottery, increased presence of iron, glass beads, and rollers (White
1982). Red beads and rollers were mostly found in LP X graves, but were
also found in at least one LP IX grave.

At Ban Na Di rollers and glass

beads came mostly from levels 4 and 3. Therefore, in a general sense
Ban Na Di level 5 and possibly part of level 4 might correspond with LP
IX, and levels 4 and 3 might correspond with LP X. These are, however,
only suggested since the data from the two sites are not strictly
comparable.

Summary of the Relationship between the Relative
Chronologies of Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di

In Table 8 are presented the author's proposed correlations
between Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di contrasted with those of the Ban Na Di
excavators.
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Table 8: Proposed Sequence Correlations between Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di

Ban Chiang
White's phases

LP X

Ban Na Di
Levels

mortuary

Higham and

phases

Kijngam's phases

level 3
level 4

LP IX

Ban Chiang

LP

level 5

level 6

MP

MP VII
level 7
MP VI

EP 4
level 8

EP V

We have argued in the above comparison of the relative
chronologies of Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di that the sequences of the two
sites overlap substantially from the Middle Period through the Late
Period. We have no specific disagreement with a general correlation
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between the Late Period at Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di's levels 5-3,
although these deposits may extend into level 6. There is no clear
parallel for MP VIII at Ban Na Di. Deposits at Ban Na Di comparable to
Ban Chiang MP VII extend from level 6 into level 7 and include mortuary
phases lc and at least part of lb. Although the Ban Na Di excavators
posited that most of level 7 including mortuary phases la and some of
lb plus level 8 equate with the end of the Early Period, we have
proposed that this part of the sequence has affinities in terms of
grave styles and some artifact traits with the early Middle Period at
Ban Chiang. We would not, however, rule out the possibility that Level
8 and some of the

simpler burials in subphase la may extendinto EP V.

Ban Na Di and Ban

Chiang; Comparison of the Absolute

Chronologies

With the above proposed correlation between the relative sequences
of Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di. we can now address the issue of absolute
dating.

Does the proposed dating for the Ban Chiang sequence "work" in

that the results were replicated at another site?

Setting aside for

the time being the different philosophical approaches to thetopic,
can use Ban Na Di

we

to test the proposed Ban Chiang dating.

Unfortunately we cannot test the entire Ban Chiang sequence, but three
key areas in the Ban Chiang cultural sequence whose dating can be
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examined using the Ban Na Di chronology are the base of the Middle
Period, MP VII, and the Late Period. It should be noted that the dates
from Ban Na Di have been calibrated to the 67% confidence level to
conform with the discussion of the Ban Chiang dates.

Dating the Transition to the Middle Period

We have argued that deposits at Ban Na Di which equate with the
Middle Period begin at least during mortuary subphase la and possibly
as early as the base of the deposit, level 8. The excavators of Ban Na
Di propose a date range of 900-700 B.C. for subphase la which comprised
burials cut from lower level 7. There were no charcoal samples from
basal level 7 so that these dates were presumably estimated from
samples above and below the subphase.
Three dates from level 7 ostensibly above la contexts are in the
general range of 800-400 B.C. (Table 9). Two samples came from level 8
below subphase la: R9345/5 (1690-1230 B.C.) came from a "lens of
compacted charcoal-rich soil, interpreted as an in situ hearth...
located c.

30 cm above the natural substrate".

R9251/5 (1130-840

B.C.) was "collected from a charcoal-rich midden lens located
practically on the natural substrate" (Higham and Kijngam 1984:30). The
excavators interpreted these deposits as ground level and did not
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consider the possibility of subsurface hearths which might explain why
the younger date seems to be lower than the older date.

The specimens

came from the same square and hence could not have been very distant
from each other.

In some parts of their discussion, the Ban Na Di

excavators seem to down play the older date because they state (Higham
and Kijngam 1984:435) "The first (burial phase) commenced shortly after
the initial occupation", and "there is ... little doubt that early
burials there followed fairly soon after initial occupation".

If the

older date had been given full weight, level 8 would have represented
500-600 years occupation prior to mortuary phase 1 which hardly would
be considered brief.

The similarity of level 8 rim sherds with the

subphase la mortuary vessels supports the interpretation of a close
cultural connection between the initial occupation and the initial
burials.
If, as we have argued, subphase la burials and possibly level 8
are comparable to the transition to the Middle Period at Ban Chiang,
the dating at the two sites is quite congruent.

At Ban Chiang, the

most important date from the early part of the Middle Period was P-2634
(930-825 B.C.), a layer date from charcoal collected just above the
Lower Grey/Lower Middle Red interface in BCES. Two other dates may have
derived from early Middle Period contexts.

P-2455 (1115-875 B.C.) we

have argued was possibly cut down from the surface of the Lower Grey.
P-2240 (1675-1220 B.C.) was associated with BC B.20 in the Soft Red
which had possible ceramic affinities to MP VI. The latter date we
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discounted as a Middle Period date partly because the assignment of BC
B.20 to the Middle Period was debatable, and partly because the second
millennium date seemed early relative to P-2634 from the base of the
Lower Middle Red in BCES. However, the second millennium B.C. date from
Ban Na Di level 8 (R9345/5, 1690-1230 B.C.) suggests that perhaps the
acceptability of the B.20 date should be reconsidered.

One other date

of relevance comes from the site of Ban Tong. P-2723 (915-765 B.C.)
came from Ban Tong Burial 1 which was associated with a huge globular
pot with a painted and incised design on the rim and neck.

Although

there were no exact duplicates of this vessel at Ban Chiang we would
suggest an MP VI correlation for this burial.
On the basis of P-2723, P-2634 and P-2455 and the fact that dates
associated with EP V contexts were mostly in the second half of the
second millennium B.C., the beginning of the Ban Chiang Middle Period
was placed at 1000 B.C. This date accords quite well with the proposed
900 B.C. date for basal subphase la at Ban Na Di, and the second half
of the second millennium B.C. dates from level 8 of that site.

Dating Middle Period VII

The second key area we can examine in the Ban Chiang chronology is
the dating for MP VII. At Ban Chiang three dates were in association
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with MP VII material: P-2665 (795-585 B.C.) and P-2664 (420-380 B.C.)
were from around BCES B.19. Since B.19 was stratified over two other MP
VII burials, both these dates were considered potentially relevant to
MP VII even if displaced.

P-2450 (800-375 B.C.) came from a pit within

the BCES Lower Middle Red which yielded MP VI and MP VII ceramics.
From these three dates, MP VII was judged to span the the middle of the
first millennium B.C.
At Ban Na Di MP VII ceramics appeared during subphase lb in
burials cut from upper level 7 and continued into subphase lc, burials
cut from lower level 6. The suggested dates for these two phases are
700-500 B.C. for lb, and 500-400 B.C. for lc. Since MP VII rims begin
in upper level 7 and continue throughout level 6, Wichakana (1984b:260)
suggests dates of 600-100 B.C. for MP VII rim types (which are termed
"Om Kaeo"). Higham and Kijngam (1984:709) estimate the end of the
Middle Period at 300-100 B.C. How were the suggested dates for Middle
Period material in Ban Na Di levels 7 and 6 derived?

The relevant

dates include three from level 7, one from level 6- and two from level
5.
Beginning with the basal dates, R9251/4 (620-410 B.C.) came from a
bronze working furnace in level 7. This furnace seems to be the one
discussed on page 27 of Higham and Kijngam (1984) which was stratified
between Burial 28, a simple la burial with no associated pottery, and
Burial 12, a lb burial.
R9251/3 (590-400 B.C) came from a thick layer of charcoal sealing
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a pit in level 7. This feature was discussed on p.28 of Higham and
Kijngam (1984) as 80 cm deep, the lowest 20 cm packed with shellfish,
the upper level with dense charcoal.

It is described as stratified

over la Burial 34, and under lb Burial 14. The pottery vessels from
B.14 did not have MP VII or any other clear affinities with Ban Chiang
types.

The feature seems to be shown in the section drawing on p.39 of

Higham and Kijngam (1984). The interesting thing about this section is
that the charcoal is shown branching upward on one side for 30-40 cm.
One wonders if this branch of charcoal might be the remains of a flue
for a subsurface hearth.

If so, the feature may have derived from a

source higher than that suspected by the excavators.

From an

examination of the provenience information including the depths of
Burial 14 and this feature, the charcoal feature does not seem to be
deep enough to "underlay” B.14 (Higham and Kijngam 1984:28). Of course
it can be hazardous to speculate on a site without first hand
familiarity with the data, but the data as presented does leave room
for alternative interpretations.
R9345/6 (820-765 B.C.) at Ban Na Di came from a fire-hardened red
soil circular area with small charcoal fragments in spits 32 and 33 of
square A4, level 7. The feature was found in a square with a high
concentration of mortuary activity, but it was not listed as having any
direct stratigraphic relationship with any burials or identified as
belonging to a habitation surface which had a discernable stratigraphic
relationship to the burial subphases.

Extrapolating from the depths
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(spit 33 should be in the vicinity of 330 cm depth since the site was
dug in 10 cm layers within soil strata), one suspects this charcoal
feature is at least above the level of la burials.

(If so, perhaps 700

B.C. may be a bit late as a termination date for la).
600 B.C. does not seem an unreasonable estimate for the appearance
of MP VII pottery at Ban Na Di on the basis of the above dates.

The

question remains, however, is the appearance of MP VII ceramics at Ban
Na Di equivalent to their appearance at Ban Chiang? At Ban Na Di the
rather sudden appearance of form 6 vessels without antecedents in an
ongoing tradition and the anomalous fabric of some form 6 vessels
suggests that the type was traded in from outside Ban Na Di (Vincent
1984b:664). Thus it is possible that form 6 and other MP VII ceramics
may not have appeared at Ban Na Di from the beginning of their
manufacture in the area.

Many forms present in Ban Chiang MP VII were

not found at Ban Na Di. Some of these forms may have predated form 6.
Therefore, we would argue that the evidence from Ban Na Di is not
sufficient to dismiss the possibility that at Ban Chiang MP VII may
have begun earlier than 600 B.C.

Dating the find of the Middle Period and the Late Period

Turning to the upper date for MP VII style ceramics at Ban Na Di,
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level 6 produced only one date, R9251/2 (420-380 B.C.) from a posthole
in square A2 "cut from towards the base of level 6 into level 7"
(Higham and Kijngam 1984:31). Square A2 contained no burials cut from
level 6, and the excavators have interpreted the habitation remains in
this square as contemporary with the cemetery use of A4 and A3. This
date seems to be the basis for the 400 B.C. date indicated for the end
of subphase lc (cut from basal level 6). The upper portions of level 6
showed a continuation of MP VII rim types.

Since no other dates came

from level 6, level 5 dates were presumably the basis for estimating
the termination of level 6 and consequently MP ceramics at Ban Na Di.
Level 5 produced two dates both from bronze working furnaces.
R9251/1 (A.D. 25-225) is from the interface of levels 5 and 4. The
second date from level 5, R9345/3 (A.D. 325-560), seems to have been
discounted by the excavators since they propose a date range of 100
B.C.- A.D. 200 for level 5 (Higham and Kijngam 1984:32). One can see
therefore that the 100 B.C. date assigned to the level 5/6 interface is
an estimate since no dates actually derive from that boundary.

Perhaps

this fact, perhaps supported by the appearance of many level 5 rim
sherds in level 6, account for Higham and Kijngam*s suggestion that the
Late Period may begin as early as 300 B.C. (1984:709), even though they
date the base of Ban Na Di level 5 to 100 B.C..
One last date from Ban Na Di came from level 4, which was
considered equivalent to the Late Period at Ban Chiang. Level 4
produced R9345/2 (A.D. 200-405) from a shallow pit in square A3 spit
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12 * This feature underlies burial 3 from mortuary phase 3. Level 3
produced no dates.

This date supports the termination of the Late

Period sometime during the first millennium A.D., and also the
statement by Higham and Kijngam (1984:707) that the Late Period at Ban
Na Di may last a bit longer than at Ban Chiang. On the other hand the
most recent date from Ban Chiang, P-2406 (A.D. 35- 570) associated with
a non-diagnostic pot accords well with the late dates from Ban Na Di.
In fact Higham noted in a visit to The University Museum in July 1986
that the vessel fragment probably associated with P-2406 resembled the
lids on the infant burial jars in Ban Na Di.level 4. Because of the
difficulties in correlating the Ban Chiang Late Period burials with the
Ban Na Di deposits, more precise statements on the dating of the phase
IX/X boundary cannot be offered.
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Table 9: Corrected Charcoal Dates from Ban Na Di*

Level Lab no.

Calibration_____ Context

4

R9345/2

A.D. 200-405

shallow pit

5

R9251/1

A.D. 25-225

bronze working furnace

5

R9345/3

A.D. 325-560

bronze working furnace

6

R9251/2

420-380 B.C.

base of posthole

7

R9345/6

820-765 B.C.

fire hardened red soil

7

R9251/3

590-400 B.C.

pit

7

R9251/4

620-410 B.C.

bronze working furnace

8

R9251/5

1130-840 B.C.

charcoal lens

8

R9345/5

1690-1230 B.C.

charcoal lens

*The corrected ranges given here are derived from the one sigma
correction table most recently used by the Radiocarbon Laboratory
of the University of Pennsylvania. The 5568 half life dates on
which the corrections were calculated were taken from Higham and
Kijngam (1984:30-31).

Summary of the Relationship of Ban Chiang and
Ban Na Di Chronologies

Thus what has this review and comparison of the absolute
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chronologies of Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di revealed?

The initial

question posed at the beginning of this chapter has been answered.
Does the chronology proposed for Ban Chiang in this thesis "work" in
that the results are replicated at another site?

We would argue that

there is remarkable congruence between the two sites despite the
problems in crossdating due to differences in ceramics, and despite
very different strategies in date selection and interpretation.
Furthermore we would point out that despite Higham and Kijngam's claims
for a superior dating approach using in situ samples only, the Ban Na
Di dates have their share of interpretive problems.

Four dates from a

level 7 pit (not listed above in Table 9) were discounted from the
chronology as being inconsistent with the other dates.

At least two

other dates seem to have been ignored or de-emphasized because they did
not fit the sequence or cultural interpretations (e.g. R9345/5 and
R9345/3). The problem of relating habitation dates such as R9345/6 to
the burial sequence was not really addressed.
In the final analysis there remains a couple hundred years leeway
for various interpretations of boundaries such as the beginning of the
Middle or Late Period or the base of MP VII. Thus the dating at both
sites indicated that Middle Period VII spanned the middle of the first
millennium B.C. The dating at both sites indicated that the Late Period
spanned the end of the first millennium B.C. and the beginning cf the
first millennium A.D. Dating the transitions between Periods is more
problematical.

At least part of the problem relates to defining and
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identifying the transitions (see above discussion of "Om Kaeo"). In
dating transitions we are still dealing in the realm of "ball park"
figures.

Because of questions pertaining to the identification of

culturally equivalent transitions at the two sites, the Ban Na Di
evidence is not sufficient to change the 1000 B.C. proposed date for
the base of the Middle Period at Ban Chiang in the author's opinion.
We are aware, however, that future evidence may indicate a readjustment
either forwards or backwards.

Higham and Kijngam1s suggestion of

300-100 B.C. as a potential date range for the beginning of the Late
Period is compatible with the evidence.

In sum, while Ban Na Di has

contributed to the firming up of the chronology of northern northeast
Thailand, further consolidation of the dating for the Ban Chiang
Periods and ceramic phases will require excavation of sites more
closely related to it than Ban Na Di.
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CHAPTER VII

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED CHRONOLOGY FOR THE
PREHISTORY OF NORTHEAST THAILAND

The previous chapters have proposed a framework for a revised
chronology for the site of Ban Chiang, northeast Thailand, and tested
it against chronological data currently available from the region.
Table 9 compares the revised chronology with the preliminary chronology
from Gorman and Charoenwongsa (1976).
The dating of bronze and the red-on-buff painted pottery were
major initial questions of the Ban Chiang excavation.

However, the

implications of this site and its chronology have moved far beyond
these original issues.

The more extreme disagreements on the dating

have largely abated (Bayard 1984). Most chronological arguments are now
over ranges of a couple hundred years whereas a few years ago opinions
might differ as much as one thousand years or even more (Higham
1984:234). Issues of context and socio-cultural reconstruction have
moved to the forefront of discussion by regional specialists and will
presumably be major foci in the future.
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Table 9: The Revised Chronology for Ban Chiang Compared
with the Preliminary Chronology.

New
Phase

Key
Ceramics

LP X

Proposed
Date
Range

St-17 200 B.C.-

Key
Ceramics

Original
Date
Range

OP VI

Red slipped
and burnished

300250 B.C.

Red-on-buff
painted

1000-500
B.C.
Tentative

Original
Phase

pt-18

A.D. 300

LP IX

pt-16

300-1 B.C.

OP V

MP VIII

pt-13

400-200
B.C.

(undefined)

MP VII

J3t“12 800-400 A
jot-15 B.C.
)

MP VI

£t-ll
£t-14

1100;► OP IV
700 B.C. f

EP V

pt-10

1600)
900 B.C./

EP IV

pt-7
2t-8
pt-9
pt-6?

19001400 B.C.

(undefined)

EP III

pt-5
pt-6?

21001700 B.C.

OP II*

Beaker
forms

36002900 B.C.

EP II

pt-3
pt-4

30001900 B.C.

OP III

Curvilinear
incised

2000 B.C.

EP I

pt-1
£t-2

36002500 B.C.

OP I*

Black to grey
burnished and
incised

36002900 B.C.

Incised and
painted

16001200 B.C.

* OP I and OP II were not differentiated ceramically or
temporally in Gorman and Charoenwongsa (1976). In Gorman and
Charoenwongsa (1978), however, the beakers are indicated as the
second phase even though OP I and II were given the same date
range.
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Chronology will continue to be important, however, in the building
of detailed regional sequences.

The details of site and regional

chronologies have important implications for reconstructing prehistoric
socio-cultural dynamics.

For example, placing the presence of iron

production in northeast Thailand before or after 300 B.C. affects the
interpretation of the social context of early iron production:
autonomous villages or hierarchic settlements (Higham and Kijngam
1984:721). It also affects interpretations on the source of the
technology.
The previous chapters have developed and tested relative and
absolute chronologies structured on provisional vessel types from Ban
Chiang burials.

In this final chapter some implications of the revised

chronology of Ban Chiang for selected regional issues will be
addressed.

Firstly, a brief comment on thermoluminescence dating of

pottery reportedly from Ban Chiang will be made.

Following this, the

evidence from Ban Chiang on the dating of bronze and iron metallurgy
will be reviewed and my opinion on how to interpret that evidence will
be offered.

The definition of the Middle Period both culturally and

chronologically is a recent area of disagreement and some comments on
issues raised by Higham and Kijngam (1984) will be offered.

Finally a

few broad observations and speculations concerning the impact of
socio-cultural processes on chronological reconstruction will be
offered.
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Theraoluminescence Dating and Ban Chiang Pottery

In the history of the archaeology of Ban Chiang,
thermoluminescence dates had a major role in stimulating interest in
excavating the site (see Chapter I). Since the initial dates (Bronson
and Han 1972) seemed so problematic, excavators of Ban Chiang, Ban Na
Di and other sites in the region have shied away from submitting
samples for TL dating in favor of developing radiocarbon chronologies.
There has been some comment (sometimes contradictory) on technical
problems of dating Ban Chiang pottery by thermoluminescence.
Loofs-Wissowa (1983a:8-9) attributes the problem with the Bronson and
Han dates to the TL method used at that time at the Pennsylvania
Laboratory. Carriveau and Harbottle (1983:57) argue that the assumption
underlying TL dating of "secular equilibrium in the uranium decay
chain" is not valid for some Ban Chiang sherds.

Fleming (1979:10)

notes "the coarse wares of Ban Chiang Thailand... despite their
richness in quartz, are usually quite undatable because of a lack of
significant TL output."

Needham (1980:513) states "... it is doubtful

that the thermoluminescence method is applicable to the type of pottery
in question, which contains little or no feldspar or quartz."

Since

the author is not an expert in TL dating, she cannot really comment on
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this topic other than to observe that all technical problems in
employing this technique on pottery in the Ban Chiang region have not
yet been fully explained, and that the viability of the technique for
dating pottery from the Ban Chiang area has therefore not been
demonstrated.

It would be, however, desirable to be able to reliably

use thermoluminescence on pots from cemetery sites like Ban Chiang
given the interpretive problems of charcoal in such sites.
Nevertheless some additional TL dates have been published since
the original Bronson and Han set (see Appendix C). The provenience of
most of these specimens is equivocal since few are attributed to
controlled excavations.

However, some TL dates have been reported from

the PENN/FAD excavations.

Carriveau (1978:60) refers to "late second

millennium B.C." TL dates from three crucibles from these excavations.
No date ranges were given.
is lost (cat no.

The provenience of one of these crucibles

53 in White 1982), but the other two are associated

with contexts and pottery that would place them in EP V or MP VI. Full
discussion of these two crucibles are for another time.

However, it

can be noted that one was found in the Soft Red (124 cm BD), and the
other just below the Soft Red of square C6 (170 cm BD). This same
square produced P-2272 (1430-865 B.C.) in association with BC B.35 (see
Fig. 16a) at a depth intermediate between the depths of the two
crucibles.

The crucible found just below the Soft Red was clearly

associated with EP V pottery (pt-10) which may have been grave goods
for B.39. In any case it is likely that the feature bearing the latter
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crucible was cut down from the Soft Red. The "late second millennium
B.C." dates from the crucibles accords well with the estimated age for
phases V and VI based on the radiocarbon sequence.
As for the others listed in Appendix C, not only do they lack
acceptable provenience information, but the stylistic information is
inadequate.

For example, there is no way of telling if the black

cordmarked sherds reported in Mortlock and Price (1980-81) came from EP
I or II vessels.

They might have come from fire-clouded patches of a

buff cordmarked pot from a later phase.

A few photographs are provided

in this latter article, but the lack of illustrations for most samples
hampers the reader from stylistically assessing vessels from which the
dates came.

Moreover, Australia National University (ANU) dates

reported by Loofs-Wissowa (1979, 1983a) differ from those reported by
Mortlock and Price (1980-81, 1983) for identical sample numbers.

This

difference might be due to a secular correction employed by Mortlock
and Price but not figured into the Loofs-Wissowa dates.

If this is so,

a clear statement to that effect would be useful.
Aside from these problems, what is prima facie most impressive
about the dates is their divergence.

Red-on-buff ceramics have dates

as late as 1600 BP (ANU 277 as reported in Loofs 1979) to as early as
3070 BP (AMU 420 from Mortlock and Price 1983). Black ceramics range
from 1345 BP (ANU 372 reported in Loofs-Wissowa 1983) to 6400 BP (ANU
424 reported in Mortlock and Price 1981). Some of the divergence may be
due to the lower precision of the "authenticity level" of testing
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employed with the whole vessels.

It is also possible that some of the

vessels are from a different culture or a different time Period. For
example, Chantaratiyakarn (1984) identified red-on-buff painted sherds
at Ban Chiang Hian in the Chi Valley dating back as far as 1300 B.C.
Taken individually, the meaning of each date is uninterpretable.

Some

of the dates are within the range estimated for Late Period wares at
Ban Chiang or Ban Na Di, but many are not.
Means given for various groups of vessels or sherds seem no more
likely to produce useable results.

Some for red-on-buff ceramics seem

quite close to Late Period estimates, e.g.
less so, e.g.

2075+410 BP, and others

2515h455 BP, (both in Mortlock and Price 1983). These do

seem to represent, however, closer agreement with the radiocarbon
chronology than the initial 7000 years or older date from the original
red-on-buff sherd reported in Bronson and Han (1972, critiqued by Loofs
1974). Average dates for the black ceramics have less correlation with
radiocarbon dating of early Ban Chiang ceramics.

A mean proposed for

black ceramics by Loofs-Wissowa (1980:10) of 300 B.C. (250 B.C. in
Loofs-Wissowa 1983:9) seems to bear no relationship to the dating of EP
I and II ceramics based on radiocarbon dates.

Since most of the

specimens were merely cordmarked sherds, they cannot be unequivocally
attributed to early phases at Ban Chiang.
Given that therraoluminescence has the potential to directly date
items of concern to the archaeologist, i.e.

pottery, this dating

technique has important potential for resolving the problems in
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interpretation that arise when trying to date northeast Thai
prehistoric cemeteries and villages from charcoal.

Since some TL dates

have produced results which coincide with radiocarbon estimates, such
as the crucibles noted above, further effort to improve the reliablity
of the technique has great promise.

However, while resolution of

technical problems is needed, the importance of using specimens from
controlled proveniences which can be independently dated by other means
should be patent.

The Appearance of Bronze Metallurgy

In the preliminary report, Gorman and Charoenwongsa (1976) implied
that bronze objects, in particular a bronze spearpoint, were found in
OP I/II. The spearpoint was found in BCES B.76 (sequence B), a flexed
burial with a beaker-shaped vessel (pt-5). Presumably cut from the base
of the Lower Grey, this burial was excavated from well within the
Sterile Stratum. The reader will recall that at the time of the
preliminary report, only BC dates were available.

On the basis of

fourth millennium B.C. dates from basal levels at BC, Gorman and
Charoenwongsa proposed that the basal graves from both BC and BCES
(including B.76 with the bronze spearpoint) were dated 3600-2900 B.C.
Chapter III discusses why we place the pt-5 pottery style in the third
(not the second or first) ceramic phase (EP III). Chapter V discusses
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the rationale for dating this phase in the early second millennium B.C.

It is not the purpose of this study to present all the evidence
for metallurgy at Ban Chiang. However, since the question of the dating
of the first appearance of bronze at Ban Chiang is of such great
interest to Old World archaeologists and many others as well, some
comment on how the revised chronology proposed here affects the dating
of metals at Ban Chiang is in order.
At the present writing, the stratigraphic evidence as interpreted
in this study indicates that bronze appears in the Ban Chiang sequence
after initial occupation.

Regional evidence, though based on very

little excavated evidence, also currently indicates that bronze
appeared after initial settled occupation of the area.

In sum, none of

the EP I features or graves at Ban Chiang had associated bronze
objects.
goods.

No EP II graves excavated at BC or BCES included bronze grave
None of the graves from Non Kao Noi which are comparable to EP

I or II have associated bronze objects.

The site of Ban Phak Top

(Schauffler 1976) also produced black incised pottery, but Schauffler's
excavation found no burials.

He does report, however, that looters of

Ban Phak Top claim to have found bronze and black incised pottery in
the same burial.
So far the earliest bronze artifact excavated as a grave good in
the Ban Chiang region is the bivalve mold-cast spearpoint from BCES
B.76 which as noted above is assigned to EP III. BCES B.76 is the only
EP III grave at Ban Chiang to contain a complete bronze artifact.
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Since Ban Chiang is the only site where beaker shapes have been
formally excavated, we have no other data on the incidence of bronze
during this phase.

Although this burial is by far the most reliable

evidence for the appearance of bronze in the Sakon Nakon Basin, there
is what the author would consider weak evidence to suggest at least
keeping an open mind about the possibility that bronze appeared prior
to beaker pottery.
One argument for keeping an open mind about the appearance of
bronze prior to the beakers has to do with the nature of the B.76
spearpoint.

This spearpoint is clearly not the earliest bronze object

ever made in Southeast Asia. It is not an early experiment but rather
reflects a well established casting and alloying tradition with many
features typical of the prehistoric Southeast Asian metallurgical
tradition (Stech-Wheeler and Maddin 1976; White 1982).
Other possible evidence of pre-EP III bronze at Ban Chiang
includes a crucible fragment found in association with (and having the
same bag number as) 'the densely incised pot (pt-3) located over BC B.43
(EP II, sequence L). Clearly this fragment is not a grave good.

One

might argue that ceramic fragments in grave fill were redeposited from
the soil into which the grave was dug and hence are as old as or older
than the grave.

The author would also point out that deposit of the

fragment subsequent to the burial cannot be ruled out.

One source

might be a post hole which cut one side of the large pot, although
there is no indication that the crucible fragment had any direct
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association with that posthole.

It is also possible that the densely

incised pot was not completely submerged in the grave and that the
crucible fragment was deposited at ground level near protruding sherds
during a subsequent use of the site.
Another example of bronze possibly

in association with densely

incised pottery are fragments found in the feature producing charcoal
date P-2243. Much comment has been made

in Chapters IV

and Vand in

Appendix B on the problems in determining the depositional history of
that feature and other possibly related features.

In essence the

deposit is in the Lower Compact, has an associated vessel fragment with
densely incised design, and may date from EP II, but the various
components of that deposit including vessel fragments, charcoal
fragments, and bronze fragments can not be proven or disproven to be
contemporary with each other.

For the purposes of this discussion we

can point out merely that the deposit did produce a densely incised
base in close proximity with a few fragments of bronze.
One last point should be made in the argument for keeping an open
mind about bronze older than the BCES B.76 spearpoint, and that is
evidence for cultural continuity between EP II and EP III. Although the
beakers at Ban Chiang appear morphologically quite distinctive from the
densely incised vessels and hence might at first appear to represent a
sudden change or even an intrusion in the cultural sequence,
transitional shapes may simply have been missed by the PENN/FAD
excavation.

Densely incised vessels with shapes more closely related
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to beakers can be observed in unprovenienced collections (e.g. White
1982:85). Thus one day we may excavate a phase transitional between Ban
Chiang's EP II and III with intermediate ceramic types and perhaps
evidence for the formative aspects of the bronze technology.
In sum, given the following facts- that the BCES B.76 spearpoint
(the earliest bronze grave good yet found in the Sakon Nakon Basin of
northeast Thailand) shows an established metallurgical tradition, that
the phase in which it appears (EP III) probably evolved out of a
preceding local tradition, and that there is some weak evidence for
bronze in association with EP II ceramics- the author would argue that
bronze probably appeared on the northern Khorat Plateau in an ongoing
cultural tradition from some time prior to the beaker phase (EP III) as
uncovered at Ban Chiang.
Since the spearpoint from EP III is such a crucial piece of
evidence, it is unfortunate that the dating for this phase is so
tentative and vague.

As discussed in a previous chapter, the beaker

pottery (EP III) is most certainly at least 2nd millennium in age,
probably from the first half of that millennium, but there is an
argument for putting the pottery as old as 2000 B.C. The mid second
millennium B.C. date from basal Ban Na Di supports the presence of
bronze in the region during the first half of the second millennium
B.C. In general there is a growing consensus that give or take a few
centuries, 2000 B.C. is not an unreasonable estimate for the appearance
of bronze in the region (Smith 1979; White 1982; Higham and Kijngam
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1984:730: Bayard 1984).
One of the implications of this dating is that bronze technology
was apparently extant in the region substantially before any evidence
for centralized societies.

In the exhibition catalogue the author

proposed that the maintenance of village-based bronze production
outside of an urban context was an aspect of this region’s "Bronze Age"
that distinguished it from other major contemporary "Bronze Ages" such
as the Shang dynasty (White 1982:48). Higham (1984:238) has argued that
his "shorter chronology...

dispenses with the need to explain the

origins of metallurgy and its durability in simple village contexts".
Yet by his most recent chronology (Higham and Kijngam 1984:730), Higham
allows at least 1500 years of bronze working in "small village
communities" prior to the appearance of iron which he correlates with
the development of centralized communities.

The author would venture

to say that most prehistorians would find fifteen hundred years of
village level bronze working shows considerable durability for this
context, an interesting contrast with other contemporary bronze
producing areas particularly northern China, and hence worthy of
serious discussion.
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Ban Chiang, Ban Na Di, and the Appearance of Iron

Gorman and Charoenwongsa (1976) placed the initial appearance of
iron at Ban Chiang in OP IV which was dated 1600-1200 B.C. A similar
problem to that discussed for the dating of bronze is also responsible
for these second millennium dates for iron: BC dates were
inappropriately applied to BCES deposits.

At Ban Chiang the best

evidence for the appearance of iron in the grave sequence occurs in MP
VII in BCES B.26 and B.24 (sequence H). B.24 had a well crafted iron
blade with bronze socket, and B.26 had several iron bangles.

Both

burials had associated sherds of incised and painted pottery.

The

reader will recall that at the time of the preliminary report, all
burials with incised and painted pottery were grouped into OP IV. The
excavators based the original dating on two dates which they thought
were associated with BC B.23, a burial which included one incised and
painted, medium-sized globular cordmarked pot (pt-10, fig.

9d): P-2246

(1405-1240 B.C.) and P-2261 (1865-1365 B.C.). On the basis of these two
dates, the iron in BCES Burials 24 and 26 were dated in the second
millennium B.C.
In Chapter III the author discusses the formal variation in
incised and painted pottery and concludes that this decorative
technique is present in three phases, EP V, MP VI, and MP VII. BC B.23
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is now considered EP V and BCES Burials 24 and 26 are now considered MP
VII. Chapter V discusses the rationale for now dating MP VII in the mid
first millennium B.C. (800-400 B.C.). B.24 with the iron/bronze
spearpoint both superimposes and is superimposed by other PIP VII
burials.

B.19 cuts into B.24. Underlying Burials 19 and 24 in sequence

H is B.40 which is also an MP VII scatter burial but has no associated
iron.

Therefore one might conclude that iron appeared during MP VII

and not from the base of MP VII.
Although the B.24 iron blade and B.26 iron bangles are the
earliest complete iron objects with the most well-defined stratigraphic
positions recovered from Ban Chiang, there are several iron fragments
that appear to be from earlier contexts.

Iron fragments were recovered

from BCES square D6 from layer 20 about 10 cm over the Lower Grey
Stratum. The bases of the deeper MP VII burials are 20-40 cm over the
grey.

In BC several fragments were recovered from square C5, layers 9,

10, and 11. These are at and below the basal depth of Burial 11, an MP
VII burial that was cut down to layer 9. The cultural remains from
below B.ll are primarily EP V and earlier.

In fact the bag from which

the layer 11 fragment came was material under B.31 which the author
would place no later than EP IV (it was cut by EP V B.23 and has a
pre-EP V orientation).

Other fragments were found around BC B.9

including one under the femur.

No complete pots were recovered from

this burial which was only partly exposed, but a large fragment of a
vessel with MP VI affinities was found 10 cm from the right elbow.
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The

best estimate of the soil stratum based on the depth of the burial is
the Soft Red Stratum. This depth is compatible with a pre-MP VII phase
assignment.

(Chapter VI notes that EP V and MP VI burials were found

in the Soft Red at BC). In sum, there are over half a dozen pieces of
iron from contexts ostensibly earlier than the iron objects from BCES
Burials 26 and 24.
The reader will recall that the Middle Period was dated between
1000-300 B.C. The burial from which the bimetallic spearpoint came was
cut by B.19 which had two associated C-14 dates, P-2665 (795-585 B.C.)
and P-2664 (420-380 B.C.). The reader can refer to the appropriate
sections of this study for a full discussion of the problems
surrounding the interpretation of these and other Middle Period dates.
Let it suffice here to say that with these two dates, and with the
indications of the presence of iron at the site for some unspecified
period prior to the deposit of B.24, we feel that the evidence
indicates that iron was present at the site by 500 B.C. and quite
possibly earlier.

This represents a substantial adjustment from the

original estimates for the site of 1600-1200 B.C. (Gorman and
Charoenwongsa 1976). Some difference of opinion remains, however, with
the excavators of Ban Na Di.
The Ban Na Di excavators feel that iron objects were initially
imported into northern northeast Thailand after 500 B.C., and that the
technology did not appear until the Late Period. In the Ban Na Di
sequence, the first appearance of iron is a single fragment from level
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7 not in association with any burial.

Subphase lc produced the

earliest burials with iron grave goods (Burials 16 and 17). These two
burials which had no associated pottery are from the upper part of
subphase lc in square F6. They are stratified over Burial 35 which had
a carinatea pot comparable to MP VII types.

Based mainly on the burial

evidence, Higham and Kijngam (1984:707) see iron coming into the
sequence after the appearance of incised and painted pottery and during
"the second half of the first millennium B.C. at the earliest."

They

also comment that iron is not common until level 5. Furthermore, Higham
and Kijngam propose that iron is not produced in the area until the
Late Period. As evidence they point out that iron slag at Ban Na Di
appears first from level 5.
The discussion of the dating of the iron is somewhat
contradictory.

Ban Na Di subphase lc, the source of the earliest iron

grave goods, is in most places dated 500-400 B.C. (Higham and Kijngam
1984:57, 292). However, for some undiscussed reason, in their
concluding chapter Higham and Kijngam (1984:721) date the iron
artifacts from subphase lc in Burial 16 400-300 B.C.
Table 3-28 in Higham and Kijngam (1984:121) records only one piece
of slag in level 5, 8 pieces in level 4, and 2 pieces in level 3.
Higham and Kijngam's assessment of the evidence for iron slag contrasts
with their assessment of the evidence for iron.

In the latter case,

the significance of a single piece of iron in level 7 was down played
as evidence for the presence of iron at the site prior to 500 B.C. On
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the other hand, the single piece of "iron" slag in level 5 is presented
as evidence that iron working was present at the site from that level
(Higham and Kijngam 1984:698), No analyses of the level 5-3 slags were
provided in the Ban Na Di report to demonstrate that these do indeed
represent iron rather than bronze slags.

Vincent Pigott (personal

communication) has commented that the difference between the two types
of slag is not easily discernible to the naked eye.
Higham (1984:238) has stated that "the Ban Chiang bimetallic
artefacts are probably imports dated no earlier than 300-500 B.C."
which would make them contemporary with the traditional dates for the
Dongson Culture, a possible source for the Ban Chiang Middle Period
iron according to Higham and Kijngam (1984:721). By the Late Period
Higham and Kijngam see Thailand as exposed to an "expansive Indian
State". They propose that "knowledge of iron working reached
communities in the Chi and Mun valleys through the same exchange
network which brought glass and agate beads" (Higham and Kijngam
1984:721). Chi valley communities presumably brought iron technology
with them when, according to Higham and Kijngam, they moved into the
Sakon Nakon Basin during the Late Period. Grahame Clark (1969:238-9)
offered a similar idea: "The Dongson bronzes affected only a small
segment of the population [of Southeast Asia], which remained as a
whole in a basically Neolithic stage until the general use of iron was
spread by Hindu merchants...

during the early part of the Christian
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A full exploration of this provocative argument is too vast to
treat herein, but some preliminary comments might be offered.

Without

reviewing here the complicated chronological evidence (an overview is
included in Bronson and White 1984), it should be noted that a number
of others have independently concluded that iron was present in
Thailand by 500 B.C. or earlier (Bronson 1979:315, 1985; Welsh 1983;
Penny 1984; Pigott and Marder 1984; Bayard 1984).
Of course early iron artifacts in northeast Thailand might have
been imported from outside the immediate region as Higham has suggested
and this proposal will surely stimulate future research on the topic,
A few considerations might be suggested at this point, however.
Exchange of metal working technology must have been present over much
of mainland Southeast Asia throughout the bronze using period judging
from the broad similarity (with regional variations) of the bronze
objects and manufacturing implements recovered in Thailand, Vietnam and
Kampuchea. This was the basis for the proposal (White 1982) that the
area be considered a "metallurgical province" (following the use of the
concept by Chernykh 1980). Why should northeast Thailand import iron
objects for a couple of centuries or more from Vietnam but not learn
the technology, especially since the area had competence in bronze
production?

Furthermore why should the knowledge of iron technology

come via Indian traders?

Were Indian traders also metalsmiths?

Surely

the linguistic and logistical barriers to transmitting a new technology
were fewer with the communities living over the Annamite range, if
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northern Vietnam were indeed the source of early iron in northeast
Thailand.
Yunnan might be another possible area with early iron although the
Dongson-related Tien culture with the spectacular Shih-zhai-shan graves
is too late to be a source for the Middle Period iron.

Classic Tien

dates to the last two centuries B.C. (Chang 1977). Iron seems to be
present as a local industry in Yunnan prior to the classic Tien,
according to Von Dewall (1984) although the evidence at present has not
been dated.

Specific comparisons between the prehistoric cultures of

Yunnan and northeast Thailand should be an interesting topic for future
research.
Another point to be considered with respect to the importation
model concerns the early iron objects themselves.

The Middle Period

iron objects from Ban Chiang include two bimetallic spearpoints (one is
missing the tip) and several iron bangles.

A portion of another

spearpoint fragment typologically identical to the two from Ban Chiang
was given to William Schauffler by a villager in nearby Ban Tong. One
of the interesting points about this set of objects is that they
represent iron versions of artifact types already well established in
the bronze assemblage.

If these were traded into northeast Thailand as

prestige items from northern Vietnam, it seems strange so few ether
types of Dongson metal artifacts have been found in the region.
isolated drum here and there have been located.

An

Higham points to

(among others) a couple of axe halberds from Ban That. This site is
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unpublished so details on typology and provenience are unavailable, but
one suspects they may date from the period of Chinese domination of
northern Vietnam late in the first millennium B.C. These few items
hardly represent the rich variety of metal artifacts (mostly bronze)
from the Dongson culture in northern Vietnam which include knives,
hoes, situlae, many shapes of axes, and a wide variety of daggers,
spearpoints, and other arms.
If one is to argue that an item is traded in from another culture
one should be able to point to identical items in the source culture.
Merely because a similar concept is evident in the manufacture of items
found in two regions (in this case an iron blade with a cast-on bronze
socket) is not sufficient to argue importation of the objects in one of
the areas.
^
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local style.
Unfortunately, thorough documentation including illustrations of
dated and provenienced objects from the key areas relevant to this
discussion are not available.

At present documentation on sites in

Vietnam and southern China includes only a few illustrations with which
to compare artifacts from northeast Thailand. In the sources available
to tlie author, although a few pictures of bimetallic weapons from the
Dongson culture are available, the author has seen none which
morphologically duplicate the ones found in the Ban Chiang area.

The

Ban Chiang area bimetallics are notably consistent in shape and size.
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Composite swords are noted for Yunnan, but the ones from Shih-zhai-shan
are described as having a decoratively elaborate hilt quite unlike the
plain sockets of the Ban Chiang examples.
tr
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of dated and provenienced examples, accurate comparisons cannot be
made.
Neither northern Vietnam nor Yunnan is clearly a source for the
iron bangles at Ban Chiang. The author has found no illustrations and
no reference to iron bangles among the early iron artifacts from
Vietnamese Dongson sites.

Whether this indicates absence of iron

bangles or low of interest in them by the excavators is unclear.

Von

Dewall states (1984:198) that iron was not used for decorative purposes
when it initially appeared in Yunnan. In southern Vietnam, however,
Davidson (1979:221) does note iron bangles from the site of Phu Hoa.
This site has produced two dates: Gif-1999 (1105-400 B.C.), and
Gif-1996 (780-385 B.C.). The provenience details which would relate
these dates to the evidence for iron are not mentioned, but the
comparability of the date ranges with the Middle Period at Ban Chiang
is striking.
One can also address the argument of importation versus local
technology from a technological point of view.

Thus it has been argued

that the very experience of smelting ores to make bronze is likely to
have given the metalsmiths in prehistoric Thailand some familiarity
with iron.

Some scholars have noted (e.g. Wertime 1980:13; Pigott
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1982) that iron can be an "inevitable by-product" of copper and lead
smelting as a result of using iron ores as a flux.

The rarity and

fragmentary nature of some of the earliest iron objects could fit this
possibility (Charles 1980:166).
The relationship of ore sources to the prehistoric cultures in
question is certainly an important issue.

Higham*s implication that

iron working in the area does not pre-date the Late Period because the
earliest iron slag at Ban Na Di was found in level 5 is unconvincing
considering that smelting is likely occurring near ore sources and not
at every village (Seeley and Rajpitak 1984:102). Evidence of
specialized metal producing sites is forthcoming from recent
excavations in Thailand (Pigott 1985; Pigott and Natapintu 1986).
Detailed reconstruction of development of metallurgy in the region will
require excavation of metal producing sites and technical analyses of
the remains of the metal industry from slag to finished item.

Full

evidence of the prehistoric metallurgical technology will likely
require many years of research.
Although present evidence is meager, the current picture of the
appearance of iron in northeast Thailand appears to the author to be
considerably more complex than initial importation of iron objects from
northern Vietnam followed by importation of iron technology from India.
It is possible that the iron in southern Vietnam and perhaps in
northeast Thailand may predate that of the classic Dongson culture in
northern Vietnam (Davidson 1979:221). Bronson and Charoenwongsa
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(1986:23) have noted "tribal metal makers selling their product to
peoples with more developed economic and political systems" for recent
Southeast Asian iron production.

Perhaps this pattern emerged in

prehistoric times.

Defining the Middle Period

While the dating controversies on Ban Chiang ceramics, bronze, and
iron have been discussed for some years, the dating of the Middle
Period is a more recent area of disagreement (Higham and Kijngam
1984:707). The disharmony on how the Middle Period at Ban Chiang
ceramically correlates with the Ban Na Di sequence was addressed in the
previous chapter.

A few additional comments on the definition of the

Middle Period will be offered here.
Higham and Kijngam (1984:707) assume that the transition to the
Middle Period at Ban Chiang involved "the advent of iron, the water
buffalo, and '0m Kaeo* style pottery decoration" as though these three
items all came into the sequence synchronously.

They then question

this synchronicity on the basis of the Ban Na Di sequence.

In fact, in

the Ban Chiang exhibition catalogue (White 1982) none of these three
items was used as the basis for defining the appearance of the Middle
Period. The beginning of the Ban Chiang Middle Period was defined
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primarily on the basis of the appearance of a style of burial which at
Ban Chiang has been called a scatter burial (White 1982:25) which was
associated with large whitish ceramics (pt-11, pt-12. pt-13).
Nevertheless the relationship of water buffalo, iron, and incised
and painted pottery is a pertinent topic even if they do not
necessarily appear simultaneously at the base of the Middle Period. At
Ban Chiang the relationships among scatter burials, i/p pottery, iron,
and water buffalo are not clear cut.

All traits are present in MP VII,

but where exactly they come into the sequence is open to some
flexibility of interpretation.
its appearance as a grave good.

Iron appears in matrix deposits below
Water buffalo bones are found in

matrix deposits and not in graves.

Thus we run intothe problem of how

to relate matrix deposits to grave deposits when soil stratigraphy is
poor.

Moreover, one cannot assume that as new items appear in the

culture they will necessarily synchronously show up in burials or even
habitation deposits.
In this regard we might usefully distinguish between strong and
weak evidence.

Considering how few sites in the region have been

excavated and published, and considering the early stage in our
understanding about site formation processes in this region, even weak
evidence of the appearance of a trait deserves to be well documented.
If enough so-called "weak" evidence accumulates from different sites
that a trait appears at a certain time, we can take that evidence more
seriously and begin to assess the meaning of its appearance.
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With this perspective some preliminary observations can be made
concerning the appearance and relationship of i/p pottery, iron, and
water buffalo.

As already stated, the best stratigraphic evidence that

i/p pottery predates the Middle Period comes from BCES. For example,
one such pot came from layer 21, D5/D6, feature 9, a pit cut from
within the Lower Grey Stratum. Most water buffalo bones were found in
the Middle Red Strata at BCES, but there are one or two identified from
non-burial contexts within the Lower Grey Stratum (e.g. D6 layer 23,
Kijngam 1979). As discussed above, iron appears in the burial sequence
by MP VII, but there is some evidence that it may have been present
earlier and at least one iron fragment ostensibly comes from an Early
Period context.
In sum there is an argument (which the author would consider very
weak) that incised and painted pottery, iron, and water buffalo came
into the Ban Chiang sequence at about the same time late in the Early
Period. The more conservative argument is that i/p pottery was present
in the late EP, followed by water buffalo in the early MP, and followed
by iron in the middle MP. The author would not on current evidence
claim that iron technology was indisputably present from the base of
the Middle Period. The occurrence of iron in early Middle Period
contexts is too rare, the non-burial contexts open to too many
interpretations (e.g. displacement via bioturbation), and its initial
role in the culture too uncertain for the item to be used as a defining
characteristic.
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The change in burial practice, which occurs at the base of the
Lower Middle Red Stratum in BCES and in the Soft Red at BC, seems for
the present a sounder basis for defining a major socio-cultural change
at Ban Chiang than the appearance of particular artifacts whose
baseline occurrence is harder to demonstrate.

In addition, the author

does not assume that the appearance of new items in the material
culture including new technologies will necessarily coincide with major
social developments.

Speculations on the meaning of the appearance of

scatter burials arid multiple sequential burials will be left for
another time.
The evidence currently indicates that incised and painted pottery,
and perhaps iron, appear in the Ban Na Di sequence later than at Ban
Chiang (i/p pottery after 700 B.C. and iron after 500 B.C.). One can
speculate on various reasons for this such as sampling error (Ban Na Di
was a smaller excavation), or cultural differences (e.g. the two aiLcc
were in different trading networks).

This is not to say that the

possibly earlier appearance of iron at Ban Chiang implies profound
cultural transformations.

Perhaps iron had a relatively minor cultural

role in northeast Thailand prior to the Ban Chiang Late Period or Ban
Na Di level 5. Increased interaction with external societies such as
India or China towards the end of the first millennium B.C. might well
have stimulated iron production, if not necessarily the initial
transfer of the actual knowledge of the technology as advocated by
Higham and Kijngam.
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Comments on Differences between the Ban Chiang and
Ban Na Di Sequences

Although a correlation scheme between the Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang
sequences has been proposed, marked differences between the two sites
have been noted in ceramic styles and technology, grave styles, the
appearance of certain artifact types, and the nature of cultural
transitions.

Why do two sites only 20 kilometers apart have such

striking differences?

These differences raise issues on the

interpretation of chronology and prehistoric culture processes which
will receive brief comment here.

Speculations on the Appearance of Metal Artifacts

Over the course of research into prehistoric Thailand, sites have
been cropping up which lack bronze in deposits that are contemporary
with bronze bearing deposits in other sites, e.g.
and Watson 1970), and Khok Phanom Di (Higham et al.

Kok Charoen (Loofs
1987). While some

examples might be due to sampling error, one wonders if other factors
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such as trade patterns might be contributing to this occurrence.

A

possible scenario for how trade might be affecting artifact
distribution will be suggested below.
Pre-iron sites in northeast Thailand are likely to have been
autonomous villages interlinked by trading networks according to Higham
and Kijngam (1984). They argue that the role of bronze artifacts was
primarily to "reflect prestige and status" (Higham and Kijngam
1984:730). One might posit that trade in decorative or prestige items,
including the raw materials used to make such items, may conceivably
have resulted in a rnoie idiosyncratic distribution of such items than
trade in artifacts considered more central or crucial to life of all
social groups at a specified time and place.
Metals are but one of a number of classes of artifacts which lack
uniform distribution among prehistoric sites in Thailand. For example,
no trochus shell bangles like those of Ban Na Di mortuary phase 1 were
found in Middle Period Ban Chiang burials.

Seven whole or substantial

fragments of flanged stone bangles were also recovered from Ban Na Di
level 7 deposits, but only a fragment or two of stone bangles with Tsections were found at Ban Chiang. Shell beads are much more prominent
in the Ban Na Di assemblage than that of Ban Chiang. The stone and
shell are exotic to these sites as are the raw materials for the bronze
artifacts.
One possible explanation for the differences in the presence or
prominence of these exotic items in the two sites is that each village
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had a distinct constellation of trading partners, a pattern also
suggested in the ceramic studies (i.e. Vincent 1984b). The differences
in the trading networks could have been related to a number of factors
such as internal priorities, external conditions (what "routes" each
village had proximity to), wealth, marriage alliances, etc.
Villages may have differed in their articulation with bronze
trading networks as well.

They also may have differed in how they used

bronze objects to express prestige and status.

At least some bronze

objects were locally cast, based on the presence of crucibles and
casting hearths at Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang. If bronze was used less
for functional needs and more for social needs, villages may vary in
the range of items they cast and also how they dispose of those items.
These differences could help account for part of the variation in the
presence and pattern of bronze deposition that is appearing in
prehistoric deposits in Thailand. For example, axes and axe molds are
very prominent at Non Nok Tha. Only one bronze axe was recovered from
Ban Chiang, none from Ban Na Di. Only a fragment or two of axe mold was
found at these latter two sites.

Non Nok Tha having access to

sandstone for molds might have specialized in casting axes which they
then traded to other sites which had less access to sandstone.
Villages on the interior of the Sakon Nakon Basin might have cast their
own bangles using clay molds but traded for axes.

If bronze axes were

more difficult to aquire and therefore more valuable than bronze
bangles, the villagers might be less likely to place the axes in graves
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than the bangles.

Or, bangles could simply have been considered more

appropriate grave items among certain villages.
If the first iron objects in the area were also primarily prestige
goods as Higham (1984) has argued, and they first occur prior to the
establishment of centralized societes, they may also have an uneven
initial distribution among sites.

Unequal distribution due to trading

patterns may account for why iron seems a little later at Ban Na Di
than at Ban Chiang. Further research is of course required to elucidate
the early appearance, source, and role of iron in northeast Thailand.
If the above suggestion that prestige artifacts distributed in trade
networks are not appearing at all sites in a region simultaneously is
true, archaeologists must be very careful about generalizing beyond
their sites on the chronological significance of traded items.

Later

appearance of an item at one site relative to another does not
necessarily imply that the earlier chronology is wrong.

Cultural

factors may account for the absence or late appearance of certain
artifact types at individual sites relative to the presence of these
artifacts at other sites.

Speculations on Ceramic Variability

While trade goods may ultimately prove to have a useful role in
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crossdating, it seems preferable at this juncture to define relative
chronologies primarily

011

the basis of ceramics.

Yet we have seen

striking differences in ceramics between the nearby sites of Ban Na Di
and Ban Chiang. Major differences were found between the two sites in
the styles and technologies of ceramics equivalent to the Middle Period
and possibly even the Late Period. Is there broader cultural
significance to the spatial and temporal ceramic variability?
To account for many changes including ceramic technology from
level 6 to level 5 at Ban Na Di, Higham has proposed population
displacement.

Considerable movement of villages and groups has

occurred in Southeast Asian history and can even be seen in northeast
Thailand today.

During the author's stay in the Ban Chiang region

between 1979 and 1981, rarely did villagers claim their village had
been inhabited longer than 200 years.

When asked about the history of

their settlement, some villagers in the Ban Chiang region today
indicate that their parents' generation abandoned another locale and
moved en masse to their current location.

One suspects that similar

movement may have been common in prehistoric times.

Moreover, a

sequence as long as Ban Chiang may have had many periods of settlement
and abandonment, most of which may be very difficult to pinpoint
archaeologically.
A change of inhabitants per se is not a surprising suggestion to
account for the change in ceramics from level 6 to level 5 at Ban Na
Di. What is more provocative is the magnitude of change envisioned.
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Higham (1984:255) has proposed for what he calls the Songkhram area
"depopulation followed by intrusive settlement" by people from the Chi
Valley chiefdoms.

According to his proposal, the intruders brought to

the northern Khorat Plateau "the now famous Ban Chiang painted
pottery," glass beads, and iron technology.
Certain complexities have arisen which suggest that the above
model is oversimplified.

One problem was mentioned in the discussion

in the previous chapter comparing Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang Late Period
ceramics.

The so-called "bleb" temper which appears by Ban Na Di level

5 supposedly brought by the Chi valley intruders has not been
identified in the Ban Chiang Late Period pottery (William Vernon,
pers.

comm).

Moreover, according to Vincent's technological study

(1984b), there does not seem to be one homogeneous Chi valley ceramic
technology.

As he points out, Non Chai, a large site on the upper Chi,

has many ceramic parallels with Ban Na Di. However, ceramics from Ban
Chiang Hian, a large moated site contemporary with Non Chai but in the
Middle Chi, are not technologically related to Non Chai ceramics on the
upper Chi (nor to Ban Na Di ceramics either).

It seems therefore that

a mosaic of ceramic technologies existed in northeast Thailand during
the first half of the first millennium B.C., and a mosaic still
characterized the region in the late first millennium B.C., even if
there was temporal change in ceramic technology over the same time
period.
Given the marked differences between Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang, Ban
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Na Di may not be a representative site for the Songkhram drainage basin
as implied in the site report (Higham and Kijngam 1984). (For example,
the Ban Na Di rim types are preceded by the initials "US" for "Upper
Songkhram"). In fact Ban Na Di is not actually on the Songkhram
drainage system but rather on a river and lake system that drains into
the Phao river and ultimately into the Chi (Map 3). This river system
may have been the means by which cultural connections with the Non Chai
area were undertaken.

In any case, if the changes in level 5 at Ban Na

Di did derive from a movement of population from the south, it does not
necessarily appear on current evidence to have been by a single
population, or at as large a scale as argued by Higham and Kijngam. A
more limited population shift may have occurred from the upper Chi
valley into the Lake Kumphawapi region.

Perhaps Ban Na Di was an

"outpost" of the Non Chai culture during the late first millennium B.C.
Despite Higham and Kijngam's argument for depopulation at Ban Na
Di and the Songkhram area in general, there is one intriguing piece of
evidence to the contrary in the Ban Na Di ceramics.
to be made using pre-bleb fabrics.

Some pots continue

The best case for this comes from

the lidded infant burial jars in level 4, mortuary phase 2. This phase
is dated after A.D. 200. While 4 out of five infant burial jars from
level 4 are bleb-tempered, one is made with a fabric found in preceding
levels (Vincent 1984b:671). Vincent states that this vessel "resembles
an inferior copy" of the bleb-tempered urns (Ibid). One might ask how
did a ceramic technology survive for at least 300 years between the end
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of level 6 until level 4 if the area was "depopulated" ?
Other evidence supports some continuity and heterogeneity in the
northern Khorat Plateau during the Late Period. Unlike Ban Na Di whose
main cemetery seems to have been abandoned possibly during MP VII, the
Ban Chiang cemetery continued in use after the Middle Period for a few
hundred years.

The ceramic styles and technology did change, but the

appearance of abruptness may in part be a product of sampling error.
Middle Period VIII carobel pots (pt-13) may at first glance appear
quite dissimilar from the intricately painted LP IX vessels, but pots
painted with intricate designs and related in shape to carobel vessels
were apparently found in early test excavations at Ban Chiang conducted
by the Thai Fine Arts Department (e.g. Chin You-di 1975: Fig.

1). The

MASCA pilot study did find significant differences between MP VII and
LP IX vessels (McGovern et al.

1985; Glanzman and Fleming 1985) but no

MP VIII vessels have yet been examined to determine if there was a
transitional technology between the Middle and Late Periods.
Ultimately the mechanism for the change from the Middle Period to
the Late Period may prove to be highly significant.
that there was a period ofrelatively rapid
groups of people caused by
socio-cultural environment.

It may turn out

shifts of one or more

some interestingchange

in the

In the meantime our chronologies should

allow for the possibility that all groups were not necessarily moving
synchronously.

On the other hand population change is not the only

explanation for temporal change in ceramic technology.

Changes in the
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structure of the manufacture and distribution of craft items might also
be considered.

For example, a switch from each village manufacturing

most of its own vessels to specialized pottery villages manufacturing
for a region may account for broad dispersal of certain pottery styles
and technologies.
Possible factors in such a model might be suggested from present
day potters on the northern Khorat Plateau where several ethnic and
ceramic traditions co-exist.
potting villages.

Today pottery is made only in specialized

Giving a somewhat oversimplified picture, the author

was told that most open-fired earthenware in the Ban Chiang area today
is made by female potters whose families emigrated from the southern
part of northeast Thailand and spoke a dialect referred to as "Khorat".
Many of the Khorat-speaking potters report that their families moved to
the area in the last 100 years.
standardized.

Their products seem highly

For the outsider, it is hard to see any striking

differences between the vessels produced in any of the Khorat-speaking
potting villages.

Earthenware vessels made by Khorat speakers contrast

with those made by males in a village speaking "Phu Thai" dialect in
Sakon Nakon province.

Their flat-bottomed pots (reportedly made on a

slow wheel) recognizably differ from the round-bottomed pots of the
Khorat speakers.
A third ceramic tradition can be found in villages along the
Mekong River to the east of Nong Khai. Stoneware vessels fired in huge
kilns are today made principally in a part of Nong Khai province by Lao
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speaking males, the dominant dialect of northern Khorat Plateau. The
earthenware and stoneware vessels differ in function and most
households have some of each type.
over a wide region.

Some villages peddle their vessels

Others sell in provincial markets.

If one imagines how present day pottery might be deposited
archaeologically, one can imagine that sherds of more than one ceramic
technological tradition can be deposited in any one village.

If that

village makes pots, only one or two varieties will dominate the
assemblage.

If the village does not make pottery but has access to

several potting villages, several varieties will be found at that
village.

Interestingly, through some sort of historical accident, the

dominant pot-makers today are a linguistic minority.

Over time they

have come to dominate the pottery making in the region, although
theoretically prior to their arrival, there might have been more
potting villages amongst the dominant linguistic group.

Improved

transportation with the building of roads and advent of trucks may have
promoted a decrease in heterogeneity in pottery production and its
concentration in a new ethnic group.

The domination of earthenware

production by Khorat-speakers, however, does not reflect any
significant ethnic displacement in the region.

A related process might

have occurred in the transition from the Middle Period to the Late
Period where we find new ceramic technologies appearing, even
dominating, but older technologies not disappearing.
There are other hints in the archaeological record that support
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increased village specialization towards the end of the first
millennium B.C. For example, the finding of several adjacent casting
furnaces in level five at Ban Na Di suggested a bronze casting
atelier.

Another example might be the carved clay rollers.

Whatever

they were used for, the over two hundred found at Ban Chiang contrast
strikingly with the seven from Ban Na Di, and suggest a localized
specialty.

Archaeologists might look for other evidence of localized

crafts such as the manufacture of cloth, beads, metals, and of course
ceramic vessels.

Summary And Conclusions

Twenty years ago little was known of the prehistory of northeast
Thailand, of Thailand as a whole, or even of Thailand's neighboring
countries.

Today most of this region remains an archaeological terra

incognita. Even in northeast Thailand, which has received a great deal
of attention in the last two decades, few sites have been the focus of
major excavations and with one or two exceptions little is published
from most of the excavations whether large or small scale.

Yet the

region holds great promise for important archaeological research on
several topics, such as the emergence of agriculture, early development
of metallurgy, and the development of ranked and centralized
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societies.

There is also excellent opportunity to meaningfully employ

many of the more recent interpretive techniques such as locational
geography, ethnoarchaeology, palynology, specialized ceramics analyses,
and so forth.

Despite this great potential, many of the fundamentals

of archaeological research, namely the development of regional
chronologies, lag behind theoretical and methodological enthusiasm.
It is a frustrating task for the modern day archaeologist to spend
the requisite time and effort to analyze the basic details necessary
for building regional chronologies from zero.

Basic chronological

frameworks for many other parts of the world have been worked out long
ago, although details are, of course, always under revision.

An

archaeologist is more likely to receive attention if not acclaim from
her/his colleagues for developing a new theory on agricultural origins
than for developing a useable interpretation of a site's radiocarbon
dates, even though the latter product may be a considerably more
durable contribution to the discipline.
Yet in areas such as Southeast Asia where archaeological research
is in its infancy, one chronology from one site can be crucial to the
understanding of the entire region's cultural development.

Such is the

case with Ban Chiang which holds key importance not only for northeast
Thai prehistory, but for the entirety of mainland Southeast Asia. There
are at least two reasons to this importance.

First, Ban Chiang is

unusual in the time depth represented at the site.

The deposit spans

four thousand years within the prehistoric period from early
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agricultural villages to the edge of protohistoric settlement.

Since

sites, especially pre-urban settlements, commonly have much shorter
time depth or occupations, in most cases archaeologists would have to
piece together a cultural chronology for such a time span from many
sites and excavations.
research.

Such an effort might require many years of

While Ban Chiang hardly resolves all the chronological

issues in the region, to have one, clear, 4000 year sequence from one
site is a significant contribution toward a regional chronology.
This leads to the second point which relates to the vacuum of
information available on the prehistory of Southeast Asia. One hundred
years from now Ban Chiang may not seem as central a site to the
region's prehistory as it currently appears.

At present, however, its

sequence is important not only for archaeologists working in northeast
Thailand, but for all scholars within and outside of the immediate
boundaries who are concerned with intra- and inter-regional
relationships.

There are many important topics of interest to

anthropologists, archaeologists, historians, botanists, and other
scholars needing a chronological framework as the basis of discussion.
A few examples include the origin and spread of East Asian and Pacific
languages and ethnic groups, of crops such as rice and yams, of
metallurgical and other technologies, of systems of social
organization, etc.

The importance of the one site of Ban Chiang to

these discussions will hopefully recede as more excavations throughout
the region reveal a broad range of cultural and chronological
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information, but for now Ban Chiang, while far from being the only
relevant site, is one of the most discussed.
The chronology of Ban Chiang has already achieved some reknown
based in part on the preliminary report (Gorman and Charoenwongsa
1976). Like most preliminary reports, it was written before ail the
facts were available.

Due to the tragic illness of the co-director of

the excavation, Chester Gorman, a revised and fully documented
discussion of the chronology of Ban Chiang was not prepared before his
death.

In the meantime certain implications of the preliminary

chronology, particularly concerning the dating of metallurgy, caused
heated debate among Old World prehistorians.

One aspect of this debate

centered on how to interpret and date sequences for sites like Ban
Chiang which are comprised of cemetery and habitation deposits which
lack living surfaces.

In sum the Ban Chiang chronology has been a

major problem in Southeast Asian archaeology.
The main goal of this dissertation was to develop a revised
chronology of the prehistoric deposit of Ban Chiang, northeast Thailand
based on the excavations conducted by The University Museum of the
University of Pennsylvania and the Thai Fine Arts Department. These
excavations took place in 1974 and 1975 and were directed by Chester
Gorman and Pisit Charoenwongsa. The task of revising the chronology of
this site is possible due to the carefulness of the excavation and the
precision of the records.

Much discussion in the dissertation is

devoted to methodological and interpretive issues in the development of
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the relative and absolute chronologies for the site.

This dissertation proposes a relative chronology of three Periods,
and ten ceramic phases based on key provisional ceramic types found
primarily in graves.

A radiocarbon chronology extending from the

fourth millennium B.C. to the early first millennium A.D. is proposed
based on the thirty-three charcoal samples dated from the site.

The

ceramic and absolute chronologies are compared with other available
evidence from the region and a reasonably close fit is found.
Concerning the initial controversy over the dating of metals, on
the basis of the available evidence, it is concluded that 2000 B.C. is
not an unreasonable estimate for the appearance of bronze, and that
iron had appeared by 500 B.C. or earlier.

This chronology implies that

bronze and iron objects appeared in at least northern northeast
Thailand prior to evidence for urbanized or substantially centralized
societies.

When iron technology becomes locally available is an

important issue for future research, although this author currently
favors indigenous over exogenous sources for mid first millennium B.C.
iron in northeast Thailand.
Although a revised dating of metallurgy is one implication of this
dissertation, the main contributions are the relative and absolute
chronologies presented herein which are major steps toward the eventual
establishment of a regional chronology.

This chronology will also

serve as a basis from which to study the material remains of the site
as clues to the development of prehistoric culture in the region.
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The

sooner chronological issues are laid to rest, the sooner scholars can
direct their attention to issues of cultural development and
theoretical significance in a meaningful way.
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APPENDIX A

ASSIGNMENT OF BAN CHIANG BURIALS TO
PERIODS, SEQUENCES, POTTERY GROUPS AND PHASES

Burials listed include all features assigned a burial number
by the Ban Chiang excavators without consideration of
interpretive problems such as double numbering, displaced or
mixed remains. Under Sequence, ns = not in a sequence. Under
Pottery Group, nrp = no reconstructable pottery: nga = pottery
present but not assignable to a group. Under Phase, * = phase
estimated not on the basis of pottery group but on other evidence
such as depth, orientation, etc; + = the indicated phase or
later. ? = an unsure or estimated assignment.

BCES Burials

Burial

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Period

LP+?
LP
LP+?
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
MP

Sequence

Pottery
Group

H
B
ns
ns
C
B
E
ns
ns
ns

nrp
K
nrp
J
J
J
K
X
J
H

Phase

LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
MP

X+*
X
X+*
IX
IX
IX
X
X
IX
VII
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

LP
MP
LP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
LP
MP
MP
MP
EP
MP
EP
EP
EP
EP/MP
EP
EP
EP
EP?
EP
EP
MP/LP
MP
MP
EP/MP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP/MP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP

G
H
H
A
ns
A
ns
E (B.73)
H
G
D
H
G
H
E
H
ns
F
B
B
B
F
D
B
B
F
C
ns
G
H
ns
F
F
E
D
B
E
ns
B
B
D
D
G
B
B
H
D
F

J
I
K
H
H
H
nrp
H
H
H
G
H
J
H
nga
H
F
nrp
F
nrp
E
nrp
F
E
nrp
nrp
nrp
E
nrp
H
nrp
nrp
E
C
nga
E
C
nga
C
E
E
C
nrp
E
nrp
F
B
nga

LP IX
MP VIII
LP X
MP VII
MP VII
MP VII*
MP VII*
MP VII
MP VII
MP VII
MP VI
MP VII
LP IX
MP VII
MP VI?*
MP VII
EP V
MP*
EP V
EP V*
EP IVb
EP/MP*
EP V
EP IVb
EP IV*
EP V*?
EP IV*
EP IVa
MP/LP*
MP VII
MP*
EP/MP*
EP IVa
EP III
EP IV?*
EP IVb
EP III
EP IV?*
EP III
EP IVa
EP IVa
EP III
EP/MP*
EP IVa
EP IV*
EP V
EP II
EP I-III?*
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59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
MP
EP
MP
EP
MP
EP
EP

H
B
G
B
H
H
H
H
ns
ns
H
H
ns
H
E
I
ns
B
B

F
A?
E
nrp
D
nga
E
D
nrp
nrp
nrp
nrp
H
nga
II
nga
H
C
D

EP V
EP I?
EP IVa
EP I-III*
EP III-IVa
EP IV*
EP IVa
EP III-IVa
EP*
EP*
EP IV*
EP II-IV?*
MP VII
EP I-III?*
MP VII
EP I-II?*
MP VII
EP III
EP III-IVa

BC Burials

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

LP
LP?
LP
MP
EP/MP
EP/MP
EP/MP
EP
MP
MP?
MP
EP
EP/MP
LP
MP
EP/MP
MP
MP
EP

L
ns
L
S
S
ns
ns
R
Q
ns
P
P
ns
K
J
N
S
N
R

T7
IN.

nga
K
G
nrp
nrp
nrp
F
G?
nga
H
F
nrp
K
G
nrp
G
G
F

LP X
LP?*
LP X
MP IV
EP V/MP
EP V/MP
EP V/MP
EP V
MP VI?
MP?*
MP VII
EP V?
EP V/MP
LP X
MP VI
EP V/MP
MP VI
MP VI
EP V
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

MP?
EP/MP
MP
EP
EP
EP
EP
MP
EP
EP*
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP

M
ns
ns
P
P
J
M
K
L
R
ns
P
Q
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
R
K
Q
ns
L
L
S
L
ns
0
0

nga
nrp
I
F
nrp
nga
E
nga
F
nrp
F
nrp
B
nrp
B
F
nrp
nrp
B
nrp
B
nrp
B
B
A
B
B
B?
nrp

MP VI?*
EP V/MP VI*
MP VIII
EP V
EP II-V*
EP I-II*
EP IVa
MP VI-VII*
EP V
EP V*
EP V
EP IV?*
EP II
EP II*
EP II
EP V
EP v*
EP v*
EP II
EP*
EP II
EP*
EP II
EP II
EP I
EP II
EP II
EP II*
EP I-II*
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Some Subtotals

BCES

BC

T o ta l

number of burials

77

48

125 (100%)

sequenced burials

62

33

95 (76%)

unsequenced burials

15

15

30 (24%)

number of burials
with pottery

58

33

91 (73%)

burials assigned to
a ceramic group

51

28

79 (63%)

burials without
pottery (nrp)

19

15

34 (27%)

burials with nonassignable pottery
(nga)

7

5

12 (10%)
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APPENDIX B

RADIOCARBON DATES FROM BAN CHIANG

Appendix B lists all the Ban Chiang radiocarbon dates
beginning with BC followed by BCES. Within each locale the
specimens are presented in the following order: hearth, layer,
non-burial features, and burial-associated. The lab number
(P-nnnn) is followed by the 5568 half-life value and then the
correction value calibrated to the 67% confidence level (vide
Hurst and Lawn 1984). Provenience data follows including site
initials, square, layer, feature, quadrant, and bag number or
numbers as applicable. The "Context" discussion presents
descriptive information from the excavation records on the
provenience of the specimen. The soil stratum is extrapolated
from depth and the stratum name is assigned according to the
system described in Chapter II. "BD" stands for "Below Datum".
The "Comment" is the author’s synthesis of information from the
excavation and analysis on the provenience of the specimen.
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The BC (1974) Radiocarbon Dates

BC hearth dates

P-2243
BC

3020+40 BP
square C4

corrected range:
layer 14

feature:

1395-1230 B.C.
hearth?, SEQ

Bag 1202

Context: The depth of the sample was 2.07-2.10 BD, which
would place the specimen at the level of the Lower Compact in
square C4. The C14 register describes the sample (bag 1202) as
"concentrated carbon from hearth area and general scatterings".
The square notes indicate a much more complex scenario.

Gorman wrote:

"10 June 1974...SEQ L.13 - surface of L.14: coming down onto a
possible hearth area, lots of small charcoal fragments and some
bone along the E baulk- dire is harder, etc. but no good edges
visible... Debbie working"
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The remainder of the notes were by Deborah Kramer, who also
excavated most of the feature and drew the most detailed plan.
She wrote:
"12 June: photographed ?hearth feature yesterday... still baffling
but exposed a number of horizontal pot sherds slightly sloping
from SE - NW. insect and root activity apparent, animal
(muntjack, deer & pig) bone along E baulk, also scattering of
snail? shell see map. small bronze fragment - found and many
scattered (but concentrated within the circular area of SE corner
of quad) bits of charcoal. Some intrusive clay lumps and
laterite also appear, soil textures and color changes as well as
slope of supposed hearth area = indicated by small dotted lines
on the map (same date). - also earlier insect? hole and color
change visible..."

The detailed plan of 12/6/74 shows three concentric zones
with distinctive soils abutting the east baulk: an internal patch
closest to the baulk of "very hard grey compact soil", a second
arc of "marblized ashy texture - slightly red in color", and a
third arc labled "marblized ashy more yellow in color & softer
damp almost muddy". Charcoal fragments are shown in all three
areas among snail shell, animal bone, clay lumps, a bronze
fragment, and pottery fragments.

Two other pages of notes reviewing the excavation of the
quadrant were written by Kramer on June 15 when it was thought
that the bone and pottery from overlying features 2 of layer 12
and 6 of layer 13 were possibly related to the underlying
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"?hearth" feature in layer 14. A possible connection between the
"?hearth" feature and other evidence of habitation (post holes
and pits) activities in neighboring square C5 was also suggested.

Although the notes and the plan indicate that three charcoal
samples were taken, there is no evidence in the Charcoal Register
that these were given separate bag numbers. Presumably they were
all grouped into bag 1202.

Comment:

As can be seen from the description of the context

above, excavators had some doubt as to the nature of the deposit
which produced P-2243. The presence of several postholes, refuse
pits and scatters in C4 and neighboring C5 and C6 at about the
same depth as the charcoal (around 2 meters) suggests the
presence of a habitation horizon. This would support an argument
that the feature from which the P-2243 charcoal was collected
might be a ground level hearth. On the other hand there is some
possible evidence of derivation from above the possible
habitation horizon. The excavators suggest that broken pottery 35
cm over the supposed hearth area (features 2 of layer 12 and 6 of
layer 13) was probably related to the purported hearth deposit.
Examination of the baulk plans for the area contiguous to the
possible hearth area reveals a semi-circular feature which would
have adjoined the supposed hearth area described as a "refuse
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dump containing mostly snails and some animal bones at 187 cms
from datum line, and about 25 cms in thickness". Shells and bone
are also indicated in the so-called hearth area in the C4 plans.
In sum, neither the function nor the stratigraphic source of the
feature is clear, i.e whether we have a down-cut or mound type of
deposit, some type of hearth or a perhaps a small midden.

The sequential relationship of the feature in question to
the burial phases is also equivocal. The feature has no direct
stratigraphic relationship to any of the lower burials. The
charcoal feature may be contemporary with the other evidence for
habitation activity that appears in this and neighboring squares
at around 2 meters in depth (postholes and pits). How does this
hypothetical habitation horizon relate stratigraphically to the
burial sequence? If these features represent a single occupation
horizon, one might assume that burials found at the same depth
must cut down from above and therefore post-date the occupation.
However at Ban Chiang, we cannot be sure that the tops of
down-cut features (either the burials or the postholes) were
identified. Furthermore, there were no clear examples of EP II
burials cutting into habitation features from this level. However
postholes which first appeared at this depth did cut EP II
Burials 43 and 45 (sequence L). One might argue therefore that
the evidence favors placing the occupation period after EP II
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burials. On the other hand the habitation features, even though
they appear at the same depth, may belong to more than a single
phase of occupation. Some may be contemporary with or predate the
burials.

How do the ceramics associated with the charcoal feature
compare with the provisional types defined for burials? None of
the vessels in association with the charcoal have typological
equivalents from burials. The fragments seem somewhat more
related to EP II types in decoration and rim shape than to
ceramics assigned to other burial phases. From the same
excavation square and layer as the charcoal sample came typical
EP II pottery types in both burials and non-burial features. The
pot fragments from around the supposed hearth area might
represent habitation pottery that is contemporary with EP II
burial pottery. On the other hand they may represent a phase for
which no burials with associated pottery were excavated at BC or
BCES.

Moreover, contemporaneity of the five or so pots or pot
fragments reconstructed from around and above the supposed hearth
area with each other and the charcoal fragments cannot be proved
or disproved. The pottery may have been deposited in conjunction
with the hypothetical habitation phase that produced the ?hearth,
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and neighboring postholes, pits, etc. Alternatively, some of the
vessel fragments, such as the densely incised base, may
conceivably have been deposited prior to the hearth and brought
into association incidentally, perhaps by the placement of the
"hearth?1' on an eroded surface. Overlying vessels may have been
deposited after the charcoal. In sum, the association of the
charcoal and some or all of the nearby pottery fragments may have
been coincidental.

What can be stated concerning the stratigraphic significance
of charcoal specimen P-2243? The major conclusion afforded by the
evidence is that the charcoal was most likely deposited during
the build-up of the Lower Compact Stratum. This stratum has
produced burials primarily from EP II, but also one from EP IV
which lies in another square (B.26. sequence M in square B5). The
ceramic and stratigraphic data do not allow a precise placement
of this charcoal specimen in relation to the burial sequence. The
data permit interpretations of before, during or after EP II
deposits.
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BC Layer Dates

P-2265
BC

4830+310 BP
square B6

corrected range:

3915-3340 B.C.

layer 14

Bag 987

Context: Although there is some confusion in the records, the
sample seems to be an isolated specimen near, but not in direct
association with, B.25 (sequence J). The McAulay list has the depth at
2.20-2.33m. This would place the sample towards the top of the
Lower Mottled soil stratum.

Comment:

The oldest and deepest date from BC, P-2265 has no

evident association with any habitation features; i.e. no
habitation features are recorded on the layer plan for square B6
layer 14 or at comparable depths in neighboring squares. However,
in the general layer a few sherds were recovered suggesting
possible of human activity at the same depth as the charcoal. The
plan for layer 14 shows only Burial 25 which included
non-diagnostic vessel shapes (although the pots were broadly
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compatible with early Early Period shapes). The charcoal specimen
may be older than B.25 which presumably was cut from a higher
level, but since B.25 pottery was of unique morphology, the
specimen offers little clarification on the dating of the
provisional ceramic, types defined in Chapter III. The primary
conclusion on the stratigraphic significance of this date is that
it seems to derive from an isolated charcoal specimen excavated
from basal cultural levels (Lower Mottled Stratum) at BC. In
terms of the burial phase sequence, only EP I features (BC B.44
and C6ran*ic feature 1241) derive from the Lower Mottled Stratum.

P-2242
BC

3790+240 BP
square C3

corrected range:
layer 8

quadrant:

2550-1950 B.C.
south east

Bag 1102

Context: Sample came from an "artificial spit" according to
the C14 register with no associated feature mentioned in the
records. The square notes for June 1 state: "C14 SEQ surface of
layer 8 - layer 8 Ken digging 10 cm spit bone + charcoal".
Examining the various relevant records indicates that the sample
must have been taken at between 1.6 and 1.8 meters below datum
which would probably place it near the top of the Lower Compact
and about 20 cm over the level in which EP II Burial 34 appeared.
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The surface and quadrant from which the charcoal sample came also
produced a sherd scatter with EP II ceramics. Unfortunately the
precise provenience was not indicated on the layer plans.

Comment: There are at least two depositional sources for the
charcoal in P-2242. It could represent a ground level deposit, or
it could have been displaced from a lower level by the digging of
the graves for B.33 and B.34.

The plans for the layer from which

the charcoal was recovered show no indications of a broad
habitation horizon to which the charcoal specimen might be
ascribed. However, the charcoal specimen might be related to the
scatter of EP II sherds and bones (presumably that excavated by
Ken according to the notes quoted above) from the same layer and
quadrant. This scatter may be the remains of some type of
isolated or localized habitation activity. It appears possible
therefore that the charcoal represents a ground level deposit
perhaps contemporary with the scatter.

Alternatively, the charcoal and perhaps the sherd scatter
may have been displaced from lower depths, perhaps during the
digging of the graves for underlying B.33 and B.34. However,
there is no evidence for a habitation deposit into which Burials
33 and 34 intruded that might have been the source for the
scatter of sherds, charcoal and bone. Sherd bag 1102 for the EP
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II feature of layer 8 (the same bag number as the charcoal) did
produce a few sherds fitting the B.34 pot although this does not
necessarily mean that the sherds and charcoal were contemporary.
Because no grave cuts were discerned it is unclear whether
Burials 33 and 34 were cut from, cut through, or cut prior to the
surface from which the charcoal came. Considering all the
evidence, it seems likely that the charcoal was deposited during
the buildup of the Lower Compact either post-dating or
contemporary with B.34 (EP II).

Ceramic Feature Dates

P-2246
BC

3040+50 BP
square C5

corrected range:
layer 10

feature:

1405-1240 B.C.
1

Bag 1018

Context:

The C14 Register states the sample is "associated

with B.#23." However, the B.23 skeleton had not been located at
the time the charcoal specimen was excavated. Careful examination
of the records reveals the specimen must have been removed during
the excavation of the huge pot (1007, sequence P) which initially
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was assigned to B.23 but later was considered an intrusion over
B.23 according to the Burial Register. If this was the case, the
depth given for the sample, 1.73 m, is likely an ex post
facto reconstruction from the depth of the B,23 skeleton. This
depth had probably not been reached until several days after the
specimen was excavated (21/5/74). The depth around the ceramic
feature with which the charcoal was associated given on the plan
closest in date to the specimen date (C5 plan 20/5/74) was 1.3 m.
All these facts considered, the specimen is likely to have been
excavated from within the Soft Red Stratum.

Comment:

Only part of the huge pot purportedly associated

with this charcoal specimen overlay B.23. Without the location of
the specimen on a plan, we do not know if the charcoal might have
come from the side of the pot over the body; or from the side
away from the body. Thus we cannot judge whether the charcoal
specimen might have been within a hypothetical grave cut. The
stratigraphic source of the overlying pet (1007) is not clear.
That is, if it was intrusive, what depth did it come from. No
well defined habitation surface is evident as an alternative
source for the charcoal specimen. The huge pot with which P-2246
was probably associated is not represented in any of the
provisional types defined in Chapter III. If P-2246 was
contemporary with an intrusive pot over B.23, it would have been
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deposited after B.23 (EP V). All factors considered, the evidence
leans toward considering the dace as derived from the Soft Red
Stratum post-dating B.23. (see also P-2261 below).

P-2241
BC

2090+40 BP
square C4

corrected range:
layer 7

feature:

190-10 B.C.
1, SEQ

Bag 756

Context: From the C4 notes (3.5.74): "C14 SEQ layer 7—
sandwiched in between the stacked sherds in the NE corner of this
quad— projecting out (west) from the E. baulk... bag #756
feature removal of large sherds imbedded in E section of quad.
Small bags inside contain large carbon concentration..."
Speculations in the notes suggest association of this feature
with B.22 or B.2 but laboratory examination found no relation
between the sherds of bags 756 and 1005 (both of which contained
the removal of feature 1 sherds) and the pottery from either
burial. The feature 1 bags did contain red-on-buff painted sherds
of LP IX type as well as miscellaneous cordmarked sherds. The
depth of this specimen, 1.01m, puts this sample near the base of
the Hard Red Stratum.

Comment:

Since this feature extends into the sidewall, the
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full context of the charcoal is unknown and the cultural nature
of the ceramic feature is indeterminate. Even if the specimen is
redeposited or down-cut it likely derived from the Hard Red
Stratum.

P-2406
BC

1720+190 BP
square C4

corrected range:
layer 4

quadrant:

A.D. 35-570
south east

Bag 500?

Context: The only reference to a C14 sample in the records in
the vicinity of the location of this sample is from C4 notes
(20.4.74): "C4 SEQ sur. layer 4- pot collapsed and from in
between collapsed sherds we found a number of charcoal
fragments". This pot seems to refer to Pot 1 bag 500 on C4 plan
6.4.74. The depth of this feature (80 cm) would put the pot in
the Hard Red Stratum.

Comment:

The vessel fragment from bag 500 is a thick walled,

faintly cordmarked globular pot not belonging to any of the
provisional types. Various dispersed pits and sherd scatters are
illustrated at the depth of the ceramic feature. The ceramic
feature likely represents a ground level deposit. It could be
Late Period or after based on its location in the Hard Red
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Stratum.

BC Burial Dates

EP II Burial-associated Dates

P-2271
BC

3570+230

BP

square C6

corrected range:
layer 18

2205-1685 B.C.

feature: Burial 43

Bag 1374

Context:

The C14 Register states the sample was "associated

with B.#43, 10 cms to right arm.” Bag 1374 contained sherds for
the densely incised pots (EP II) over the chest and pelvis.

Comment: (see P-2263 below)

P-2263
BC

4250+290 BP
square C6

corrected range:
layer 19

3365-2535 B.C.

feature: Burial 43-45

Bag 1377
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Context:

The C14 Register states that the sample is

"concentrated charcoal in area between B.#43 and B.#45". The
Burial Register describes these two burials as probably buried in
the same grave at the same time given the closeness, alignment,
and lack of disturbance of the lower by the upper skeleton. Thus
the C14 Register would imply that the sample came from within the
grave between the upper and lower bodies. On the other hand the
field comment for sherd bag 1377 was "Removal of layer 19 on both
sides (the W + E) of Burials 43 and 45 to pedestal and expose the
burials".

Comment:

If the charcoal sample P-2263 truely came from

between the bodies of B.43 and B.45, redeposition of the specimen
seems unlikely. The skeletons were so close and comparably
aligned that the excavators argued for simultaneous deposition of
the bodies. On the other hand the Bag Register comment throws
some doubt on the provenience of the specimen. (This is a prime
case where indication of charcoal location on the plans would
have been helpful to resolve the ambiguity). Moreover the
disparity in date with P-2271 (above) which was closely
associated with Burial 43 adds further ambiguity to the
interpretation.
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Of course displacement of either charcoal specimen from
earlier deposits at the locale cannot be disproved. However,
although the plans for this level show evidence of habitation
activity, i.e. post holes and a possible hearth area, it is not
clear if any of this evidence precedes the burials. The
archaeologist might normally assume that burials found in the
same layer as the tops of postholes would necessarily post-date
the habitation structures. Due to the difficulties identifying
tops of soil features at Ban Chiang we cannot assume that the
tops of the postholes have been identified. Furthermore at this
depth there are only cases of postholes cutting burials and not
vice versa, hence there is only hard evidence of habitation use
of G6 after EP II burial usage and not before. This possible
habitation phase may have been built on an eroded surface leading
to the highly condensed basal stratigraphy at the site. See text
for further discussion of the chronological interpretation of
charcoal specimens P-2263 and P-2271.

What can we conclude about P-2271 and P-2263? Both specimens
are likely to have derived from the Lower Compact stratum whether
or not they were redeposited.

Most of the burials cut from

within this stratum are assigned to EP II. Burials 43 and 45 are
associated with EP II pottery. Therefore we can tentatively keep
both dates as possibly attributable to EP II until evidence of
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better quality overrides this interpretations

P-2245
BC

3570+230 BP
square C4

corrected range: 2205-1685 B.C.
layer 14

feature: Burial 40

Bag 1205

Context:

The C14 Register states "carbon collected from

features associated with B.#40, pot 1 and from area just east of
Baby's body." Burial 40 is an EP II jar burial. The C4 square
notes of 17/6/74 refer to two C14 samples in bag 1205. The plan of
that date shows that the top of the vessel had been removed and
the child's skeleton cleaned and resting on the underlying
portion of the burial vessel.

Comment:

P-2266
BC

See P-2266 below.

4590+300 BP
square C4

corrected range: 3680-2910 B.C.
layer 14

feature: Burial 40

Bag 1335

Context:

The only direct comment on the provenience of the

sample is in the C14 register: "associated with (Child) burial
#40". The sherds from bag 1335 were excavated during removal of
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B.40 but contributed to vessels from both B.40 and pots assigned
to the adjacent and disturbed B.32. All the vessels concerned
are considered EP II.

Comment:

Like the two C14 specimens associated with Burials

43 and 45 (P-2271 and P-2263) there is a large disparity in date
between P-2266 and P-2245 both purportedly associated with B.40.
The available information on the proveniences of the B.40
specimens is even less precise than the information for the
specimens associated with Burials 43 and 45. Based on the
descriptions one can speculate that at least part of P-2245 may
have come from inside the burial jar. If so, the discrepancy with
P-2266 might be explained if the latter was excavated from matrix
outside the burial jar. Considerable habitation activity at this
depth is indicated by sherd scatters, a few postholes, and the
possible hearth dated in P-2243, although none of these
habitation remains indisputably predate B.40. (See comments for
P-2243 above). As with P-2271 and P-2263, we can conclude that
both specimens excavated as associated with BC B.40 came from
within the Lower Compact even if redeposited and either may
potentially relate

to EP II.
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Dates associated with EP IV Burials

P-2264
BC

3130+210 BP
square C5

corrected range:
layer 11

feature:

1680-1225 B.C.
Burial 31

Bag 1211

Context:

The only direct comment on the sample is in the C14

Register which states "associated with B.#31". The bag log states
that the contents of bag 1211 contained material from under B.31.
Burial 31 had no associated ceramics and was cut by B.23 (EP V,
sequence P).

Comment:

Material from under a burial at Ban Chiang usually

implies material removed from the surface on which the skeleton
lay after the skeleton had been removed. Thus the charcoal was
likely closely associated with the skeleton of B.31 and was
likely deposited simultaneous to or prior to the body. The
charcoal might arguably have derived from the habitation activity
appearing in the C5 plans about 10-15 cms below the burial (depth
about 1.90 cm). Although B.31 had no clearly associated ceramics,
it probably dated from prior to phase V due to the difference in
orientation between it and overlying B.23. Thus whatever the
association of this charcoal specimen with B.31, one can at least
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conclude it was deposited prior to B.23 and probably prior to
phase V.

Dates associated with EP V Burials

P-2261
BC

3270+230 BP
square C5

corrected range:
layer 11

feature:

1865-1365 B.C.
Burial 23

Bag 1083

Context:

The C14 Register states the specimen was

"associated with B. #23". Sherd bag 1083 contributed to the huge
vessel (1007, sequence P) overlying the right side of B.23. This
vessel was initially assigned to the burial but according to the
Burial Register the vessel was subsequently considered not
associated with B.23 but rather a later intrusion.

Comment:

The grave goods of BC B.23 nicknamed "Vulcan"

include four bronze bangles, a bronze adze, baked clay pellets,
and a pt-10 (EP V) pot. Since the location of the charcoal
specimen was not indicated on any plan, one can not be sure if
the specimen was associated primarily with the overlying pot, or
with the skeleton of B.23. However, the skeleton of B.23 had been
located by the date P-2261 was excavated and hence this specimen
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was more likely found in close proximity the actual burial than
P-2246 (see ceramic-associated dates above).

P-2272
BC

2950+210 BP
square C6

corrected range:
layer 15

feature:

1430-865 B.C.
Burial 35

Bag 1167

Context:

The C14 Register states that the sample is

"associated with B.#35". The Burial Register notes that charcoal
is in association with the burial but does not state where. Bag
1167 contained "material associated with Burial 35". Although
there was no associated pottery found in precisely the same
excavation layer, several globular medium sized cordmarked pots
(pt-10, EP V) were found in the overlying layer including one
4 cm above the skull of B.35.

Comment:

It seems likely that the sample was found in close

proximity to the skeleton. B.35 seems to lie within the Soft Red
Stratum, hence the sample is not likely to have been deposited
from a lower soil stratum.
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P-2262
BC

2090+230 BP
square C3

corrected range:
layer 7

feature:

400 B.C.-A.D. 55
Burial 19

Bag 1019

Context: This sample is probably that discussed in the
15.5.74 C3 notes: "B.19, removing charcoal sample adjacent to
left humerus... just found more charcoal under the huge laterite
block lying over the right side of B.19’s chest... Both these
samples are bagged together as being associated with B.19
(provenience quite sure but only two small and rather
isolated bits of charcoal." Painted pottery is mentioned in the
C3 notes (14.3.74) as associated with B.19, but none was found
during the laboratory analysis. Only a portion of a globular
cordmarked pot characteristic of phase V was found just to the
northeast of the skull and laterite block.

Comment:

The charcoal specimen was clearly closely

associated with the skeleton. Other burials in this square and
layer have EP V and MP VI pottery.
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Dates associated with MP VI Burials

P-2240
BC

3120+220 BP
square B5

corrected range:
layer 10

feature:

1675-1220 B.C.
Burial 20

Bag 907

Context: The only field record that comments directly on the
provenience of the sample is the C14 Register which merely states
that the specimen was "associated with B. #20". Burial 20,
sequence M) (nicknamed Nimrod) had a unique set of grave goods
including an unusual assemblage of bone artifacts. The ceramics
from bag 907, which the bag log states were excavated while
exposing B.20, contributed to three partial vessels including one
carinated vessel.

Comment:

Charcoal was probably found among the sherds

overlying the burial. The carinated vessel, plus a unique
pedestaled bowl with an incised and painted design found beyond
B.20's feet, suggest the burial can be attributed to the Middle
Period, possibly phase VI. Another burial (B.18, sequence N)
excavated from the same square and layer also had Middle Period
VI pottery.
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Dates associated with LP X Burials

P-2244
BC

2110+40 BP
square C6

corrected range:
layer 8

195-20 B.C.

feature:

Burial 1

Bag 681

Context:

The C14 Register states that the sample was taken

"during removal of the skeleton, B.#l".

The bag log states that

the contents of bag 681 were excavated while "cleaning Sumitra to
surface beneath her". (Sumitra was the nickname given BC B.l).
The square notes mention at least four C14 samples excavated in
association with B.l. It was not stated if these samples were
combined into one, or whether any of these descriptions refer to
the dated sample.

From the C6 square notes 8.5.74: "Took C14 Sample 4" to the
edge of the left kneecap in association with the sherd spread"
being excavated along the skeleton's left side. The 9.5.74 notes
refer to three samples, one was taken with bag no. 807 (not
listed in the BC C14 Register). Also "C-14 NWQ layer 9 - 7 8 cms
B.D.S (below datum surface) - and 105 cms south of the NW corner
- in the baulk - just under some pottery which covered the legs
of Sumitra. The charcoal seems a very strange, highly vitrified
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material, very interesting composition. Bagging the charcoal in
a separate bag, but giving the bag# of the original material
which would be coming out with this material (no number given in
the notes). Probably dates Sumitra, may be older, but not
younger." On the same day also in layer 9 "a second charcoal
sample was found at 108 B.D.S.(probably the wrong depth
since this depth was not reached until layer 11; also 75 eras was
crossed out next to 108) and 75 cms from the No baulk - out 8 cms
from W. baulk under a sherd protruding from the W. baulk)."
This sample most likely came from the point where B.l’s lower
legs entered the west sidewall.

Comment:

All the locations described for charcoal associated

with B.l were apparently close to the skeleton which had
associated LP X pottery. The burial was located within the Hard
Red Stratum (sequence L).

P-2247
BC

3610+230 BP
square C6

corrected range:
layer 10

feature:

2315-1710 B.C.
Burial 14

Bag 918

Context:

C14 register states the sample was "associated with

B.#14, 10 cms N. of jaw area, 1.02 m. -BDP." This highly
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disturbed burial had associated pottery characteristic of LP X.
Comment:

Because the burial was so jumbled, the provenience

information is difficult to assess. Even so the early date
relative to high stratigraphic provenience cannot be explained.
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BCES DATES

BCES Hearth Dates^-

P-2453
BCES

7180+70 BP
square D5

corrected range:
layer 30

feature:

6290-5705 B.C.
3, hearth?, NWQ

Bag 2285

Context:

Charcoal sample P-2453 comes from a "hearth?"

indicated on the square plan at 4 meters below datum which places
it 40-60 cm below the base of the Lower Grey in the Sterile
Stratum. About 20 cms over the hearth? is the pelvis of B.57
(sequence B, EP II). The only mention in the square notes of

1. see also P-2634 in layer dates for another possible hearth derived
date.
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charcoal approximately at this depth is on 14.8.75 to charcoal on
the surface of layer 31 in the north quadrants.

Comment:

A "hearth” in natural soil suggests that this may

represent the remains of a subsurface hearth. No remnants of a
flue or fuel shaft are indicated, but B.57 which overlies the
charcoal deposit may have destroyed any such remains.
Alternatively, an event which occurred during the build up of the
natural soil may have produced the charcoal.

BCES Laver Dates

P-2452
BCES

4750+240 BP
square D5

corrected range:
layer 27

quadrant:

3785-3355 B.C.
north west

Bag 2111

Context:

According to the C14 Register and Bag Log the

sample was excavated during the "removal of yellow-sterile matrix
(about 10-20 cm spit)". The surface of layer 27 seems to
represent the surface of the Sterile Stratum. Thus the sample
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likely was excavated close to the interface of the Sterile Soil
with the Lower Grey. The layer plan does not indicate the
location of the specimen but does show that the quadrant was
densely cut by habitation features (generally postholes) as well
as funerary features some of which included EP II densely incised
pottery as well as later Early Period types.

Comment:

No single habitation level can be identified at the

base of the cultural deposit to which this general layer charcoal
specimen might be attributed. Postholes usually are either
adjacent to or intrude into graves. Therefore at least some of
the habitation activity post-dates the graves. In the northwest
quadrant, however, is evidence of activity possibly predating EP
II. Under B.57 which had a densely incised EP II vessel were two
holes and the "hearth?11 dated in P-2543 above. All one can
conclude about this charcoal specimen is that it must have been
deposited during early use of the BCES locale.

P-2455
BCES

2830+50 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 26

quadrant:

1115-875 B.C.
southeast

Bag 2248

Context:

According to both the Bag Log and the C14 Register
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the charcoal sample in bag number 2248 came "from 10 cm spit" of
D4 SEQ layer 26. However, the C14 Register notes that the sample
is a very large amount, over 800 grams. Examination of the layer
plans for BCES square D4, SEQ, layer 25, indicates a 30 x 40 cm
rectanglar area in which "charcoal" was written. The rectangle
was labled feature 20, depth 298 cm which is within the Lower
Grey Stratum. The layer 26 plan shows the same area and depth
(apparently left on a pedestal from the layer 25) indicated as a
"hearth" but without a feature number. This feature received no
specific mention in the square notes, and the C14 register has no
record of charcoal collected from this feature. If the charcoal
was not collected as a separate feature, it may have been
included in the general collection of charcoal for the southeast
quadrant of layer 26.

Comment:

Although listed as a layer sample, the author feels

it is highly likely that P-2455 came from the charcoal
concentration illustrated at 298 BD, D4 SEQ. The possiblity that
the charcoal conentration represents a ground level hearth cannot
be discounted. Although the concentration cannot be assigned to a
well-defined living horizon, postholes do appear throughout the
Lower Grey Stratum suggesting habitation activity. On the other
hand, the postholes could be remains of cemetery structures.
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However, the layer 25 charcoal feature that may have
contributed to P-2455 is a prime possibility for a subsurface
hearth. Plans from at least the surface of the Lower Grey Stratum
(30-40 cm over the "hearth") and possibly a little higher show a
hole cut down directly over and to the same depth as the
so-called hearth. The plan for layer 25 shows the hearth area cut
by a second hole. If these holes were remains of shafts or flues,
the charcoal might have derived from a subsurface hearth
contemporary with the habitation activity at the base of the
Lower Red Stratum.

P-2457
BCES

3240+50 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 24

1675-1430 B.C.

quadrant: south east

Bag 2162

Context:

The only information on the sample is that it came

from the removal of a

10

cm spit in the southeast quadrant of

layer 24 in D4. The plan of D4 layer 24 shows some postholes and a
couple of depressions originating from this level. The plan
indicates that the depth of this layer is about 287 BD which is
about 25 cm below the surface of the Lower Grey and 13 or more
cms over the top of a group of infant burial jars (Bs. 63,64).
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Comment:

This general layer specimen cannot be attributed to

any single discrete habitation surface although evidence of
habitation activity exists in the upper portion of the Lower Grey
Stratum which produced this layer specimen. Although examination
of the layer plans of all the BCES squares for the upper part of
the Lower Grey reveals many postholes and other evidence of
habitation activities, intercutting among EP V burials and
postholes suggests that the habitation remains do not all belong
to a single period of habitation. At least one EP V burial (B.59,
sequence H appears to be cut from below the level of the charcoal
specimen. Other EP V burials which seem to be cut from the base
of the Lower Middle Red (e.g. B.29) presumably date from after
the deposit of this charcoal specimen. Thus even though this
charcoal specimen "floats" with respect to the burial sequence by
not belonging to a discrete habitation horizon, it can be
generally attributed to the later part of the Early Period,
probably sometime during EP V.

P-2634
BCES

2780+50 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 21

930-825 B.C.

quadrant: north west

Bag 2110

Context:

The C14 Register states that this sample combines
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an isolated fragment and a more generalized sample of "charcoal
from the red brown soil layer" (i.e. the Lower Middle Red
Stratum). The Bag Log description of 2110 is "Removal of red
brown soil from off of the grey surface". There arc two charcoal
concentrations or possible hearths within a meter horizontal
distance and

10

cm vertical distance of the location of the

isolated charcoal fragment. Numerous postholes indicate intensive
habitation use at this level.

Comment:

This sample is an excellent example for a

layer-derived charcoal specimen because it is so clearly
associated with a distinct habitation horizon. According to the
records this specimen comes from the base of the Lower Red about
10 cms over the surface of the Lower Grey. The surface of the
Lower Grey and basal portions of the Lower Middle Red seem to
represent a true habitation surface as evidenced by a distinct
soil change, numerous postholes, pits, and one or two potential
"hearths". The habitation level lies at a fairly well defined
transition in the burial sequence. All Middle Period VII burials
lie above the Lower Grey surface. The one or two MP VI burials
from BCES seem to lie at the interface of the Lower Middle
Red/Lower Grey, hence apparently originate in the Lower Middle
Red. Although the highest EP V burials also lie along the
interface, many burials from this phase originate well within the
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Lower Grey Stratum. Hence P-2634 not only seems to date from the
early Middle Red Stratum, it also lies close to the transition
from the Early to the Middle Periods in the burial sequence.

BCES Feature Dates

P-2450
BCES

2410+210 BP
square D6/7

corrected range:
layer 16

feature:

800-375 B.C.
1/L. 14, pit

Bag 2651

Context:

This sample was apparently excavated from the Lower

Middle Red Stratum in layer 16 but within feature 1 cut from
layer 14. This feature was a very complicated intrusive
pit which the excavators had difficulty in deciphering the size
and shape. Feature 1 of layer 14 first appeared at a depth of
182 cm. The base of the feature indicated on the plan for layer
16 is 258 cm which most likely represents the depth of the
charcoal specimen. The entire feature was contained in the Lower
Middle Red Stratum. Associated sherdage was Middle Period VI and
VII.
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Comment:

About the only point that can be made concerning

this date is that it seems to have derived from Middle Period
contexts on the basis of its location with the Lower Middle Red
Stratum.

BCES Burial-associated Dates

Dates associated with EP I/II Burials

P-2451
BCES

3580+240 BP
square D6

corrected range:
layer 31

feature:

2215-1690 B.C.
Burial 60

Bag 2322

Context:

The C14 Register states "From burial cut of B60 -

good sample- cut into sterile". The Bag Log states "1/2
sectioning - and removal final

1/2

section of grave cut and bones

from B 60 - badly disturbed - only crania and small pot in situ
(sic)". The source of the disturbance is not clear from the
records. One possibility may be a pottery feature with EP
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II-related vessels cut from layer 30 (and overlying the disturbed
end of the grave.

Comment:

Square D6 had no habitation evidence clearly

predating B.60 from which a "good sample" might have been
redeposited. This would tend to support an argument that the
charcoal deposit was not older than Burial 60. Since the charcoal
specimen was not located on the plans, one cannot judge the
relationship the specimen might have had to the disturbance of
B.60. Hence the "good sample" seems likely to be contemporary
with either B.60 or whatever disturbed it, possibly the overlying
ceramic feature (2260, sequence B). None of the ceramic vessels
from the overlying ceramic feature are of the diagnostic
provisional burial types. Based on stylistic attributes they seem
broadly related to pots from EP II. The B.60 small pot bears
possible resemblance to an EP I pot (see Fig.5b,d pt-2
vessels).

Dates associated with EP III Burials

P-2398
BCES

2480^240 BP
baulk D6/7

corrected range:
layer 27

feature:

820-395 B.C.
Burial 76

Bag 2834
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Context:

According

to the square

the leg/pelvis area of the

notes for 17.9.75 "Under

burial was

an area of reddish andgrey

soil and a large bit of charcoal - under the burial but in
the same cut. it is obviously from the same cut and associated
with the burial - looks like a very good charcoal sample." This
flexed burial in sequence B was cut into Sterile soil and
included a bronze socketed spearpoint and a beaker vessel (pt-4,
EP III). The burial was hastily excavated due to threat of
sidewall collapse.

Comment:

The description of the location of this specimen in

relation to Burial 76 suggests as strong an association of
charcoal with a burial as can be found at the site. It is also
the only charcoal in an

EP III context that has been dated.

Unfortunately, as shown

in Chapter V,

the date range is

inconsistent with the overall chronological sequence.

Dates associated with EP IV burials

P-2456
BCES

3650+220 BP
square D5

corrected range:
layer 27

feature:

2340-1755 B.C.
Burial 45

Bag 2030
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Context:

According to the C14 Register and Bag Log the

sample was excavated from the grave cut fill of B.45 (sequence
D). A group of bones and sherds, possibly representing a highly
disturbed and fragmentary "burial?" was found at the feet of B.45
seemingly within the same gravecut. The records do not indicate
the relationship of the charcoal sample to the main skeleton of
B.45, or the disturbed fragments.

Comment:

One might argue that charcoal found in grave fill

seems more likely to be redeposited than charcoal found in close
proximity to a skeleton, although contemporaneity of grave fill
charcoal with the burial is not impossible based on the Mnong Gar
ethnographic practice discussed in Chapter IV. The pot found with
B.45 is morphologically unique, but appears broadly related to
pt-5 (EF III), pt- 8 and pt-9 (EP IV). If the B.45 charcoal
specimen was redeposited, likely sources might be either the
disturbed burial at the foot of B.45, or B.57 (EP II) which
directly underlies B.45. Thus the specimen may derive from as
early as EP II or as late as EP IV.
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P-2404
BCES

3000+200 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 29

feature:

1545-1015 B.C.
Burial 65

Bag 2678

Context:

This charcoal sample was apparently excavated

during the removal of the grave cut fill of flexed Burial 65
which had a pt-9 (EP IV) vessel. This burial was "cut from
somewhere in the grey into yellow sterile matrix" according to
the Burial Register.

Comment:

There is no specific evidence for or against

redeposition of the specimen. Evidence of a posthole was found at
the base of the grave. Burial 69 (see P-2405) partially cut B.65.

P-2668
BCES

2800+50 BP
baulk D6/7

corrected range:
layer 20

feature:

1100-840 B.C.
Burial 31

Bag 2770

Context:

Although there is some inconsistency in the records

the sample seems to have been excavated during the process of exposing
B.31 which had EP IV pottery overlying the feet.
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Comment:

P-2633
BCES

(see P-2633, below)

2600+60 BP
baulk D6/7

corrected range:
layer 21

feature:

820-765 B.C.
Burial 31

Bag 2773

Context:

Again there is some confusion in the numbering of

the records, but the sample probably was removed during the
lifting of the B.31 skeleton.

Comment:

Both P-2404 and P-2633 seem to have been closely

associated with the skeleton of B.31. The burial overlies B.76
(see P-2398). Disturbance from above occurred over the right
lower leg in square D6 . The upper part of the skeleton had an
unusual dark amber-colored stain. Since the charcoal specimens
were not located on the plans, it is not clear if they were near
the stained portion of the body or near the disturbance. In the
discussion of the overall dating for the site (Chapter V) the
inconsistency of the dates associated with BCES B.31 is
discussed.
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P-2405
BCES

3240+210 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 29

feature:

1765-1340 B.C.
Burial 69

Bag 2656

Context:

The Bag Log indicates that the sample was excavated

during the "Lifting of Burial 69". The square notes of 5.9.75
observe that considerable charcoal was found during the removal
of the burial.

Comment:

Charcoal found during the removal of the burial

implies it was immediately under the skeleton. Since B.69 cut
deeply into Sterile, this suggests that the charcoal may be
contemporary with the body. Burial 69 cuts or overlies portions
of both B.65 (sequence H, EP IV, see P-2404 above) and B.72 (no
diagnostic vessels). Having no accompanying grave goods, Burial
69 is placed in EP IV on the basis of its superposition over B.65
and its orientation which is the same as BCES supine burials
prior to EP V (WNW, ESE). Thus if the specimen was not
redeposited from the underlying burials or if the burial was not
coincidentally placed on a preexisting charcoal deposit located
in Sterile, the charcoal specimen probably derives from EP IV.
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Dates Associated with EP V Burials

P-2454
BCES

3270+180 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 27

feature:

1865-1365 B.C.
Burial 59

Bag 2306

Context:

Both the C14 Register and the Bag Log indicate that

the sample was excavated during the removal of the grave cut fill
of B.59. This burial had a globular cordmarked pot (pt-10)
typical of EP V.

Comment:

Except for two or three postholes cut into

peripheral areas of the Burial 59 gravecut, this burial was
largely intact. B.59 overlies B.69 (see P-2405 above), but does
not seem to cut into the B.69 grave cut. The plan for layer 29
of 21.8.75 shows three holes under the B.59 gravecut, but over the
B.69 gravecut. In fact all squares show increased density of
postholes and other indications of habitation activity at a level
between EP IV and EP V burials. Therefore if this charcoal
specimen was redeposited it may have from this habitation phase.
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Dates associated with MP VII Burials

P-2664
BCES

2300+50 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layers 16-19

420-380 B.C.

feature:

Burial 19

Bags 1383, 1785, 1794

Context:

The charcoal from these three bags derived from the

excavation of and around Burial 19, a Middle Period VII scatter
burial (sequence H). Burial 19 probably cut into adjacent B.24
since the cranium of B.24 was found at the foot of B.19. Bag 1785
was excavated during the removal of B.19 skeleton after the sherd
scatter had been lifted. (It should be noted, however, the sherd
scatter did not form a continuous sheet over the body, but
according to the plans the sherds were concentrated around the
sides of the skeleton). Bag 1794 derived from the soil pedestal
on which B.19 lay. According to the C14 Register 1383 was "from
B19" prior to the excavation of the sherd sheet, but the Bag Log
comment for this number is "working around B19 in 10 cm spit.
Hence material to be recovered are not necessarily associated
with the burial". The charcoal from the three bags was combined
presumably to accrue sufficient mass for dating.

Comment:

From the comments on each charcoal specimen
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contributing to this date, it is conceivable that the charcoal in
this specimen could come from several events not necessarily all
connected with B.19. Considering the varied proveniences of the
charcoal comprising this specimen, the small

1

sigma range for

this date is remarkable. See also comment for P-2665 below.

P-2665
BCES

2520+50 BP
square D4

corrected range:
layer 17

feature:

795-585 B.C.
Burial 19

Bags 1279, 1714, 1705, 1667

Context: These four bags were excavated in conjunction with
exposing and removing the western half of the sherd scatter
overlying much of B.19 on the side away from B.24.

Comment:

As a combined charcoal sample, P-2665 represents a

more coherent combination of proveniences than P-2664 above. They
are at least arguably all associated with a single cultural
deposit - the sherd sheet along the west side of B.19. Since B.19
cut into ariu overlay MP VII burials, if the charcoal specimen was
redeposited, the most likely sources are other MP VII contexts.
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APPENDIX C

THERMOLOMINESCENCE DATES REPORTED ON
BAN CHIANG POTTERY

Below are all the TL dates of which the author is aware that are
published as coming from Ban Chiang pottery. The dates are
presented as far as possible in the same format as originally
published. Sections 1 - 5 are ordered chronologically by date of
publication. Sections 6 - 1 0 are dates from ANU many of which
have been published twice. Results given by Loofs (-Wissowa) are
followed by those of Mortlock and Price.
1).

Dates reported from MASCA by Bronson and Han (1972):

Sample no.
104
271
273

Provenience

Date

Surface?
70-80 cm
130 cm

B.C. 4630+520
B.C. 3570+480
B.C. 3590+275

2). Dates from a Thai excavation (pit W.P. IC) reported in
Charoenwongsa (1973:28, Table p).
Specimens

Levels found

TL date

1-3

50-60
50-60
50-60
50-60
50-60
80-90
80-90
80-90
80-90

A.D.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

1-1

1-4
1-5
1-2

2-3
2-4
2-5
O 1
z.— ±

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

760
570
640
1330
1640
400
1090
2060
2300
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80-90 cm
1 1 0 - 1 2 0
cm
1 1 0 - 1 2 0
cm
190-200 cm
190-200 cm
190-200 cm
190-200 cm

2-2

3-4
3-1
4-3
4-1
4-2
4-4

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

2830
2460
2860
3400
3740
4290
4420

3). Oxford University Research Laboratory for Archaeology and
History of Art (authenticity tests, reported in You-di 1975:26;
source - R. Brown: The Legacy of Phra Luang, Bluett & Son Ltd.
London 1974:7).
E.
F.
G.
H.

(166m
(166m
(166m
(166m

18) 4225 B.C. - 425 B.C.
19) 3725 B.C. - 575 A.D.
20) 6025 B.C. - 1525 B.C.
33) 676 B.C. - 374 A.D.

4). Chin You-di (1975:26) reported on a Ban Chiang vase at the
British Museum, Dept, of Oriental Antiquities, London. Dr.
Douglas Barett letter dated August 19, 1974 to Capt. Sompop
Phiromya R.T.N., D.G. of Fine Arts Department.
470 A.D. - 770 A.D.

5). Carriveau (1978:60) notes TL dates from three crucibles from
the PENN/FAD excavations at Ban Chiang "in the late second
millennium". No date ranges were given. See Chapter VII for
further discussion of the context of these crucibles.

The following dates are from ANU. All dates are BP. Mortlock
and Price (1983:1) indicate that that the results are accurate to
about + 1 0 %.
). Loofs (1979:163) reports the following TL dates on vessels
in private or museum collections:
6

Test no.

Pottery type

253
254
255
274

red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on -buff
black footed

TL-age (BP)
2600
2150
2190
2420
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275
277

incised (?)
red-on-buff
red-on-buff

1895
1600

7). Loofs (1983:9) refers to some of the same ANU specimen
numbers as Mortlock and Price (1980-81) but with different
results:
363
364
368
369
370
371
372

8

).

2260
3420
2155
2645
1600
2490
1345

black
black
black
black
black
black
black

From Mortlock and Price (1980-81:88):

331

red-on-buff with
incised edges to
painted areas

1440

333
334

red-on-buff
red-on-buff

1665
2485
mean of two. 2075

372

black: cordmarked

1515

370
368
363
371
369

black:
black:
black:
black:
black:

1740
2310
2495
2780
2905

cordmarked
unmarked
cordmarked
cordmarked
unmarked
mean of five

335
364

light grey with no
decoration
black: cordmarked
mean of two

2446
3510
3730
3620
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9). Mortlock and Price (1983:1-2) report the following
authenticity tests on complete pots, some of which bear the same
numbers as reported in Loofs (1979) above:
302
275
254
255
419
253
420

1990
2085
2365
2410
2805
2860
3070

red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
Mean Age = 2512+155 BP

on sherds:
333
334

red-on-buff
red-on-buff

1665
2485

Mean Age = 2075+410 BP
10). Mortlock and Price (1981, paper) refer to a few other
tests which do not seem to be mentioned in their other works:
424
?
?
?

black incised?
red-on-buff
red-on-buff
pedestailed red-on-buff
incised??

6400
1810
2550
2790
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